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Abstract 
This thesis investigates stereo vision based techniques for supporting work with teleoperated mobile 
robots. In particular, the tasks of navigation and control of the robot in unknown environments 
as well as control of the manipulator are considered. Support is required with map overviews 
and images from novel viewpoints. Challenges are to create maps and novel images in real time, 
exclusively from image sequences of a calibrated stereo camera that is allowed to move arbitrarily 
in three dimensions. Furthermore, no assumptions are made about the environment. 
These requirements have led to research in the areas of stereo vision, camera motion estimation, 
mapping and novel view synthesis. Several contributions have been made in these areas. Firstly, 
the behaviour of stereo correlation is analysed and a new real time stereo algorithm derived, which 
has reduced matching errors compared to traditional algorithms. Secondly, a new robust real time 
camera motion estimation method is described, which exclusively uses stereo images and permits 
arbitrary camera motion. Thirdly, a new method for creating two-dimensional maps from images of 
a stereo camera under arbitrary three-dimensional motion is presented. Finally, novel view synthesis 
is performed in disparity space of source stereo images using a new method. 
All the proposed techniques have been integrated into the Immediate Reality Scanner (IRIS) 
system. The system performs incremental mapping, immediate virtual walkthroughs and dynamic 
novel views exclusively from a stereo camera under arbitrary three-dimensional motion. Mapping 
and immediate virtual walkthroughs can be performed in real time, concurrently to scanning the 
environment. The thesis describes camera calibration, stereo processing, camera motion estima- 
tion, map building, novel view synthesis and the integration into IRIS, including evaluations in all 
areas. It is concluded that IRIS does not only fulfil the requirements of the anticipated application 
on teleoperated mobile robots, but could also be used in a wide range of robotics and non-robotics 
applications. It is believed that IRIS is the first system that allows incremental mapping and imme- 
diate virtual walkthroughs in real time concurrently to scanning an unconstrained environment with 
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Notation 
Points, Vectors and Matrices 
p, q Points in 2D coordinate system 
P, Q Points in 3D coordinate system 
P Distorted point in camera coordinate system 
P Undistorted point in camera coordinate system 
p Image point in homogenous coordinates 
p' Rectified image point 
R Rotation matrix (size 3x 3), with elements r; k 
T Translation vector (size 3) 
J Jacobian matrix 
K Covariance matrix 
m, b Parameters of a line 
Camera Model Parameters 
A Camera projection matrix (size 3x 3) 
f Focal length in pixels 
t Baseline in mm 
y Skew 
o, " oy Coordinates of the principal point 
k1, k2 Coefficients of radial lens distortion 
M() Symbolises the single camera model 
Correlation 
L, R Areas in the left and right images 
L Alternative area in the left image 
C Correlation value 
xii 
NOTATION 
c(L, R) Correlation of two areas 
Errors and Probabilities 
Specific error 
Expected or propagated error 
a Standard deviation 
S Numerically estimated standard deviation 
P() Error function (i. e. normal error integral) 
Fuzzy Logic 
Nx Membership to fuzzy set x 
E, 0, K Fuzzy set for emptiness, occupancy and confidence 
I, M Fuzzy set for indeterminateness and visual map 
C Cell of occupancy grid 
N Number of updates 
Common Indices 
x, y, z Indices for X, Y or Z coordinate 
d Index for disparity 
1, r, s Indices for left, right and stereo 
n Index for novel view 
i, j, k Miscellaneous indices 
Miscellaneous 
s General scale factor 
1 Distance 
4,0 Angles 
O() The number of algorithmic steps 




1.1 Teleoperated Mobile Robots 
Teleoperation is the activity of carrying out tasks from a distance. Teleoperator systems are used 
to perform tasks in remote environments that are too distant, dangerous or inaccessible for humans 
[133]. A special subclass are teleoperated mobile robots, which allow free movements in a remote 
environment. Figure 1.1 shows the high level structure of a teleoperated mobile robot system. The 
main control loop of the system consists of the operator, the local computer based control system 
and the remote mobile robot, which typically has also some computational power on-board. The 
operator issues commands for controlling the robot or manipulator, which are transmitted from the 
local computer to the mobile robot. Sensor information from the mobile robot (e. g. video signal) 
are transmitted back to the operator to observe the progress of the work. Generally, there are two 
more control loops. The local control loop consists of the operator and the local computer and is 
used for planning and simulating work. The remote control loop consists of the mobile robot and 
its on-board computer and is used for performing certain minor tasks autonomously. 
Operator Local computer Mobile robot Remote 
Camera Manipulator Environment 
Commands, actions 
Sensor feedback 
(e. g. video signal) 
Figure 1.1: High level structure of a teleoperated mobile robot system. 
Applications of teleoperated mobile robots include explosive ordnance disposal, mine clear- 
ance, hazardous waste handling, decontamination, etc. The individual application environment 
might be known to the operator and there might be the possibility to observe the mobile robot 
directly or through cameras. However, this thesis considers application environments that are un- 
known to the operator and can not be seen directly (e. g. inside a house). Furthermore, it is assumed 
that the environment is not engineered for teleoperated work (e. g. no cameras in the environment 
that could observe the robot). Thus, the movements of the robot and the manipulator can only 
be observed through the on-board camera of the mobile robot. This camera has an unfavourable 
1 
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viewpoint for navigation of the robot as it does not provide an overview. Furthermore, the view- 
point is relatively close to the manipulator, which makes judging distances and three-dimensional 
relationships difficult and results in poor manipulator control. 
There are a variety of possibilities for improving the performance of a teleoperated system (i. e. 
making it easier and faster to use). One possibility is to increase usability with generic operator in- 
terfaces or semi-autonomous control modes [54]. Other improvements concentrate on better visual 
representations of the environment and its relationship to the robot or manipulator [35,101,1271, 
thus improving the feedback from the robot. 
The focus of this thesis is on supporting navigation and control of the mobile robot as well as the 
manipulator using novel visual representations. The navigation task involves high level planning 
to move the robot from its current location to a target location through an unknown environment. 
This can be supported with a map overview of the environment that also shows the current position 
and orientation of the robot. Controlling the robot can benefit from viewing it in the environment 
from arbitrary viewpoints (i. e. as if the operator would stand next to the robot for observing its 
movements from any desired position). Virtual representations are very useful for understanding 
local three-dimensional structures and relationships. This leads to the idea of creating a virtual 
representation immediately from sensor data and performing an immediate virtual walkthrough to 
observe the environment and robot. The environment is in these cases supposed to be static as the 
robot travels through it. However, this assumption becomes invalid as soon as the manipulator is 
used to perform tasks in the environment that change it. Nevertheless, a novel viewpoint that is 
not constrained to be on-board the mobile robot is in this case also beneficial and can help judging 
distances and three-dimensional relationships. This will be called a dynamic novel view, because 
the environment is dynamic. 
Challenges are the creation of all visual representations (i. e. maps and images from novel 
viewpoints) in real time from sensors that are travelling on-board the mobile robot. Sensors must 
deliver visual information (i. e. images) as well as the corresponding three-dimensional structures 
for virtual representations. This can be achieved by combining a camera with a three-dimensional 
laser scanner or by using a stereo camera. Measurements by laser scanners are generally more 
precise than stereo vision, but three-dimensional laser scanners can be very expensive, big and slow 
compared to stereo vision. Therefore, a stereo camera will be used as sensor. 
Hence, the considered problem is described as creating incremental maps, immediate virtual 
walkthroughs and dynamic novel views in real time from image sequences of a stereo camera. Sec- 
tion 1.2 defines the aims and constraints of the thesis precisely. A summary of the main contribu- 
tions of this research is described in Section 1.3. Finally, the organisation of the thesis is discussed 
in Section 1.4. 
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1.2 Aims and Constraints 
The aim of the research described in this thesis is to create map overviews and images from arbitrary 
viewpoints in real time exclusively from stereo image sequences. This involves research in the areas 
of stereo vision, camera motion estimation, mapping and novel view synthesis through image based 
rendering (IBR). The aim is achieved by devising novel methods or refining existing ones to reduce 
errors, increase accuracy and robustness while considering real time suitability. The application of 
these techniques is the creation of map overviews and immediate virtual walkthroughs to support 
navigation and control of a teleoperated mobile robot. Furthermore, manipulator control has to be 
supported with dynamic novel views. However, the scope is limited to the physical and technical 
problems of recovering and providing the described visual representations. All human computer 
interaction aspects and the concrete integration into a teleoperated control system are outside the 
scope of this work. There are a number of constraints that have to be considered for the anticipated 
target application. 
" Only one calibrated stereo camera is used as sensor (i. e. no other sensors are assumed). This 
ensures the independence from robotic systems with specific capabilities and increases the 
portability and general usage. 
" Arbitrary three-dimensional camera movements have to be anticipated as the robot might 
travel on rough ground or the camera might be mounted on the manipulator. 
" All operations must be performed in real time, concurrently to the collection of a stereo 
image sequence. A frame rate of 5-10 fps for processing stereo images and creating visual 
representations is considered sufficient for a human operator (for the anticipated application). 
" All techniques should work with cost-efficient hardware (i. e. cameras and computer). This 
prohibits the use of specialised cameras for increasing accuracy or fast processing boards for 
increasing speed. 
. It is assumed that the environment is mostly static for tasks like navigation and robot control, 
because the robot is supposed to travel passively through the environment to target locations. 
However, dynamic environments must be anticipated at target locations, because the environ- 
ment will be actively changed with the manipulator. 
" It is also assumed that the environment contains at least some kind of visual features or 
textures. However, there can be no further assumptions about the environment made. In 
particular, it might be structured, unstructured or a mixture of both. 
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1.3 Contributions 
The main contribution of this research is the presentation of the Immediate Reality Scanner (IRIS). 
IRIS is the first system that allows incremental mapping, immediate virtual walkthroughs and dy- 
namic novel views concurrently to the real time processing of stereo image sequences from a cam- 
era under arbitrary three-dimensional motion in unconstrained environments. The development of 
IRIS involved investigations into the areas of stereo vision, camera motion estimation, mapping and 
novel view synthesis. Significant contributions have been made in each of the four areas. 
Firstly, an investigation into the problems of stereo correlation (i. e. errors at object borders 
and general matching errors) has led to an understanding of the behaviour of stereo correlation, 
especially at object borders. A new multiple window configuration and several filters that tackle 
problems individually have been derived form the analysis. This has resulted in the Multiple Win- 
dow, Multiple Filter (MWMF) real time stereo algorithm [63,66]. The method has been compared 
to other stereo algorithms in an independent study [126], which has recommended it as a very good 
choice if processing time is an issue. 
Secondly, an investigation into camera motion estimation for stereo cameras that move arbi- 
trarily in three dimensions has led to a robust method for finding reliable correspondences between 
highly differing consecutive stereo images. The method is based on the satisfaction of certain con- 
straints and works without any predictions or'assumptions about camera motion. The research also 
included a review and comparison of different error models of the reconstruction error, which is 
important for the definition of constraints and accurate calculation of camera motion. This has led 
to the Stereo Constraint Satisfaction (SCS) method [65], which determines robustly and in real time 
the camera motion exclusively from a sequence of stereo images. 
Thirdly, the problem of creating a two-dimensional map overview from stereo sequences of a 
camera that moves arbitrarily in three dimensions has been studied. This has resulted in the Fuzzy 
Logic based Layered Occupancy Grid (FLOG) method [64], which is memory efficient and can be 
used in real time applications. 
Finally, the problem of creating novel views in real time at arbitrary viewpoints from a collection 
of stereo views has been examined. The problems of existing novel view synthesis techniques have 
been studied and a Disparity Space based Novel View (DSNV) method proposed. The method does 
not require any pre-processing time or additional memory and its speed can directly be scaled by 
reducing the image resolution. Furthermore, virtual objects can be drawn into novel images. 
1.4 Organisation of Thesis 
The organisation of the thesis is depicted in Figure 1.2. The Chapters 2,3 and 4 discuss all re- 
quired techniques to recover the three-dimensional scene structure from one stereo image. Chapter 
2 reviews the stereo camera model and discusses calibration and rectification. The accuracy for per- 
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forming measurements with the used hardware is also determined. Chapter 3 is concerned with the 
determination of correspondences between images and introduces a new real time stereo algorithm. 
Reconstruction is shown in Chapter 4 and different models for the reconstruction error reviewed. 
Individual stereo views are related by estimating the motion of the camera between consecutive 
stereo views. A new method for camera motion estimation is explained in Chapter 5. This results 
in a collection of stereo views, which describe the visual representation of a scene as well as its 
three-dimensional structure. 
Recovering 3D structure of environment with list of stereo views r --------------- --------------------------------- 
Recovering 3D structure from one stereo image ------------ ----------- - 
I Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 
I. 1 Stereo Camera Model Camera Motion 
Stereo Algorithm Reconstruction and (Calibration, I Estimation 
Rectification) (MWMF) Modelling of Errors I 
(SCS) 
----------------- -I 
----------------------- - ------------------------ 






Incremental Immediate virtual walkthroughs 





Figure 1.2: Organisation of the thesis. 
Chapters 6 and 7 describe two techniques that use the collection of stereo views to create dif- 
ferent kinds of visual representations of the environment. Chapter 6 proposes a new method for 
creating two-dimensional map overviews incrementally from stereo views. Chapter 7 uses the col- 
lection of stereo views for creating novel views at arbitrary viewpoints. Mapping and novel view 
synthesis are combined in Chapter 8, which describes the integration of incremental maps with vir- 
tual walkthroughs and dynamic novel views. Evaluations for the anticipated target applications are 
provided as well. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 9 and recommendations for future work are 
given in Chapter 10. 
2 
The Stereo Camera Model 
2.1 Introduction 
The aim of this research is to use stereo vision for creating maps and novel images. This involves 
measuring the three-dimensional structure of the scene from stereo images. Performing accurate 
measurements with cameras requires a mathematical model that describes the projection of the 
scene onto the camera images. The parameters of the model are determined with a calibration 
process. Furthermore, it is important to determine the accuracy with which three-dimensional mea- 
surements can be performed. 
This Chapter discusses related literature in Section 2.2 and the model and calibration of stereo 
cameras in Section 2.3. The resulting camera model is complex and impractical to use. However, 
it is possible to transform it into an ideal model with desirable properties. Section 2.4 describes the 
ideal model as well as the transformation process, which is called rectification. The ideal model of 
rectified cameras is of great importance for stereo vision and used throughout the thesis. Section 
2.5 evaluates calibration and rectification and determines the calibration error and the accuracy with 
which distances can be measured. 
2.2 Related Literature 
Cameras are commonly described by a pinhole model in which all rays of light go through one 
point, i. e. the optical centre. Real cameras do not exactly correspond to this model due to the 
thickness of the lens. However, it is generally acknowledged that the pinhole model is a very good 
approximation [36]. 
Pinhole models consist of a linear part that performs the projection and a non-linear part that 
corrects lens distortion. Lens distortion is an unwanted side effect of camera lenses that bends 
straight lines. The treatment of lens distortion distinguishes between different pinhole models. 
Early models did not include lens distortion at all [1], while it is today commonly described using 
a radial distortion model [39], with one [68,148] or two coefficients [134,160]. More complex 
models additionally treat tangential distortion with two coefficients [62,90] to improve accuracy. 
Beyer [8] reported an accuracy of his physically based model as 46th pixel compared to yth pixel 
6 
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if only radial distortion with one coefficient was used. However, the performance of a distortion 
model depends on the individual design of the lens used. Furthermore, special lenses (e. g. fish-eye) 
are best described by different models [29]. 
Calibration is used to determine the parameters of the chosen model. It is possible to calibrate 
only lens distortion. Iocchi and Konolige [68] use a calibration grid with straight lines and perform 
a search over the parameter space to find the distortion parameters. Devernay and Faugeras [28,29] 
calibrated lens distortion from line segments, which are automatically found in arbitrary images of 
structured environments. Stein [134] also calibrates only distortion, but by using point correspon- 
dences in a sequence of images. Usually, all parameters are calibrated together. Important early 
techniques include the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT), which does not treat lens distortion 
[1]. Tsai [93,148] introduced a robust technique that used one coefficient of radial distortion and 
gained some popularity'. Many other techniques have been developed for the different lens dis- 
tortion models mentioned above [8,36,62,90]. These techniques have the drawback that images 
of non-coplanar calibration points are required. However, three-dimensional calibration objects are 
difficult to build with sufficient accuracy. 
A new generation of calibration methods uses several images of a coplanar calibration grid that 
can be printed out by a laser printer. Zhang's (159,160] method uses two terms of radial distortion 
and requires several images with unknown camera motion. This technique is robust, simple to 
use and accurate2 3. Other approaches additionally permit parameters to change, like focal length 
for zooming [137]. These methods calibrate single cameras. Stereo cameras can benefit from an 
additional optimisation phase using all parameters of both cameras together [113]. 
Rectification is used in stereo vision to simplify stereo matching and to speed up stereo pro- 
cessing by limiting the area for correspondence finding. Many techniques have been suggested 
[36,48,147]. Recent approaches try to minimise the resampling effect [52] or guarantee minimal 
image size without information loss for general motion between the cameras [122]. 
This work used Zhang's calibration technique [159,160] as it is simple, robust and accurate. 
Cameras were modelled with a pinhole model with two coefficients of radial lens distortion. Fur- 
thermore, an optimisation phase for stereo cameras [113] was used after single-camera calibration. 
A simple technique was chosen for rectification [147], since the cameras were physically in almost 
the rectified position. 
I http: //www. ius. cs. cmu. edu/afs/cs. cmu. edu/user/rgw/www/TsaiCode. html 
2http: //research. microsoft. com/-zhang/calib/ 
3http: //www. intel. com/research/mrl/research/opencv/ 
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2.3 Modelling Cameras 
2.3.1 Model Definition 
The camera model describes the transformation of a point in the world coordinate system into a 
point in the image. This transformation can be divided into an extrinsic and an intrinsic transforma- 
tion. The extrinsic transformation describes the relationship between the world coordinate system 
and the camera coordinate system, while the intrinsic transformation describes the projection from 
the camera coordinate system into the image. The extrinsic transformation is defined by a rotation 
matrix R and a translation vector T, which transforms a point in world coordinates Q into a point in 
camera coordinates P. 
P=RQ+T (2.1) 
It is useful to define the extrinsic transformation of a stereo camera as a relation between both 
camera coordinate systems, because this relation is constant. In contrast, the transformation to the 
world coordinate system changes as soon as the camera moves through the world. The relation 
between a point in the left (P! ) and right camera coordinate system (P, ) is defined in equation (2.2). 
The order of rotation and translation is changed compared to equation (2.1) for simplifications later. 
Pr=Rs(PI-Ts). (2.2) 
The intrinsic transformation treats lens distortion and performs the projection according to the 
pinhole camera model. The radial lens distortion model with two coefficients has been employed. 
The distortion model first takes a point P in camera coordinates and projects it onto the plane at 
z=1, by dividing the point through its Z-component. Next, its distance towards or away from r 
the centre of distortion (i. e. 
(0 0 1) ) is changed, depending on the distance to the centre of 
distortion, i. e. 
PX PX+P(kl(P2+Py2)+k2(Px2+Py2)2) Px 
Py =I Py + Py(kl(Px2 + Py2)+ k2(Px2 + Py2)2) , with jy =. (2.3) 
Pz 11z 
Finally, the undistorted point P is transformed into pixel coordinates p by the projection matrix 
A. The scale factor s is used to keep the last coordinate of the homogenous point p equal to 1, 
because P. is in general not 1. This is for example the case if lens distortion is not considered, 
which means P=P. 
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Px fx 'r ox Px 
sp" = AP, s py =0 fy oy Py (2.4) 
1001 PZ 
The matrix A has five parameters, i. e. the focal length in horizontal direction fx, the focal length 
in vertical direction fy, the skew y and the position of the principal point o, oy. The principal point is 
the position where the optical axis passes orthogonally through the image plane, which is generally 
different from the image centre. It is also common to represent fy = sfx, and to define s as a scale 
factor, which is 1 if image pixels are square. The skew y is usually very close to 0 for CCD cameras 
and therefore not always modelled. The intrinsic transformation is assumed to be constant. This 
prevents the use of zoom lenses, which change the focal length, but also other parameters, like the 
position of the principal point. 
Thus, a single camera can be defined using 13 parameters (i. e. 6 extrinsic parameters, 2 coeffi- 
cients of radial lens distortion and 5 further intrinsic parameters). A stereo camera model requires 
a total of 20 parameters (i. e. 6 extrinsic parameters and 2 times 7 intrinsic parameters). 
2.3.2 The Calibration Grid 
The parameters of the camera model are determined through calibration, by measuring the image 
position of calibration points, with exactly known world coordinates. This research uses a planar 
calibration grid that can easily be produced with high accuracy by using a standard laser printer. 
The corresponding calibration method is described in Section 2.3.3. 
The grid consists of 7x5 squares. The corner of each square is used as a calibration point, 
which gives a total of 140 evenly distributed points. For convenience, one of the corners is used 
as the origin of the world coordinate system and z=0 for all points. To ensure accuracy (i. e. 
flatness), the grid has been put into a picture frame. An image of this grid is taken (Figure 2.1a) 
and the position of all calibration points in the image measured with high accuracy. This involves 
two steps. Firstly, the grid is located and the position of each calibration point roughly determined. 
Secondly, the position of each calibration point is determined with high accuracy. 
Automatic grid recognition has been implemented using a heuristic that encapsulates known 
properties of the grid. During this process, the location of the edges of all squares are determined 
to sub-pixel accuracy, using an implementation of Canny edge detector [147] with a sub-pixel re- 
finement. This determines the edge location with an accuracy of 0.1 pixel according to Devernay 
[27]. 
The position of the corner is determined by fitting straight lines through half of the sub pixel 
edge locations as shown in Figure 2.1b. Only half of the edge is used to compensate for slightly 
round edges due to lens distortion. Additionally, a few pixels near the corner are removed, because 
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Figure 2.1: Image of calibration grid (a) and determination of calibration points (b). 
I0 
the corner is slightly rounded during the smoothing stage of edge detection. This effect was de- 
scribed by Devernay and Faugeras [29]. Finally, the position of each corner is determined by the 
intersection of the lines fitted through these sub-pixel positions of adjacent edges. The accuracy of 
this approach is determined in Section 2.5.2. 
2.3.3 Single Camera Calibration 
The knowledge about the location of calibration points in the real world and the image permits the 
calculation of all extrinsic and intrinsic parameters of a single camera. Zhang's method is used for 
this purpose. It requires at least 3 images of coplanar calibration points from different positions 
for a unique solution. The method determines the intrinsic parameters according to the described 
model (Section 2.3.1) as well as the extrinsic parameters for each position of the camera in relation 
to the grid. 
Zhang first calculates a direct analytical solution of the extrinsic and intrinsic parameters by 
ignoring lens distortion (i. e. kj = 0, k2 = 0). The analytic calculation uses an algebraic distance 
to model errors, which is only useful as a first guess. A non-linear optimisation step takes this 
guess and refines the values according to the correct error model. Next, the parameters of radial 
lens distortion are calculated directly by assuming that all other parameters are constant. Finally, a 
non-linear optimisation takes place using the full model and all parameters. Further details can be 
found in Zhangs publication [160]. 
2.3.4 Stereo Camera Calibration 
Both cameras of a stereo camera system are calibrated individually. The extrinsic parameters are 
determined for each of the n positions of the cameras in relation to the calibration grid. Taking 
the calibration images for the left and right camera at the same time allows the calculation of the 
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transformation between both cameras according to equation (2.2). The world point Q is represented 
in the left and right camera coordinate system according to equation (2.1) as, 
Pi = R1Q+Ti, 
Pr=RrQ+Tr. 
The first equation can be solved for Q and inserted into the second one, which gives, 
Pr=RrRT'(PI-T)+Tr 
= RR, - (PI -T +RiRr'Tr) 




However, this calculation of the extrinsic stereo parameter RS;, Ts; can be done for each i-th 
camera position, i. e. 
Rsi = RriRli 1, (2.7a) 
Tsi =Ti- R11Rri 1 Trt with i=1... n. (2.7b) 
Obviously, RS;, T., should be the same for all n positions, but they are slightly different due 
to noise. Mühlmann suggests [113] to perform a final non-linear optimisation over all m calibra- 
tion points at all n positions, by using the 7 left (Al, k11, ku) and 7 right (Ar, kir, k2, ) intrinsic 
parameters of the cameras and the 6 extrinsic stereo parameters (Rs, Ts) together. The left extrinsic 
transformations R1;, Th; (i. e. from the n left camera positions to the grid) are used temporarily as 
parameters as well. The right transformations R,;, T, i are now calculated using the corresponding 
left transformation and the stereo transformation. This can be formulated as the minimisation of the 
term, 
nm 
Y, E(IJPikt -M(A,, kti, k12, Rri, Tti, Pik) II 
k=i i=I (2.8) 
+I IPikr - M(Ar, k i, kr2, RiiRs, Rs(T i- Ts), Pik) I I) 
M symbolises the whole single-camera model. It transforms a calibration point Pik from the 
world coordinate system into the image according to the given parameters. The real position of the 
calibration point in the left and right image is piki and piks. The MINPACK4 implementation of the 
4http: //www. netlib. org/minpack/index. html 
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well known Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [51] is used to perform this non-linear least squares 
optimisation. The rotation matrices are parameterised using Euler angles. The initial guess for Rs, 
Ts is set to R1, Tsl as calculated using equation (2.7). 
The effect of this process is that the information about the constant relationship between both 
cameras is used to refine all parameters. Section 2.5 shows that this treatment decreases the cali- 
bration error. 
2.4 Transformation into an Ideal Model 
2.4.1 Model Definition 
The stereo camera model in Section 2.3.1 is designed to describe the properties of real cameras. 
However, it is non-linear and complex as it requires 20 parameters. This means that it is difficult 
to work with theoretically (e. g. deriving error characteristics) and practically (e. g. it would lead to 
very time consuming algorithms as explained at the end of this Section). 
However, the stereo camera model can be transformed into an ideal model. This ideal model 
is characterised by just 2 parameters, i. e. the focal length f and the baseline t. The cameras are 
modelled as perfect pinhole cameras, without lens distortion or skew. The focal length is the same 
for both cameras in both directions and the principal point is in the image centre. Furthermore, 
both cameras are only separated by a translation of length t along the X-axis. Thus, the projection 
matrices and the rotation and translation look as in (2.9). 
f0Z100t 
A'=A'=A'= 0f2 Rs =010, T' =0 (2.9) 
001001p 
These definitions are used in equations (2.2) and (2.4). This results in equations (2.10), which 
projection the point P onto the points pl and p, in the image planes of the left and right cameras. 
Sift =A'P S2pr =A'RS(P-Ts) =A' (P-Ts) (2.10) 
This model is simple and has other desirable properties for stereo vision. Firstly, the image 
of a world point must appear in the same pixel row in the left and right images. Secondly, its 
pixel column in the right image must be lower or equal to the pixel column in the left image. The 
difference of pixel columns is called the disparity. 
The first property is enforced by the epipolar geometry [39,147]. A ray of light that comes 
from one world point and goes through the optical centre of one camera appears in that camera as 
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a point (i. e. the image of the world point) and in the other camera as a line (i. e. the epipolar line). 
The image of the optical centre (i. e. the epipole) itself is due to the pure horizontal separation of 
both cameras (i. e. purely along the X-axis) at infinity. This enforces the epipolar lines to be parallel 
to the X-axis. Furthermore, the pixel rows in both images are defined to be parallel to the X-axis 
(equation (2.9)). Thus, the image of the world point must be in the same pixel row in both images, 
since it must be on the epipolar line. The second property, is due to the parallel optical axis of both 
cameras. A point at infinity would appear in the same pixel columns. A closer point would appear 
in the right image shifted to the left, which means a lower pixel column. 
The most important task of a stereo system is to find corresponding points. The properties of 
the ideal model reduce the search from two to one dimensions and even constrain the region. This 
improves performance dramatically. 
2.4.2 Planar Rectification 
The real camera model from Section 2.3.1 can be transformed into the ideal camera model that has 
been described in Section 2.4.1. The camera images undergo a corresponding transformation. A 
transformation that enforces the epipolar lines to become parallel to the image rows is generally 
called planar rectification. 
Planar rectification can be pictured as projecting the image pixels from the individual image 
planes of the cameras onto a common image plane whose distance is the same to both optical 
centres (Figure 2.2). The resulting images correspond to the ideal camera model. However, there 
are two degrees of freedom. The first one is the distance between the plane and the optical centres, 
which is the resulting common focal length. Secondly, the plane can be rotated around the line that 
goes through both optical centres. The focal length and this orientation should both be chosen close 
to the values of both cameras to minimise information loss (i. e. resampling effect [52]). 
// 
/ Common plane, which contains 
I^"/ rectified images 
Lý // It 
/ `"I IiI 
. / Unrectifed image `` 
/ý OI planes / 
/ 
O, 
Figure 2.2: Projection of pixels from individual image planes onto a common plane. 
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Rectification has in general more degrees of freedom, but this involves the resulting model 
to have more parameters. There are justifications for keeping the model simple. Firstly, the focal 
length in the horizontal direction can be chosen independently for both cameras. However, it should 
for stereo vision be the same for both cameras, otherwise disparity calculation and correlation would 
have to take the different horizontal scale into account. Additionally choosing the focal length the 
same in the horizontal and vertical direction is arbitrary, but simplifies the model. Secondly, the 
positions of the principal points are almost unrestricted, as they have only to be in the same pixel 
row. Changing the principal points in the rectified images effectively shifts the images on the 
common image plane. This can be helpful to contain as much image data as possible in the rectified 
images, as the projection of the unrectified images might otherwise be outside the bounds of the 
rectified images. However, the image centres can be chosen for the principal points if the extrinsic 
parameters are close to the rectified configuration. 
The differences between all planar rectification methods is due to their treatment of these de- 
grees of freedom. Careful choices are required if the intrinsic parameters of both cameras are not 
similar or if the extrinsic parameters are not close to the configuration of the rectified system. Oth- 
erwise, information can be lost as parts of the source images are either outside the boundaries of the 
rectified images or distorted. Sophisticated rectification methods have been developed to deal with 
general extrinsic parameters [122]. 
This research uses cameras that differ only in manufacturing tolerances and they are physically 
arranged in almost the rectified configuration. Therefore, a simple rectification method is suitable 





t= IT I. (2.12) 
The images are transformed by going through all pixels p'', and p' of the rectified images and 
calculating their positions pI and pr in the source images. This is done by first applying the inverse 
rectified projection matrix A'-1 to the rectified pixel position in homogenous coordinates (i. e. by 
extending pi and p'r by one coordinate and setting its value to 1). Next, a rectification rotation Rrecr 
is applied, i. e. 
Pt = RreaA'-1Pt, Pr = RR- 1 Ai-' pr. (2.13) 
The rectification rotation is defined as, 






, e3 = el x e2. 
(2.14) Rrecr = e2 ei = 
S 
, e2 = T. Tz+TY 
0 
3 
This calculation is taken from Trucco and Verri who provide further details in their books [147]. 
The points P1 and Pr in camera coordinates are finally applied to equations (2.3) and (2.4) to get 
the points pl and pr in the source images. These points are in general in between pixel positions. 
Bilinear interpolation is used to determine the pixel value at the calculated position. 
This calculation is done only once for each pixel and the source positions p are stored in a 
lookup table for all rectified positions pý. This improves speed as the transformation does not 
change for constant model parameters and it has to be done for each new image pair that comes 
from the cameras. 
2.5 Evaluation of Calibration and Rectification 
2.5.1 The Stereo Hardware 
The stereo hardware that has been used throughout this research consists out of two analog, medium 
resolution, monochrome cameras and two analog frame grabber cards. The specifications are given 
in appendix A. 2. The cameras have a horizontal field of view of 42° and a baseline of approximately 
95mm. They are synchronised so that their images are taken at the same time. All components were 
chosen for cost efficiency, as this is an important issue for the resulting system. The stereo camera 
is shown in Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3: The used stereo camera. 
5The book contains a small typing error as the inverse transformation on bottom of page 160 must be R, = R, ec"! R- 
in the notation that is used in the book. 
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The speed of all methods in this thesis was measured on two different computer configurations. 
The first one is a 1.2GHz Athlon with 133MHz memory speed. The second one is a 2GHz Pentium 
4 with 266MHz memory speed. Both processors have a cache size of 256KB. Linux was used in 
both cases as the operating system. The speed of rectification is discussed in Section 2.5.4. 
2.5.2 Accuracy of Calibration Point Localisation 
Accurate localisation of calibration points in the images is an important precondition for calibration. 
The accuracy of the used method (Section 2.3.2) was determined by generating a set of synthetic 
images (320 x 240 pixel) of a calibration grid (i. e. synthetic version of Figure 2.1 a in Section 2.3.2). 
These images were created by using the real camera model (Section 2.3.1) in an inverse direction to 
trace rays of light backwards from the image plane into the world coordinate system. The non-linear 
radial lens distortion model was numerically inverted for each ray using the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm. The intensity with which each ray contributes towards the intensity of the corresponding 
pixel was determined by calculating whether or not the ray intersects a calibration square in the real 
world coordinate system. 
Three measures were taken to ensure realism of synthetic images. Firstly, the camera parameters 
that resulted from a real calibration using 5 images have been used for the model. Secondly, the 
intensity of each pixel was determined by averaging the intensity of 25 x 25 rays, which uniformly 
cover the area of the pixel. This simulates the light summation effect that takes place in real cameras. 
This is important, because the sub-pixel accuracy of the edge detector is based on it. Thirdly, 
Gaussian noise was added. Figure 2.4 shows the root-mean-squared (RMS) error between the true 
and measured positions of all 140 calibration points of 5 synthetic images. 
Calibration Point Localisation Error 
0.35 
0.3 





RMS of Error of 5x140 Points 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Signal to Noise Ratio in dB 
Figure 2.4: Error of calibration point localisation. 
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the cameras are given by the manufacturer as better than 
45dB. An estimation of the signal to noise ratio on the whole system (i. e. cameras and frame 
grabbers) resulted in values between 44dB and 47dB. Thus, the error of calibration point localisation 
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is theoretically 40th pixel. 
2.5.3 Accuracy of Calibration and Rectification 
An evaluation of calibration and rectification was performed on 4 sets of calibration images of size 
320 x 240 pixel. Each set consists of 5 image pairs, which were taken from different orientations 
(i. e. from front, left, right, above and below) in respect to the calibration grid. Both images of an 
image pair were taken at the same time. The calibration grid is fully visible in all images and covers 
the image area as much as possible. 
Calibration was performed on 3 sets, by using 3,4 or 5 calibration image pairs at a time. 
For calibration with 3 or 4 images, all combinations of images within a set were tried. Figure 
2.5a shows the RMS of errors between all calibration point locations of all left and right images 
and the prediction using the determined model parameters. The errors after individual camera 
calibration (Section 2.3.3) are shown in the upper half of Figure 2.5a. It can be seen that using 
more calibration images results in less variations around the mean of 0.27 pixel. The errors after 
after stereo optimisation (Section 2.3.4) are shown in the lower half of Figure 2.5a. The distribution 
of errors are similar, but the mean is generally reduced to 0.12 pixel. These results are similar to 
those from Mühlmann [113] and better than those of Zhang [159]. This can be due to more severe 
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Figure 2.5: Errors after calibration (a) and after rectification (b). 
The 4th set of calibration images was used to verify one important property of rectification, i. e. 
that world points appear in the same pixel row in the left and right images. All image pairs of the 
4th set were rectified with parameters from all calibration tests of the other 3 sets. The calibration 
points have then been located in the rectified images. The vertical difference of corresponding 
calibration points is shown in Figure 2.5b. This Figure suggest that the mean error of image data in 
the ideal stereo camera model is between 0.10 and 0.16 pixel. An inspection of the data revealed 
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that the errors increased rapidly near image borders up to 0.4 pixel, while they are well below 0.10 
pixel in major parts of the image. This is probably due to a deviation of the true lens distortion 
characteristic from the used model. 
A final test evaluated the accuracy with which distances can be measured. Four image pairs of 
a target at distances up to 5m were captured. The distance between the targets and the estimated 
position of the optical centre was manually measured with an error of approximately 1%. The 
images were rectified with parameters from all calibration tests. The stereo correlation system of 
Section 3.4 was used to determine the disparity of the well textured target in the centre of the image. 
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Figure 2.6: Errors in distance (a) and disparity (b) of measuring distances. 
This experiment includes the unknown error of disparity estimation through stereo correlation as 
well. Specifically sub-pixel disparity accuracy was performed with a simple squared interpolation 
of correlation values. This is only an approximation, as the correlation values are calculated in 
a complicated way, as explained in Section 3.4. The graphs in Figure 2.6 show again that the 
variation of errors is much smaller if calibration is done with more images. Less than 5 calibration 
images result in much higher errors, especially at larger distances. This can be explained by small 
rotational errors, whose effect is higher at larger distances. The disparity error (Figure 2.6b) is less 
than 0.2 pixel if 5 calibration images are used. Furthermore, the disparity error is independent of 
the measured distance. The corresponding distance error is higher for larger distances as can be 
seen in Figure 2.6a. This is due to the reciprocal relationship between disparities and distances. 
Hence, it is an advantage to perform calibration with 5 image pairs. Furthermore, the disparity 
error in the image centre is less than 0.2 pixel. The error in other image regions might be slightly 
higher due to higher lens distortion near image borders. 
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2.5.4 Speed of Rectification 
19 
Real time performance is a critical issue of this research. Calibration needs only to be performed 
once for a camera, frame grabber combination. However, rectification must be done for each cap- 
tured image pair and must therefore be fast. Rectification was implemented using SIMD (Single 
Instruction Multiple Data) assembler commands. The average speed for rectifying one stereo image 
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Figure 2.7: Speed of rectification of one stereo image pair of size 320 x 240. 
2.6 Conclusion 
It has been shown how to model and calibrate stereo cameras. The required techniques have been 
assembled and mostly reimplemented from literature, by carefully choosing robust and simple to 
use techniques. Furthermore, the accuracy of the model and the measurement capability of stereo 
correlation have been evaluated on real stereo hardware. 
The discussed calibration process does not require a sophisticated setup. However, practical 
experience has unveiled three issues of main importance for high accuracy. 
. Firstly, the accuracy of the calibration grid must be ensured, which includes the flatness of 
the grid. Flatness can be reached by putting the grid into a picture frame. However, reflec- 
tions on the glass can lead to failures of detecting the calibration grid. This is an additional 
challenge for choosing capturing orientations as there are also the constraints to capture the 
full calibration grid as big as possible in both cameras at the same time. 
" Secondly, calibration images can be captured by holding the calibration grid in the hand and 
keeping the camera static. In contrast, holding the cameras in the hand decreased accuracy, 
probably due to jitter in the images, which is in this case much stronger. 
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" Thirdly, analog cameras and their frame grabbers must be seen as one unity after calibration, 
as each frame grabber uses slightly different horizontal timings. 
The evaluations in Section 2.5.3 have shown good results using 5 calibration image pairs from 
different orientations. It has been discussed that the approximation of lens distortion is the biggest 
source of errors for the used cameras. Nevertheless, the vertical error after rectification was typically 
between 0.10 and 0.16 pixel. The distance measurement error of stereo vision, which includes an 
additional correlation error, was estimated with 0.2 pixel. 
The definition of the camera model and calibration are the basis for measuring the three- 
dimensional scene structure. It is also important for rectifying stereo images, which simplifies the 
correspondence search and ensures fast computations. However, three-dimensional measurements 
and reconstruction can only be performed if correspondences between both images are determined 
by a stereo algorithm. 
3 
The Stereo Algorithm 
3.1 Introduction 
The stereo camera model describes the projection of real world points onto the image planes and 
is 
the prerequisite for three-dimensional measurements (Chapter 2). However, such measurements can 
only be done if corresponding points in both image planes are identified, which is the purpose of a 
stereo algorithm. Pixels correspond if they represents projections of the same point in the scene. The 
model of rectified cameras is used to constrain the location of corresponding pixels. This increases 
performance and simplifies the search as explained in Section 2.4. The horizontal difference in the 
location of corresponding pixel (i. e disparity) is computed for all pixels and stored as a disparity 
image. This Chapter focuses on finding corresponding pixels and creating the disparity image. 
Several techniques for finding correspondences are reviewed in Section 3.2. Correlation was 
chosen as it is fast enough for a real time implementation. However, correlation has problems 
at object boundaries and with ambiguous textures. These problems are analysed in Section 3.3. 
This analysis leads to the introduction of four novel methods, which tackle these problems. These 
methods act as optional modifications of a standard correlation algorithm. Parts of the proposed 
algorithm have been refined since their initial publications [63,66] as described together with the 
full algorithm in Section 3.4. A detailed comparison between standard correlation methods and the 
proposed algorithm has been performed on standard test images. The results in Section 3.5 show 
the advantages of the proposed methods. 
3.2 Related Literature 
There is a vast amount of literature about stereo algorithms. Scharstein and Szeliski [126] recently 
published one of the most comprehensive reviews and comparisons. They identified that global 
optimisation algorithms, like graph cuts [16] produce the best results in terms of lowest disparity 
errors. However, speed is a very important issue in this research. The focus is therefore narrowed 
to algorithms that can perform in real time on non-specialised computer hardware. Feature-based 
methods are typically fast. They work by identifying image features (e. g. edges) and search their 
corresponding matching partners to calculate the disparity of these features. Feature-based methods 
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have been used in mobile robotic applications [5,161 ]. The problem is, that they can only calculate 
disparities at feature positions, which results in sparse disparity images. This is unsuitable for some 
applications, like novel view synthesis, which are part of this research. Therefore, the scope is 
further narrowed to fast algorithms that produce dense disparity images. 
Many real time stereo algorithms, which produce dense disparity images have been published 
within the last decade. All of them are correlation-based. Faugeras et al. [37] reported about 
experiences of correlation-based stereo for mobile robot applications. They described an efficient 
recursive calculation of correlation values whose speed is independent of the size of the window. 
The video rate stereo machine by Kanade et al. [78] uses a configuration of five cameras for higher 
accuracy and a hardware implementation to perform at video frame rates. The system is based on 
a multi-baseline correlation algorithm [118]. The real time stereo algorithm from Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory [105,106] is another correlation method for mobile robotics. It is based on stochastic 
considerations [102]. Other stereo algorithms are based on the same methodology and perform in 
real time on standard computer hardware [75,114]. Finally, the 'Small Vision System' from Kono- 
ligel [85] and Point Grey's stereo vision system2 are two commercially available multi purpose 
stereo correlation libraries. 
All of these algorithms perform correlation using either Normalised Cross Correlation [37] or 
the Sum of Absolute or Squared Differences [75,85,102,114,118] with a rectangular window 
around the point of interest. Usually, either the Laplacian of Gaussian [78,85] or normalisation 
[37] is performed before correlation, to compensate for differences in brightness and contrast. Fur- 
thermore, the left/right consistency check that has been introduced by Fua [44,45] is widely used 
[37,75,85,102]. It performs correlation in both directions between the images to identify er- 
rors. Other methods for avoiding potential problems are the Interest Operator [110] that identifies 
texture-less areas and the Segment Filter [106,116] that removes isolated disparity regions, which 
are usually matching errors. Finally, sub-pixel accuracy is commonly reached by fitting a quadratic 
interpolation function through the best correlation values [78,85,102,126]. All of these methods 
will be referred to as standard methods, since they are widely used in real time stereo systems. 
There have been many attempts to reduce different kinds of errors of correlation-based stereo 
vision. One possibility is to use more than two cameras. The multi-baseline algorithm from Oku- 
tomi and Kanade [118] has been generalised [88] and combined with multiple window techniques 
[80,119] to reduce errors near occlusions. However, the increased cost of hardware and computa- 
tion time can be a severe drawback for this research. Therefore, this research is limited to binocular 
stereo systems. Kanade and Okutomi [77] showed that adapting the size of the correlation window 
reduces errors at object borders. This approach is slow [15], but efficient approximations using 
multiple windows have been proposed [11,47,95]. There have also been attempts to use an ar- 
bitrary shaped window [15,152] or to correlate sub-regions [138]. Another possibility is to keep 
I http: //www. videredesign. com 
2http: //www. ptgrey. com 
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the rectangular window, but change the correlation measure. Zabih and Woodfill [157] introduced 
the non-parametric Rank and Census correlation measure. These measures are shown to be tolerant 
against outliers and perform better than standard correlation methods at object borders. Further- 
more, a fast hardware implementation is possible [20,32,154]. Other deviations from standard 
correlation measures include a calculation that is insensitive to pixel sampling [9] and the trunca- 
tion of intensity differences to reduce the influence of outliers [126]. Colour information instead 
of intensities have also been tried [114]. However, computation time is increased and the improve- 
ments are limited, since changes in colours are usually correlated to changes in intensities3. Finally, 
there are methods to interpolate disparity values, which were lost due to various error filters. The 
major challenge for interpolation is the recognition and treatment of depth discontinuities. Accurate 
approaches are slow [83,142] and fast approaches [44,45] are limited in their results. 
Proper evaluations of stereo algorithms are important for comparison. Subjective evaluations 
of disparity images are very common [21], due to difficulties of obtaining ground truth accurately, 
especially for realistic scenes. However, a small number of images with dense ground truth disparity 
images have recently become available [126,140]. Another possibility is to compare results from 
stereo vision with highly accurate laser scans [115], if available. Furthermore, disparity images can 
be used for predicting images seen from different viewpoints for a comparison with images taken 
at these viewpoints [91,140]. However, transformation errors are in this case mixed with errors of 
the stereo algorithm. 
A standard correlation-based algorithm has been used as starting point for this research, since 
it fulfils the requirement of producing a dense disparity image in real time. The standard algorithm 
is based on rectified images. The Laplacian of Gaussian [78,85], Left/Right Consistency Check 
[44,45] and Segment Filter [106,116] have been used as well as a quadratic interpolation func- 
tion to reach sub-pixel accuracy [126]. Normalised Cross Correlation and the Sum of Absolute or 
Squared Differences have been used on a rectangular correlation window as a base for compari- 
son. Furthermore, Rank, Census [157] and a Multiple Window approach [47] have been evaluated. 
Based on this, the behaviour of stereo correlation has been analysed (Section 3.3) and improvements 
suggested (Section 3.4). The evaluation uses stereo images with ground truth [140]. Additionally, 
the proposed algorithm has been evaluated in an independent study [126], which has confirmed 
its advantages. Major parts of the analysis, improvements and evaluations have been published 
previously [63,66]. 
3Personal discussions with the author. 
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3.3 Analysis of Stereo Correlation 
3.3.1 General Behaviour 
Correlation works by using a usually fixed, rectangular window around the pixel of interest in 
the first image. The window is correlated with a second window, which is moved over all possible 
positions in the second image. The possible positions are defined in rectified images by the minimal 
allowed distance between the camera and an object, which gives the maximum disparity. The 
position where correlation responds with the highest similarity determines the pixel in the second 
image that corresponds to the pixel of interest. The correlation window is shifted in full pixel 
steps, while the true corresponding position is generally in between pixels. Thus, the maximum 
disparity accuracy of this approach would be 0.5 pixel. A higher accuracy can be reached by fitting 
an interpolation function through the correlation values of nearby positions and calculating the 
position of the maximum. Noise in pixel values leads to small disparity errors. 
The biggest problem of correlation comes from matching errors. Noise in pixel values, ambigu- 
ities of texture and reflections can lead to completely wrong matching positions. Bigger correlation 
windows decrease the effect of noise by averaging over a bigger area and increase the chance of 
finding unique textures, thus reducing this kind of error. However, there is another kind of error. If 
a correlation window overlaps a depth discontinuity, then a part of the window will affect the result 
arbitrarily. Figure 3.1 shows a situation where the left part of the window contains the background, 
which is different in both windows. This is due to an occlusion of a part of the background in the 
right image. The size of the occluded part depends on the disparity difference of the foreground 
and background. Consequently, a part of the window introduces an error in the correlation calcula- 
tion, which can lead to a matching error. Similarly, objects, which are smaller than the correlation 
window can disappear completely. 
Left image Right image 
Figure 3.1: Stereo correlation at the border of an object. 
Smaller correlation windows reduce errors with small objects and at depth discontinuities, be- 
cause smaller windows do not overlap the depth discontinuity to the same extent. This is in contrast 
to the first matching error, which can be reduced with bigger windows. Generally, the choice of the 
Pixel of inteicst Corresponding pixcl 
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correlation window size is a trade off between both kinds of matching errors. However, not only 
the window size but also its shape and correlation measure can be changed to tackle this problem. 
This requires a deeper understanding of the source of errors at depth discontinuities. 
3.3.2 Behaviour at Depth Discontinuities and with Small Objects 
Whether the introduced error at a depth discontinuity can be neglected or not depends on the simi- 
larity between the object and the occluded and visible part of the background, which is covered by 
the correlation window. Figure 3.2 shows a situation where the pixel of interest is just outside the 
object. The correct corresponding position for the correlation window R would be L. It is necessary 
to split the correlation window into two halves to understand why the correlation of R with L is 
often preferred to the correlation of R with L. This results effectively in an extension of the object 
at its left border. 
Let c(L, R) be the correlation value of the areas L and R, where a high value corresponds to a 
high similarity. The values c(RI, Li) and c(R2, L2) should be very high, because the corresponding 
regions are correctly matched. The choice between the position L and L depends on the amount of 
similarity of R2 and L2 and the similarity of R, and Li . 
The areas L2 and L1 are occluded in the right 
image. If c(R,, L'i) is higher than c(R2, L2), then the wrong position L will be chosen. The area Ri is 
bigger in this example and should have a higher effect in the correlation process. However, a small 
amount of large errors can have a higher effect than a large amount of small errors, depending on 
the correlation measure. Image noise will affect the choice, but it depends mostly on the similarity 
between the occluded background, visible background and object. 
Left image Right image 
jo; 
H 
Figure 3.2: Typical decision conflict at an object border. 
Usually, the background continues similarly and Li would be similar to Li, and L2 dissimilar 
to L2. The same scenario can be drawn for right borders and leads to a horizontal extension of 
objects. However, shadows or changing texture near object borders can inverse the situation, so that 
the object would become smaller. The situation is slightly different for top or bottom borders of 
objects, because there is no occluded area in the standard case of rectified images. In this case, the 
object and background shift horizontally against each other. Whether a match is correct depends on 
similarities between the horizontally shifted background areas and horizontally shifted object areas 
as well as the influence of noise. The blurring effect is expected to be less severe than at left and 
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right object borders, because the similarity between the background areas is usually high as well as 
the similarity of object areas. Furthermore, there is no asymmetry due to occluded areas as found 
at left or right object borders. Thus, the matching process is only influenced by image noise. 
The behaviour can be different for objects which are in their width or height smaller than the 
correlation window. A large correlation window can match background areas around the object and 
treat the object as noise. This effect depends on the size of the correlation window, the object and 
again the similarities between the object and the background. The outcome is that small objects can 
disappear completely. 
A single depth discontinuity that crosses the correlation window is only a special case. Gener- 
ally the depth could change for every pixel in the window. However, depth varies usually smoothly 
at most places within real images, except at object borders [135,99]. Thus, the case above is an 
important special case. Slanted surfaces were not especially considered here, but could be modelled 
by several small depth discontinuities. 
This theoretical analysis leads to the prediction that stereo correlation blurs the shape of objects 
with an underlying tendency to extend objects horizontally. Furthermore, the true position of the 
depth discontinuity is near (i. e. within the size of the correlation window) to the position of the 
calculated depth discontinuity. Thus, the effect depends on the size of the correlation window. 
Additionally, objects which are smaller than the correlation window may disappear. 
3.3.3 Confirmation of Assumed Behaviours 
(b) Ground Truth Disparity Image 
The predicted behaviour of correlation at object borders and with small objects was verified on a 
stereo image set with ground truth [ 117] (Figure 3.3), using a typical correlation algorithm. 









Figure 3.3: Tsukuba stereo image with ground truth (Courtesy of University of Tsukuba). 
The disparity image was calculated by filtering both source images with the Laplacian of Gaus- 
sian (LoG) with a standard deviation of 1.0. The Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) with a window 
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size of 9x9 pixels was used for correlation. The left/right consistency check [45] identified incon- 
sistencies and invalidated the corresponding disparity values. Only valid values were compared to 
the ground truth and only values whose disparity differed by more than one were counted as match- 
ing errors [140]. Each error that appears near a depth discontinuity in the ground truth (i. e. within 
the size of a correlation window) is counted as border error. Table 3.1 shows a summary of results. 
Correct values 82.97 % 
Invalid values 11.03 % 
Errors at borders 4.53 % 
Other errors 1.47 % 
Table 3.1: Results of SAD correlation on Tsukuba images. 
Border errors are further categorised according to the kind of border (i. e. left, right, top or 
bottom) and if the error identified the background wrongly as object (i. e. increased the size of the 
object) or identified the object wrongly as background. Table 3.2 shows the categorised border 
errors. The third column describes the maximum percentage of error that would be possible in each 
category on the Tsukuba images (i. e. in the worst possible case in which all disparities are wrong). 
This provides the base to compare different categories with each other as it measures the amount of 
borders of a certain kind in the images. The last column gives the fraction of the error (i. e. the sum 









left 1.67 0.19 8.35 0.22 
right 1.73 0.40 8.51 0.25 
top 0.14 0.04 3.61 0.05 
bottom 0.19 0.17 3.31 0.11 
Table 3.2: Errors at borders, using'SAD on Tsukuba images. 
The fractions in Table 3.2 show that the amount of errors at the left and right object borders is 
indeed higher than the amount of errors at top and bottom borders. Furthermore, most errors identify 
the background near objects wrongly as object so that objects appear horizontally extended. This 
confirms the prediction of the theoretical analysis. Other predictions can be visually confirmed in 
the calculated disparity image. 
The background at the right side of the upper tin in Figure 3.4 is a white poster in the left image 
(Figure 3.4a), while the right image (Figure 3.4b) shows a gap between the tin and the poster, which 
is filled by darker background. The occluded background intensity level is more similar to the tin 
than to the visible background (i. e. the white poster). According to the theory, this should lead 
to an object border, which is wrongly moved inside the object (i. e. to the left), which can be seen 
in the disparity image (Figure 3.4d). Both tins below have on their right side in both images the 
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(a) Left Image 
'a 
(c) Ground Truth 
a 
(d) Calculated 
Figure 3.4: Magnified part of Tsukuba images and calculated disparity image. 
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white poster as background. The theory predicts in this case a horizontal extension, which can be 
observed as well. Finally, the handle of the light is small and thin (i. e. smaller than the correlation 
window). The disparity image confirms that it vanishes at most places, as predicted. 
3.4 Fast Correlation with Reduced Matching Errors 
3.4.1 Overview 
The analysis of stereo correlation has led to several novel methods to reduce matching errors. All 
methods are used within the framework of a standard stereo correlation algorithm and result in 
the Multiple Window, Multiple Filter (MWMF) stereo algorithm, which is depicted in Figure 3.5. 
Proposed new parts are shown in grey and discussed in subsequent Sections. Methods that have 
been modified or added since the original publications [63,66] of this algorithm are marked with a 
star symbol. 
First, the rectified source images (Section 2.4) are filtered to remove a constant bias of in- 
tensities, due to differences of cameras. This can be done using a mean-filter, but Konolige [85] 
suggested the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG). This filter also reduces noise by Gaussian smoothing. 
A rectangular window around each pixel is then correlated against a window at all possible positions 
in the second image. This time consuming operation was optimised using a recursive calculation 
as suggested by Faugeras et al. [37]. This makes the calculation speed independent of the corre- 
lation window size. Different kinds of correlation measures can be used. The Sum of Absolute 
Differences (SAD) is fast to calculate and gives good results as shown in a comparison with 4 other 
measures in Section 3.5. All correlation values of one row at all possible disparities are stored in a 
two-dimensional array. 
Next, a novel step replaces the correlation values by a combination of values from several nearby 
windows (Section 3.4.2). This treatment decreases errors at object boundaries. The resulting array 
of correlation values at all disparities in a row is used to search for each pixel of the left image 
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Rectified left image LoG Filter 
Rectified right image LoG Filter 
* Modified or added since 
previous publication 
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Correlation using SAD 
Performed image row-wise for 
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Combination of correlation values I 
(Multiple Supporting Windows) 
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Border Correction Fitte 
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-- --------------- - 
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Figure 3.5: The MWMF stereo algorithm, with new parts shown in grey. 
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the disparity with the highest similarity. Thereafter, the second best value is found and used as a 
measure of uncertainty to reject disparities, which are probably wrong. This Correlation Function 
Error Filter helps to reduce general mismatches (Section 3.4.3). Next, the search for disparities 
is performed the other way around for corresponding right image pixel by re-using the already 
calculated array of correlation values. Disparities are rejected if the disparities of the corresponding 
right pixels differ by more than 1. This left/right consistency check was introduced by Fua [45]. 
Sub-pixel accuracy of disparity values is achieved by fitting a function through the three correlation 
values around the position of the calculated disparity. The position of the maximum is used as 
the sub-pixel disparity position. A quadratic function is commonly used as an approximation, in 
absence of a function that mimics the complex behaviour of the correlation calculation. It has been 
reported that the accuracy is better than 0.1 pixel [ 1261. 
The novel Border Correction Filter modifies the disparity image by re-assessing the choice of 
correlation and horizontally shifting assumed object borders. This reduces mismatches at object 
borders further (Section 3.4.4). Furthermore, small areas of different disparities do not usually rep- 
resent objects, but are due to matching errors. The theory in Section 3.3.2 supports this observation 
as small objects usually either disappear during correlation or appear bigger than they are. Thus, all 
small disparity areas are mainly due to general matching errors and best filtered out. This can effi- 
ciently be done by modifying a standard segmentation algorithm (e. g. as explained in many books 
[22]) so that differences of I of neighbouring disparities are permitted within segments. Segments 
below a certain size are invalidated. Murray and Little [ 1161 came by observation of disparity errors 
to the same conclusion. This algorithm results in a disparity image with many disparities marked 
as invalid. However, it has been found that these areas can be interpolated, based on segmentation 
information (Section 3.4.5). 
3.4.2 Multiple Supporting Correlation Windows 
The analysis of stereo correlation revealed that matching errors appear mostly near depth discon- 
tinuities when correlation windows overlap them. This happens, because a small number of high 
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differences can have more weight than a large number of small differences as explained in Section 
3.3.2. Thus, it is better to give more weight to the number of differing pixels in a window, rather 
than the size of differences. This is not done by standard correlation measures like the Sum of 
Squared or Absolute Differences. However, non-parametric Rank and Census correlation measures 
compare the local ordering of intensity order rather than the size of intensities and therefore per- 
form better at depth discontinuities [157]. However, these measures do not take into account that 
the intensity differences appear clustered together in a part of the correlation window. This is the 
basis for the multiple supporting windows approach. 
(a) 1 Window (b) 5 Windows (c) 9 Windows (d) 25 Windows 
Figure 3.6: Proposed configurations of multiple correlation windows. 
cx; 
Figure 3.6b shows a configuration with one small window in the middle, surrounded by four 
partly overlapping windows. Correlation with the corresponding windows at a certain disparity in 
the other image results in the correlation values C. The correlation value C for the centre pixel is 
computed by adding the values of the two best surrounding correlation windows (i. e. lowest Cl;, 
and C112, if a dissimilarity measure like SAD is used) to the middle one. This approach can also be 
seen as using a small window Co and supporting the correlation decision by four nearby windows. 
C= Co+C,; 1+Ci, 2 (3.1) 
Another configuration using 9 supporting windows is shown in Figure 3.6c. The correlation 
value in this case is calculated by adding the four best surrounding correlation values to the middle 
one. 
C=Co+C1;, +C112+Ci, 3+C114 (3.2) 
The approach can be extended by adding another ring of surrounding windows as shown in 
Figure 3.6d. The correlation value for the 25 supporting windows configuration is calculated by 
using the four best values of the middle surrounding ring and the eight best values of the outer ring. 
C=Cp+Clj +... +Cl14+C2ki+... +C2kK (3.3) 
It can be seen that it is possible for these correlation windows to adapt to the local environment 
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by assembling a big correlation window out of smaller ones. The blurring effect should be reduced 
as only the small middle window Co overlaps the depth discontinuity. All other parts can adapt 
to avoid an overlap with the depth discontinuity. Nevertheless, a good correlation behaviour is 
still maintained because of the big area that is covered using the best neighbouring windows. The 
Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is used as correlation measure instead of Sum of Squared 
Differences (SSD) or Normalised Cross Correlation (NCC). NCC is statistically the best choice, 
to deal with image noise [138]. However, it has been shown in Section 3.3 that most errors in 
stereo vision are due to an intolerance against very different pixel values, which occurs typically 
at depth discontinuities. Measures that give less weight to high differences like SAD should be 
better. Furthermore, SAD should be the fastest method to compute. Finally, SAD has been chosen 
by many other researchers [21,85] for similar reasons. 
The calculation of C seems to be computationally costly as it needs to be done for all image pix- 
els at all possible disparities. However, an implementation can make use of the same optimisations 
proposed for standard correlation [37] to compute the individual windows, which are all the same 
size. The optimised correlation step alone needs to calculate for every pixel at every disparity 2 
absolute differences for the SAD measure and additionally 4 additions and subtractions to calculate 
the final correlation value. Operations for loading data from memory and storing results back as 
well as the overhead of the loop are not considered. The multiple window approach requires addi- 
tionally to select the best surrounding correlation windows and to calculate a sum. The selection of 
the best windows can take advantage of the fact that the best values do not need to be sorted them- 
selves. Selecting the 2 best values out of 4 as required by the configuration with 5 windows can 
be implemented with 4 comparisons and 2 additions (appendix A. 3). Similarly, the configuration 
using 9 windows requires 16 comparisons and 4 additions and the configuration using 25 windows 
even 80 comparisons and 12 additions. 
Thus, the combination of 5 windows should require roughly the same time as the correlation 
using SAD. The combination of 9 or 25 windows would require several times more processing time. 
Consequently, SAD correlation with a configuration of 5 windows (SAD5) is suggested for the real 
time implementation. 
3.4.3 Correlation Function Error Filter 
The determination of a disparity value involves correlating the window in the first image with win- 
dows at all disparities d in the second image. The resulting values C form a correlation function. 
Figure 3.7 shows a function for a dissimilarity measure like SAD. The disparity at which the func- 
tion is lowest corresponds with the place of highest similarity. 
The shape of the correlation function describes the ambiguity between different correlation 
positions. A nearly flat correlation function corresponds to areas with low texture. A function 
with several minima indicates several good places which can be caused by repetitive texture. In 







Figure 3.7: A typical correlation function for a dissimilarity measure. The minimum C1 is the place 
of highest similarity. 
these cases image noise can easily lead to matching errors. The minimum and the second lowest 
value are described by C1 and C2. C2 must not be a direct neighbour of C1, because the best place 
for correlation usually lies between pixels. If Cl and C2 are direct neighbours, then they would 
represent neighbouring pixel positions of the same minimum and not the position of the lowest and 
second lowest minimum. The position of the match is uncertain if C1 and C2 are too close together. 
Previous publications [63,66] suggested rejecting matches if their relative difference (i. e. Qj-cl ) is 
below a certain threshold. However, the comparison (3.4) with a constant difference threshold (t) is 
faster to calculate as it does not require a division and performs equally well. 
C2-Cl>t (3.4) 
This filter rejects uncertain matches, depending on t. The rejection of many correct matches 
has to be taken into account. Therefore, the value t depends on the application. An implementation 
of the error filter needs to select the second best correlation value, to calculate the difference and 
compare it to the threshold. The selection of the second best correlation value is as fast as the search 
of the best correlation value that always has to be done. Thus, the filter is suitable for a real time 
implementation. 
Moravec's `Interest Operator' is commonly used to identify low textured areas in which corre- 
lation fails [110]. However, the method described above considers the image directly through the 
correlation function, which is expected to be more accurate. Furthermore, problems with repetitive 
texture are treated at the same time. 
3.4.4 Border Correction Filter 
The behaviour of stereo correlation at depth discontinuities depends on local similarities. Section 
3.3.2 showed that most errors appear at left and right object borders and extend the size of objects by 
up to half of the correlation window size. This Section shows how a re-assessment of the correlation 
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decision at these places can be performed to correct matching errors. 
After the disparity image is calculated, vertical disparity gradients can be discovered by com- 
paring horizontally neighbouring disparity values. A positive disparity step represents a calculated 
left object border, while a negative step represents a calculated right object border. The real position 
of the object border is usually within the distance of half the size of a correlation window. However, 
some disparity values might be marked as invalid due to the Correlation Function Error Filter, left- 
/right consistency check or segmentation filter. For the purpose of identifying disparity steps, the 
lowest neighbouring value of an invalidated area is propagated through the invalid area. Figure 3.8 
shows a situation of a positive disparity step. The dotted line marks the position of the calculated 
left object border. The calculated object border is assumed to go vertically through the correlation 
window, for simplicity of calculation. The pixel of interest in the middle of the correlation window 
corresponds to the higher disparity of the object, while all pixels to its left have the lower disparity 
of the background. If the calculated border is correct, then only the correlation c(R2, L2) is correct 
for a correlation of R with L. The correct partner for Rt would be L1, which is shifted to the left by 
a distance that corresponds to the disparity difference between the object and the background. All 
pixels between the right border of Ll and the left border of £ would be occluded. 
Left image Right image 
Bt B2 1Bt BZ 
11 
LLt Calculated border Rt 
pixel :O 
Lt L2 Lt i Lý Ri R2 
Possible real 
Alternative border positions 
Figure 3.8: Situation at object border, where L is chosen. This is correct, if the real border is at B1, 
but wrong if it is at B2. 
However, the real object border is usually a few pixels further left or right and in general not 
vertical. The direction in which the real object border is, can be identified by comparing c(R1, L1) 
and c(R2i I2). Correlation windows commonly have an odd size so that they are symmetric around 
its point of interest. To compare both values properly, the size of both halves of the correlation 
window is made equal by increasing the width of the left half window by one pixel. If the real 
border corresponds to position B1, then the value c(R2, L2) should be high (low, if a dissimilarity 
measure like SAD is used) because it is completely correct, while c(RI, LI) should be low because 
only a part of Rl really corresponds to Lt. The situation is vice versa if the real position of the 
border corresponds with B2. Finally, if the position of the real border goes through the middle of 
the correlation window, both values are equal apart from image noise. 
Consequently, the values c(R1, L1) and c(&, £2) are calculated, while moving the windows in 
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both images simultaneously to the left or right. The position where c(Rt, L1) has the same amount 
as c(R2, I. 2) is searched. However, this position is in general between pixel coordinates. As an 
approximation, the pixel position where the difference between c(Ri, Li) and c(R2, L2) is lowest 
is used as the position of the correct object border. The disparity values need to be corrected 
accordingly. 
In practise the situation can be much more complex. Depth might vary not only once, but several 
times within a small area, due to slanted objects. This might confuse the correction algorithm as the 
assumption of constant depth within half of a correlation window is again violated. However, the 
case above is assumed to occur often and thus justifies this special treatment. The computational 
expense is quite low compared to the correlation stage, because only places where object borders 
are assumed need to be inspected with the determined disparity. Typically, processing the Tsukuba 
stereo image pair results in less than 5% of the pixels, which are assumed to be object borders. Some 
of these are actual border pixels and the rest are borders of error patches. In contrast, correlation is 
performed at every pixel and for all possible disparities. 
3.4.5 Segment Based Interpolation 
The proposed stereo algorithm contains three filters, which use different constraints to find match- 
ing errors. The Correlation Function Error Filter measures the ambiguity of matches, while the 
Left/Right Consistency Check validates that matching in both directions leads to the same result. 
Finally, the Segment Filter uses the deduction that disparity areas below a certain size are usually 
due to errors. All of these filters have in common that disparities that fail them are designated in- 
valid. This leads to holes in the disparity image, where disparities are undetermined. While this is 
acceptable for some applications, others like novel view synthesis require a uniform distribution of 
disparities. This can be achieved by interpolation. 
Sophisticated, global interpolation approaches exist [142], but are much too slow for real time 
use. The challenge is that interpolation needs to distinguish between places within an object and 
between objects. Disparities within an object usually change smoothly, while disparities between 
objects change suddenly. Furthermore, it is usually the background object that has to be interpolated 
in the latter case, because foreground objects are commonly determined too big. Segmentation 
offers a fast way to distinguish between both cases, by treating segments as objects. This is also 
appealing, because segmentation is already performed as part of the Segment Filter. 
A new fast interpolation method is proposed based on the segmentation information. Bilinear 
interpolation inside segments is performed, while the lowest disparity (i. e. background) is used to 
interpolate between segments. For each invalid disparity d; k, the nearest valid disparities above da, 
below db, left dik and right dk are found. S; k gives the index of the segment to which the disparity 
dk belongs. The disparity d; k is then determined by, 
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Using the lowest disparity to interpolate between segments is only correct for surfaces which 
are parallel to the image plane. However, it seems an acceptable choice for small invalid areas. A 
more sophisticated scheme would try to extrapolate the correct shape of the background surface. 
The described method was implemented with the option to interpolate only within segments, i. e. 
if the valid disparities in all four directions belong to the same segment. Thus, it can be decided 
depending on the application if the more risky interpolation between segments is done. 
3.5 Evaluation of the Stereo Algorithm 
3.5.1 Comparison of Correlation Measures 
Evaluations were performed on 2 stereo images. The first is known as Tsukuba images and shown 
in Figure 3.3 in Section 3.3.3. The second one shows a slanted object (Figure 3.9) and is used 
to compensate in the evaluation for the lack of slanted objects in the Tsukuba images [140]. The 
disparity search range was set to 32 pixels during all experiments and the Left/Right Consistency 
Check was always used. 
All given disparity images are enhanced for visual analysis by using the full intensity range for 
showing the used disparities range. Light grey corresponds to higher disparities (i. e. closer objects), 
whereas darker grey corresponds to smaller disparities. Black marks invalid disparities. All invalid 
disparities were ignored for a comparison with the ground truth. All valid disparities that differ by 
more than one from the ground truth are are considered to be errors [140]. All errors are shown in 
black in error images, which are always to the right of the disparity images. Errors at object borders 
are calculated as explained in Section 3.3.3 and shown separately. 
The performance of SAD5, SAD9 and SAD25 (Section 3.4.2) was compared to NCC, SSD and 
SAD. Furthermore, the non-parametric Rank and Census methods [157] as well as a fast Multiple 
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(a) Left Stereo Image 
ý4` 
Figure 3.9: Slanted stereo image with ground truth (Courtesy of R. Szeliski and R. Zabih). 
Window method [47] (MW-SAD) were reimplemented from literature. MW-SAD performs corre- 
lation with 9 windows with an asymmetrically shifted point of interest and uses the best of them. 
The last three methods were designed to tackle problems at depth discontinuities. For each method, 
all combinations of meaningful parameters were computed on the Tsukuba images to find the pa- 
rameters that produce the lowest error. The horizontal and vertical window size was usually varied 
between I and 19. The standard deviation of the LoG filter was varied in steps of 0.4 between 0.6 
and 2.6. Altogether almost 20000 combinations were computed for the Tsukuba image set. The 
same parameters were used on the Slanted images. The results are shown in Figure 3.10 and 3.11. 
The Slanted images are rather simple and have an evenly strong texture, which is not a challenge 
for correlation. Therefore, almost all errors are at the object borders. The slanted object itself does 
not seem to be a problem for any method. 
The first observation is that NCC performs worse than SSD, which performs slightly worse 
than SAD. This happens because higher differences of pixel values have a higher weight in NCC 
and SSD than in SAD, which causes problems at depth discontinuities. For the same reason, Rank 
and Census perform even better, as they sum the number of differences rather than their size. The 
typical location of errors around borders can clearly be seen for SAD and Rank in Figures 3.12 
and 3.13. Most of these errors extend the size of objects, as predicted. The MW-SAD reduces 
border errors, but increases general errors and invalid matches. Figure 3.14 shows that the synthetic 
case of horizontal and vertical borders are well handled in contrast to general border directions. 
Additionally, errors at other places and invalid matches are clearly increased. 
SAD5 has a better performance and the corresponding disparity image in Figure 3.15 looks 
more smooth, especially if it is compared to Rank or SAD. It seems that the inner window that is 
always used in SAD5 stabilises the calculation compared to MW-SAD, which does not have this 
feature. Rank and Census are tolerant with respect to the size of pixel value differences, which 
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of correlation methods on Tsukuba images. The parameters (i. e. LoG if 
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of correlation methods on Slanted images. 
Figure 3.12: SAD correlation on Tsukuba images. 
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Figure 3.13: Rank correlation on Tsukuba images. 
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Figure 3.14: MW-SAD correlation on Tsukuba images. 
ýý i 
Figure 3.15: SAD5 (i. e. SAD with 5 supporting windows) correlation on the Tsukuba images. 
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is beneficial at depth discontinuities. However, they do not take into account that highly differing 
pixels appear clustered, if the window overlaps a depth discontinuity. SAD5 tackles the problem 
by abandoning the parts of the window which introduce highest errors. Therefore, the remainder of 
the window can be matched with a stronger measure like SAD. SAD9 and SAD25 further reduce 
errors at border as seen in Table 3.10, but have increased errors elsewhere and they are much slower 
to compute. Therefore, after all the considerations, SAD5 has been used as the basis for further 
developments. The remaining matching errors have to be treated using the proposed filters. 
3.5.2 Effect of Correlation Function Error Filter 
The effect of the Correlation Function Error Filter (Section 3.4.3) was evaluated on the Tsukuba 
images using SAD and SAD5 as correlation measure. The graphs in Figure 3.16 show the number 
of filtered errors and correct pixels at different thresholds. The graphs show that many errors can 
be caught at the risk of filtering correct matches out as well. However, the number of filtered 
errors compared to filtered correct matches is quite high when the ratio between errors and correct 
matches is considered. The setting of the threshold does clearly depend on the method used and size 
of correlation window. This can be seen by comparing both graphs in Figure 3.16 with each other. 
A threshold of 5 on SAD filters almost 1.3% errors out, at the expense of loosing 2.5% correct 
matches. A setting of 15 on SAD5 removes 1% errors and 2.2% correct matches. In both cases, 
non-border errors are reduced to 3 of their initial amount. It is clear that the filter does not perform 
well on border errors as they do not depend on ambiguities, but on the asymmetry at border regions. 
Therefore, the corresponding functions in Figure 3.16 have very small values. 
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Figure 3.16: Filtered errors and correct matches at certain thresholds, using SAD and SAD5 on the 
Tsukuba images. 
The threshold for error filtering is difficult to derive. One strategy in practice without having a 
ground truth could be to set the threshold so that the number of invalid matches is increased by a 
fixed amount. Another strategy would be to point the cameras at a large texture-less area and to set 
filtered correct 
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the threshold high enough so that the whole texture-less area is just invalidated. Thus, the threshold 
would be just high enough so that arbitrary matches due to image noise from the cameras, frame 
grabbers, etc are prevented. 
Thus, the Correlation Function Error Filter seems effective against general matching errors, 
which are due to ambiguities and noise. Border errors have to be treated differently. 
3.5.3 Effect of Border Correction Filter 
The effect of the Border Correction Filter (Section 3.4.4) on the Tsukuba images using SAD can 
be seen in Figure 3.17. Most borders are clearly improved as compared to SAD without border 
correction in Figure 3.12. This can best be seen in the error images (i. e. rings of errors around 
objects are smaller). However, the error images also show that non-border errors (e. g. the spots 
in the left part of the image) are increased in size. This happens, because these error patches 
are seen as valid objects by the method. The method tries to correct their borders too, which 
leads to a random stretching and shifting of error patches. It is unfortunately not possible for the 
Border Correction Filter to differentiate between correct but shifted and completely incorrect object 
borders. Therefore, a reduction of as many as possible general errors using the Correlation Function 
Error Filter is desirable, before applying the Border Correction Filter. 
+; ý ý,; ý 
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Figure 3.17: SAD correlation with Border Correction Filter on Tsukuba images. 
Although borders are improved, small details which were lost during the correlation phase, like 
the cable of the lamp, cannot be recovered using this method. Finally, it can be concluded that the 
effect of noise gets stronger, as the border moves towards the real object border, due to the design of 
the calculation. The method reduces border errors, but it does usually not remove them completely. 
A remedy could be a more accurate consideration of the distribution of neighbouring disparities 
within the window. 
Another method for removing general matching errors identifies small disparity patches through 
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segmentation and removes them. Furthermore, segmentation can also be used to aid interpolation 
of disparity values, which have been rejected by various filters. 
3.5.4 Effect of Segment Filter and Interpolation 
The Segment Filter performs a segmentation of the disparity image and removes disparity areas, 
which are smaller than a certain size. It has been discussed that areas, which are smaller than 
correlation windows are usually not objects, but errors. Tests have been performed on the Tsukuba 
images using SAD and a minimum segment size of 100, which is slightly more than the size of the 
SAD window (i. e. 9x 9). Additionally, Segment Based Interpolation has been used. The result 
can be seen in Figure 3.18. The comparison to SAD alone in Figure 3.12 shows that many error 
patches have been removed (i. e. error was reduced by 1.0%). Some small error patches remain, 
because they are not distinct areas of different disparity, but connected to correct objects. Thus, the 
remaining errors might not be disturbing for some applications as the erroneous disparities are close 
to their correct values. However, another method, like the Correlation Function Error Filter could 
identify these errors. 
(a) 
ý. 
Figure 3.18: SAD correlation with Segment Filter and Interpolation on the Tsukuba images. 
Interpolation added some errors, mainly because error patches have been interpolated too. The 
error rose compared to SAD alone from 6.0% to 8.2%. However, 11.0% of invalid pixels were 
interpolated, which increases the total amount of correct matches to 91.8%. 
3.5.5 Results of Combinations of Proposed Methods 
The individual evaluations of the proposed methods show the strength of each method, but also 
the need to use them together for full effectiveness. Figure 3.19 shows the reduction of errors in 
Tsukuba images, by adding more and more methods. SAD5 improves correlation in general com- 
pared to SAD and other methods, but cannot reduce errors enough. The Correlation Function Error 
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Filter removes errors due to ambiguities, but cannot reduce border errors. A setting of 15 has been 
used as threshold. The Border Correction filter reduces border errors and sets many invalid matches 
next to borders to their correct values, which is the reason for a reduction in invalid matches. How- 
ever, some remaining error patches are even increased. The Segment Filter removes almost all 
remaining general errors, by removing all segments below a size of 100 pixel. The error is at this 










Figure 3.19: Stepwise combination of all proposed methods. 
Interpolation has been performed in two steps. The second last column in Figure 3.19 shows 
the results of interpolating only within segments, which is not a risk. This turns many of the invalid 
values into correct values. Errors are only increased slightly, probably by interpolating remaining 
error patches. Finally, interpolation is done everywhere, which increases errors to 4.1 %. However, 
95.9% of all disparity values are now correct and there are no holes in the image. Furthermore, 
almost all remaining errors are in their values or spatially near to the correct disparity values as 
shown in Figure 3.20. This behaviour can be very important for some applications. 
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Figure 3.20: Result of using all new methods together on the Tsukuba images. 
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The disparity image in Figure 3.20 looks much more clean and the shape of objects more correct 
than from other methods. The only remaining problem is that small objects or fine structures, like 
the handle of the lamp, cannot be recovered and are interpolated wrongly. This is probably the 
biggest source of errors in the Tsukuba images. 
3.5.6 Speed of the Stereo Algorithm 
It has been shown that the proposed methods reduce matching errors and improve the quality of 
the disparity image. However, the speed of the methods is a critical factor for a real time system. 
Therefore, the stereo algorithm has been implemented in C and rigorously optimised. The most 
critical parts have been implemented using SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) assembler 
commands. The speed of all methods was measured on a sequence of 500 stereo images using 
the hardware that has been described in Section 2.5.1. The image size is 320 x 240 pixel and the 
disparity search range has been set to 32 pixel. The result is shown in Figure 3.21. The methods 
from SAD correlation until determination of sub pixel accuracy are performed image row-wise as 
described in Section 3.4.1. However, their time consumption has been summarised for the whole 
image for clarity of presentation. 
Speed of all Proposed Methods on one Image Pair of Size 320x240 Pixel with 32 Disparity Search Range 
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Figure 3.21: Speed of individual components of the MWMF stereo algorithm. New methods are 
marked with a star symbol. 
One observation from Figure 3.21 is that the proportion of execution time of individual methods 
depends on the used processor architecture. Another observation is that the new methods (i. e. 
marked with star symbol) are suitable for real time use as their speed fits into the framework. The 
most time is spent on SAD correlation as expected. The combination of multiple windows of SAD 
to the novel SAD5 measure was expected to be as fast as correlation (Section 3.4.2). However, it is 
in reality twice as fast. The time consumption of the Correlation Function Error Filter was expected 
to be as fast as the determination of the disparity, because it performs just another search over all 
pre-calculated correlation values for the second best value (Section 3.4.3). However, it is slightly 
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slower. The Border Correction Filter was expected to be faster, because it works only with a fraction 
of the image data (Section 3.4.4). It is relatively slow, probably because the re-calculation of the 
correlation values have not been optimised. Segment Based Interpolation is fast, but it depends on 
the segmentation that is done in the Segment Filter. Thus, interpolation can only be performed if 
the Segment Filter is used as well. 
The speed of the algorithm depends linearly on the image size and the used disparity search 
range, except the Border Correction Filter, which depends on the number of disparity gradients in 
the image. The use of all methods including rectification leads to a frame rate of .:: 13.9 frames/s 
on the Athlon and 15.2 frames/s on the Pentium 4 configuration. All proposed methods can be 
switched off to increase speed even further, depending on the application and the required quality 
of the disparity images. 
3.6 Conclusion 
It has been shown that it is possible to improve simple correlation by understanding the source of 
its weakness. Four methods have been proposed and integrated into the framework of a standard 
correlation algorithm. The Multiple Supporting Windows Method decreases errors at object borders 
and increases correct matches. The Correlation Function Error Filter invalidates ambiguous matches 
and removes many errors, but also some correct matches. The Border Correction Filter improves 
object borders further in a post-processing step. Finally, the Segment Based Interpolation uses 
segmentation to interpolate all invalid disparities. It has been shown that a combination of all 
methods is most beneficial and delivers dense disparity images with very few outliers. All erroneous 
disparities are either in their value or their spatial distance near their correct value. Thus, there 
are clear improvements compared to standard correlation based algorithms. The only remaining 
problem comes from small objects and fragile structures, which cannot be recovered, once they 
are lost during the correlation phase. The MWMF stereo algorithm has been implemented and 
optimised and it has been shown that it is suitable for real time applications. Furthermore, each 
method can be deactivated, if more speed is needed. Thus, the right speed/quality ratio can be 
selected for each application as needed. 
Scharstein and Szeliski [126] compared the performance of 20 current stereo algorithms on a 
set of test images. Among them was an earlier version [66] of the presented algorithm (i. e. with 
slightly different Correlation Function Error Filter and without Segment Filter and interpolation). It 
had to compete against non real time implementations, which required several orders of magnitudes 
more processing time. Only one competitor was able to perform in real time as well, but at a lower 
speed. Nevertheless, rank 8 out of 20 was achieved and the authors concluded that the proposed 
algorithm is a good choice, if execution time is an issue. The additional improvements, such as the 
Segment Filter and new Segment Based Interpolation should lead to even better results. 
The MWMF stereo algorithm produces dense disparity images, where the disparity is known 
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for all pixels. The disparities allows the three-dimensional reconstruction of individual points or the 
whole scene, by using the stereo camera model that was described in Section 2.4.1. However, recon- 
struction errors are expected, due to calibration and stereo correlation errors. The exact knowledge 
of the distribution of these errors is important for all applications that use the three-dimensional 
measurements and perform reconstruction. 
4 
Reconstruction and Modelling of Errors 
4.1 Introduction 
The determination of correspondences between pixels of the left and right stereo images results in 
a disparity image (Chapter 3). The disparities are linked to the distances between the scene points 
and the camera. The knowledge of the stereo camera model (Chapter 2) allows to reconstruct the 
three-dimensional position of scene points. Errors of calibration and stereo correlation result in 
reconstruction errors. The knowledge of the size and distribution of reconstruction errors is vital 
for all applications that use stereo vision for accurate measurements. 
This Chapter addresses three-dimensional reconstruction and modelling of reconstruction er- 
rors. Literature about reconstruction and error modelling is reviewed in Section 4.2. Three- 
dimensional reconstruction from corresponding projections in the stereo images is discussed in 
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 analyses the distribution of reconstruction errors and compares different 
error models to describe them. They include the image based, spherical and ellipsoid error models, 
which have been reported by several authors. Furthermore, a novel refinement is presented, which 
aims to compensate for the small, but constant bias in the calculation of the ellipsoid error model. 
The full error distribution is unnecessary for applications, which require only estimates of par- 
ticular reconstruction errors. Section 4.5 reviews how the image based error is propagated into the 
coordinates of a point and its distance from the stereo camera. The propagation into the distance 
between two reconstructed points is explained as well. The calculation of this distance error has 
been published previously [65]. 
4.2 Related Literature 
The camera model (Section 2.3.1) describes the relationship between real world points and their 
projection on the image plane. The model can be inverted to reconstruct the ray of light (i. e. line) 
on which the real world point lies. However, the information about the position on the ray has been 
lost during projection. It can be recovered by reconstructing the ray for the same real world point 
from a second camera and searching for the intersection of both rays [113]. The difficulty is that 
the lens distortion model cannot be inverted analytically. Thus, images have to be corrected for lens 
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distortion to get a closed form solution for reconstruction. However, most stereo algorithms, which 
are used for finding corresponding points, require additionally rectified images. Therefore, most 
researchers [10,107,109,143,146] use the rectified stereo camera model (Section 2.4.1) as a base 
for reconstruction. This leads to simple equations, which can be performed very fast. 
There are many error sources, which influence reconstruction. Calibration errors have been 
discussed in Section 2.5. Matching errors of stereo have been discussed in Section 3.3 and mostly 
treated with the MWMF algorithm 3.4. Other errors are due to image noise, a bias through cor- 
relation and sub-pixel interpolation. It has been shown that some specific errors can be reduced 
[105,126,155]. Nevertheless, there will be errors, which influence the accuracy with which the 
location of corresponding points can be determined. These errors are commonly modelled as Gaus- 
sian distributions in the image plane [76,89,103,105,107,109,146,153]. 
Reconstruction is very sensitive to calibration and stereo errors, which influences mostly the 
accuracy with which distances can be measured [55]. Blostein and Huang [10] considered the effect 
of pixel quantisation as the main influence on reconstruction precision. From this, they established 
an upper boundary of the reconstruction error and derived that the precision in the distance from 
the camera is lower than perpendicular to it. Other authors have made similar observations [143]. 
The propagation of errors from the image plane into certain values, like the coordinates of the 
reconstructed point [103,109] or the distance between two reconstructed points [65] have also been 
calculated. The reconstruction error can be calculated directly in the image plane [153]. However, 
this involves to reproject all points in space onto the image planes, which can be complicated for 
multi-camera problems. Matthies and Shafer [107] discussed the approximation with a spherical 
error model and introduced the ellipsoid error model, which approximates the image based error 
very well. This model has been used widely [105,120,146]. It was recognised by Matthies and 
Shafer [107] and others [76,105] that the reconstruction error is not Gaussian any more, which is 
assumed by the ellipsoid model. However, it was claimed that an approximation with the ellipsoid 
model is sufficient for current applications [105]. 
It has been decided to base reconstruction directly on the rectified camera model [10,107,109, 
143,146], because the stereo algorithm already requires rectified images. This leads to simple 
equations, which are useful for error analysis and fast reconstruction calculations. The error is 
modelled as random Gaussian error in the image plane [76,89,103,105,107,109,146,153], 
because it is assumed that all systematic errors have been treated before (e. g. matching errors in 
Section 3.4). This leads to the image based error model [153], which is compared to important 
approximations like the spherical and ellipsoid error model [107]. The comparison results in the 
proposal of a novel refinement of the ellipsoid model. The propagation of the image based error 
into particular values (like the coordinates of the reconstructed point [103,109] or its distance from 
the camera) is reviewed. Finally, the calculation of the error between two reconstructed points is 
shown, which has also been published earlier [65]. 
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4.3 Reconstruction from Disparities 
The projection of a point P in the left camera coordinate system onto the image planes of the left 
and right rectified cameras has been given in equations (2.10) in Section 2.4.1. These equations can 
be simplified by moving the origin of the image coordinate centre to the middle of the images (i. e. 
2,2). The projection calculations for the coordinates of the points pl and p, - in the left and right 











Pty = Pry =f pZ (4.1c) 
The point P can be reconstructed from pi and pr, by inverting the equation system (4.1). Solving 
equations (4.1a) and (4.1b) for P., setting them equal and solving for Px results in (4.2a). Similarly, 
solving the same equations first for Px, setting them equal and then solving for P. results in (4.2c). 
Py can be calculated from (4.1c) by substituting PZ with (4.2c) and solving for Py. In this case, either 
ply or py can be used to represent the image row of the projections, because p, and p, are always 
in the same image row due to rectification. However, for the purpose of error analysis, it is useful 
to have both, ply and p, y in the equation. This can be achieved by using 
P'- z as the image row, 




Pix - Prx 
Py = 
(Ply + Pry) t 
(4.2b) 




Plx - Prx 
The MWMF stereo algorithm in Section 3.4 calculates the disparities for all pixels and stores 
them in a disparity image, which corresponds to the left rectified stereo image. A point pin disparity 
space (i. e. using the disparity as third dimension) is defined as px = ptx, Py = Pty = pry and pd = 
Plx - Prx" Using these definitions, the equations (4.2) result in (4.3). 
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P. = pX pd (4.3a) 
t Py = PyPd (4.3b) 
PZ=fPd (4.3c) 
Equations (4.3) are simple, because of the constraints that where imposed by rectification. This 
simplicity permits fast reconstruction of a point Pin the left camera coordinate system, from a point 
p in disparity space. 
4.4 Distribution and Calculation of Reconstruction Errors 
4.4.1 The Image Based Error Model 
The positions of corresponding points in the image planes p! and p,, contain errors. Section 2.5 
discussed calibration errors, which are due to inaccuracies of the calibration grid, corner detection 
and deviations of the camera from the model. Additionally, the MWMF stereo algorithm in Section 
3.4 introduces matching and sub-pixel errors. Matching errors result in completely wrong dispar- 
ities (i. e. outliers). They are not considered here, as it is assumed that all matching errors have 
been found and removed due to different kinds of filters (Section 3.4). Sub-pixel errors of stereo 
correlation are due to image noise and the approximation of sub-pixel interpolation with a quadratic 
function (Section 3.4.1). Some of these errors are partly systematic, like calibration errors, while 
others are rather random, like correlation errors. However, the sum of these errors is commonly 
approximated as independent Gaussian errors in the coordinates pi,, ply, pa and py. Furthermore, 
it is assumed that all errors have the same standard deviation ap. 
The error in the position of a reconstructed point P depends on the errors in the image planes. 
The error distribution of P can be determined by moving a point U around P and calculating the 
image based error Ed, between P and U for each position. This is done by projecting P and U into 
the image planes using equation (4.1) and combining the errors in their individual coordinates. The 
combination is performed by summing the squared errors, which is justified with the assumption of 
independent Gaussian errors. This is expressed in equation (4.4). 
Eä; =(utx-Prx)2+(ury-ply) 2+(urx-Prx)2+(ury -PY)2 (4.4) 
The error distribution around the point P can be visualised by reducing the problem from three 
to two dimensions as shown in Figure 4.1. The example assumes the reconstruction of a point that 
is 2m away from the cameras. The focal length and the baseline of the stereo camera correspond to 
values of the used hardware (i. e. f= 420 pixel, t= 95mm). Thus, the left camera is at (o o o) T, the 
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right camera at (r o o) 
T and Pat (o o 200o)T. The error is calculated in the epipolar plane, which is 
defined by these three points (i. e. Uy = 0). The reconstructed rays of light from the optical centres 
of the cameras are shown in Figure 4.1. The three-dimensional function gives the image based error 
at Ux, U. The contours of errors with constant values are shown on the plane below. 
Image Based Error of a Reconstructed Point at 2m Distance 
Error 
Error 0.6 ----- - 





-1 200ß..,.., i 
Left Camera 7 
Right Camera 
Figure 4.1: Distribution of the image based error Cd;. 
Figure 4.1 shows that the contours of constant errors are extremely stretched ellipses. The 
different scale of the X and Z axis has been chosen for better visualisation. The ellipses are in 
this example approximately 30 times longer than wide and are aligned between the rays from the 
optical centres of both cameras. This demonstrates that reconstruction from stereo vision is much 
less accurate in the direction of view than orthogonal to it. The example has been reduced from 
three to two dimensions. However, it is obvious that the shape of contours is ellipsoid in three 
dimensions. 
A typical application of the error model is to reconstruct the same point from two different 
stereo camera positions and to calculate the error between both reconstructions. Figure 4.2 shows 
this situation. 
U, v -ý'- 
(Point with lowest 
error to projections P 
P, Q in images) J 
9ry 
p pry / 
Ix' qty 
Stereo camera 2 
Stereo camera IR 
Figure 4.2: Reconstruction of a point from two different stereo camera viewpoints. 
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The points P and Q represent the same point, which is reconstructed from two stereo cameras. 
Both points are given in the coordinate system of the camera from which they were reconstructed. 
The relation between both stereo camera positions is given by a rotation R and a translation T. 
Generally, the position P differs from Q by a distance e8, due to errors. The relation of P and Q is 
described in equation (4.5). The points U and V in Figure 4.2 denote the same point, but U is given 
in the coordinate system of stereo camera 1 and V in the coordinate system of stereo camera 2. This 
is expressed in equation (4.6). 
P=RQ+T+Eg (4.5) 
U= RV +T (4.6) 
The image based error between P and Q can be calculated by finding the point U, V, which 
causes the lowest error e; in the image planes of both stereo cameras. The point U, V becomes then 
the best estimate on the correct position of P and Q. Thus, P and U are projected onto the images 
of camera 1 and Q and V onto the images of camera 2. The image based error is calculated by 
minimising equation (4.7)1, which uses the projections of U and V as variables. 
E? = min ((ujx - Ptx)2 + (Uly - Piy)2 + (urx - Prx)2 + (Ury- pry)2+ ul, unvl , vr (4.7) 
(vlx - 4lx)2 + (vly - qly)2 + (vrx - 4rx)2 + (Vry - 9ry)2) 
The variable U can be replaced by RV +T according to (4.6). Furthermore, the projection 
equations (4.1) can be used to express the error directly with V as variable. This results in equation 
(4.8), by assuming that both stereo cameras have the same parameters f and t. 
EZ 
_V 
ýýttVx+r12Vy+rl3Vi+Tx Px)2 (VVZ x gx)2 71 -min +"""+ +... (4.8) 
3l Vx + r32Vy + r33Vz 'i" Tz Pz Qz 
The standard method to calculate e; analytically would solve the equation system = 0, tivt 
= 0, =0 for V. Then E; can be calculated with (4.8). However, this gets very compli- 
cated and it is not known if a closed form solution is possible. Nevertheless, a numerical solution 
can be found with the MINPACK implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which 
requires an initial guess for V. A point that is geometrically between P and Q can be used for this 
purpose. However, the disadvantage of a numerical solution is that its calculation is slower than 
the calculation of an analytical solution. Therefore, it can be better to solve this problem using an 
approximation of the image based error model, depending on the application. 
'The unusual presentation of equation (4.7) has been chosen for consistency with equations (4.10) and (4.15). 
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4.4.2 The Spherical Error Model 
The image based model of reconstruction errors shows that the error distribution is ellipsoid (Figure 
4.1). A simple approximation of this shape is a sphere. This is appealing, because of its simple 
calculation as the error corresponds to the geometrical distance between U and P. Furthermore, it 
is also possible to change the size of the error sphere by weighting the geometrical distance with 
the standard deviation ap of P. This is expressed in equation (4.9). 
2 U-P2 Eds = a2 
(4.9) 
P 
Figure 4.2 showed an example in which the image based error e; between two reconstructed 
points P and Q has been calculated. This error can be approximated with the spherical error e,, 
by calculating the geometrical distance £B between P and Q with (4.5). Additionally, the standard 
deviations up and ßQ of the reconstructed points are used as weights. This results in equation 
(4.10). 
E2 29 
62 -I- 62 
with Eg =P- RQ -T (4.10) ýS 
PQ 
This calculation is very simple and therefore fast. However, its accuracy is very limited, be- 
cause the difference between the sphere and the ellipsoid is high, due to the stretched shape of the 
ellipsoid. Therefore, the spherical error model is only useful as a rough estimate of the image based 
error. 
4.4.3 The Ellipsoid Error Model 
Matthies and Shafer [107] pointed out the limitations of the spherical error model and suggested 
an ellipsoid error model. The model is determined by firstly calculating the partial derivatives of 
the reconstruction equations (4.2) with respect to all variables, which are corrupted by independent 
Gaussian errors. Table 4.1 shows the partial derivatives, which are expressed in terms of camera 
coordinates Px, Py and Pz. This makes it possible to calculate the derivatives directly from P, without 
the need to go back to the projections pi and p, 
The Jacobian matrix Jp is defined by these partial derivatives. Equation (4.11) shows the general 
definition of the Jacobian as well as the analytical form of the current case. 
ar S 
PIL. 
aP aP aP 
Pz(t-P) o Pzpp 0 
Jp ä  -PzPy 
2pp? (4.11) 
t 
-p2 0 Pz 0 
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f (P1x Ply, PrxlPry) = px =x py = 2Pý 
+P t pZ = ft PIX-Prz A -t _P t-Px -tp, _ -PkPY -t_ -P a `x - = -t - ft =t 
= P1 0 t= 2 lx- .x 2f 0 
= 
t= Pzpx tPý 
= 
P: Pr t=i 
,ý t ft ft 
DL- = 0 t -P 2 ix- rx 2f 0 
Table 4.1: Partial derivatives of reconstruction equations (4.2). 
The error is modelled in the image plane as independent Gaussian noise with a common stan- 
dard deviation of ap. This results in the covariance matrices K1 and K, of the points pl and pr, 
which are given in (4.12). 
2 (c; 2 
p 0) Ki Kr = 




The covariance matrix Kp of point P is defined as a multiplication of the Jacobian Jp and the 
covariance matrices KI and K, as shown in equation (4.13). It describes the distribution of errors 
around P. 
KP = JP 
K1 00K, 
JP (4.13) 
The ellipsoid error ede at U can be calculated as shown in equation (4.14). The structure of the 
equation appears very similar to (4.9). The difference is that the squared geometrical distance is 
divided by the covariance matrix instead of the variance. 
Ede = (U - P)T Kp 
l (U - P) (4.14) 
It is necessary to calculated the image based error in the image planes, which makes the calcu- 
lation dependent on the stereo camera position. The advantage of the ellipsoid error model is that it 
is independent of the stereo camera position, once P and Kp are calculated. Thus P and K, can be 
transformed into different coordinate systems by rotation and translation. 
The ellipsoid error model approximates the image based error model so closely, that (4.14) 
produces visually the same results as equation (4.4), which was shown in graph 4.1. The graph is 
therefore not repeated. However, the difference between both models becomes clear by subtracting 
Ed, from Ede as shown in Figure 4.3a. The graph shows that the ellipsoid error model underestimates 
the error in front of P (i. e. as seen from the position of the stereo camera). Similarly, the error is 
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overestimated behind P. The reason for the difference is that the ellipsoid error model treats the error 
of P still as Gaussian, which has a symmetrical distribution around P. However, the relationship 
between the image plane and the camera coordinate system (equations (4.2)) is not linear. Thus, 
a Gaussian error in the image plane is distorted in the camera coordinate system. The covariance 
matrix cannot adapt to a non-symmetrical distribution around P. This limitation was also recognised 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the image based and ellipsoid error. Graph (a) shows the differ- 
ence ede - £d; and graph (b) shows the error contours of both models. 
The graph in Figure 4.3b shows the reason for the difference of both models. The error contours 
have been calculated for three different image errors. These contours have apparently the same 
size, shape and orientation for both models. However, the ellipsoid error model centres the ellipses 
always at P, while 4.3b shows that the image based error moves the ellipses away from the stereo 
camera. Furthermore, this movement is not constant, but depends on the size of the ellipses, which 
is determined by the image based error. 
The ellipsoid error model can also be used to approximate the image based error ci between two 
reconstructed points P and Q (Figure 4.2). The key is to combine the covariance matrices Kp and 
KQ of P and Q according to the transformation between the coordinate systems of P and Q. The 
result is used to transform the geometrical error Cg from equation (4.5). Equation (4.15) shows the 
complete calculation of the ellipsoid error Ce. 
£e=£8(RKQRT+Kp)-1£g with £8=P-RQ-T (4.15) 
The ellipsoid error model is a good approximation of the image based error model as shown in 
Figure 4.3b. However, the difference between both models is systematic and always directed away 
from the stereo camera. Therefore, differences cannot cancel each other out, even if more points 
are used in a calculation. This leads to a constant bias in the results. 
(a) Ellipsoid Error Minus Image Based Error 
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4.4.4 The Ellipsoid Error Model with Drift Compensation 
The ellipsoid error model calculates the same ellipsoid error contours as the image based error 
model. However, in the image based model, the centres of ellipses drift as a function of Cd; away 
from the cameras as shown in Figure 4.3b. This drift does not occur in the ellipsoid error model 
and leads to biased approximations of the image based error. However, the drift of an ellipse can be 
calculated for any specific error Cd;. Figure 4.4 demonstrates this. 
SIP 
s +s P. s, P sc. 1___2 2 
P 
s'2P I -k- 
Left Camera --ý- Right Camera 
(01010) 
I2 
(40,0) T--(t, 0,0) 
Figure 4.4: Calculation of the centre of an ellipsoid error contour for a specific error. 
First, P is expressed with respect to the point between the optical centres of both cameras (i. e. 
centre of drift). This permits the use of the scale factor s to express all points U on the line from 
this centre to P. Finally, the result is expressed again in camera coordinates. Equation (4.16) 
encapsulates this. 
U=s(P-2T)+2T (4.16) 
The image based error edj between P and U is calculated by first applying the projection equa- 
tions (4.1) and then the image based error model (4.4). This leads after some simplifications to 
equation (4.17). 






Solving (4.17) for s gives (4.18). Furthermore, the factor s,, which expresses the position of the 
centre of the ellipsoid can also immediately be expressed as (4.19). 
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Thus, the position PP of the centre of an ellipsoid can be calculated using (4.19) and (4.16), if 
Ed; is known. Unfortunately, Cdi is unknown, as the whole purpose of this discussion is to calculate 
it. However, the ellipsoid error model gives a good approximation of Ed;. Therefore, equation 
(4.14) can be used to calculate Cde, which replaces Ed; to calculate the centre of the ellipsoid Pc. 
Thereafter, Pc replaces P in (4.14) to calculate a refined ellipsoid error. This procedure is repeated 
until convergence. The result of this iterative refinement of the ellipsoid error is equivalent to the 
image based error. 
The same can be done to improve the calculation of the error ee between two reconstructed 
points P and Q as shown in Figure 4.2. In this case, the centres of the drifted ellipsoid of P and Q 
are calculated individually, by splitting the ellipsoid error (which is calculated with equation (4.15)) 
into equal parts for both stereo cameras, i. e. Ed; _. Then, the centres P, and Qc replace P and Q 
in a new calculation of the ellipsoid error. 
This novel refinement of the ellipsoid error model compensates for the constant bias of the 
ellipsoid error model. However, modelling of the full error distribution around a reconstructed 
point is not needed if only a rough estimate of the error in a certain direction is required. This can 
be calculated more effectively using error propagation. 
4.5 Propagation of Errors 
4.5.1 The Error in the Coordinates of a Reconstructed Point 
The error in the image plane can be propagated directly into certain measures, like the coordinates 
of a reconstructed point. The assumptions of Section 4.4 about independent Gaussian errors Op 
with a standard deviation of up in the coordinates pt,,, ply, Prx and p, y still applies. The point P is 
reconstructed using equations (4.2) and serves as mean of the error. Error propagation [ 141 ] permits 
the estimation of error AP, in P. from the image based error Ap (with equal size in all directions) 
by first differentiating (4.2a) with respect to all variables. The partial derivatives (Table 4.1) are 
multiplied with the image based errors to get the propagated errors. Finally, all propagated errors 
are summed in squares, under the assumptions that the error is still Gaussian. This is shown in 
equation (4.20). 






p 12 + 
ap Y Ap 12 +( 
ap SOp)2 +( 
app 
Ap)Z (4.20) 
Performing this error propagation for all three dimensions results in equations (4.21), which 






APy = Apt 2Py +2 (4.21b) 
APz = Op 
ft 
(4.21c) 
An interesting aspect of (4.21) is the relationship between P. and Al, APy, APZ. Pz represents 
the distance of P from the camera if PX =0 and Py = 0. In this case, AP, and APy depend linearly 
on Pz, while AP, is proportional to Pz . This means that the error in the distance to the camera grows 
much faster then the errors orthogonal to it, which is the reason for the stretched appearance of the 
error ellipses. 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between image based and propagated errors. 
Figure 4.5 shows a comparison between the image based error and the propagated error using 
the example from Section 4.4.1, with Ap = 0.6. The propagated errors effectively define a bounding 
box around the image based errors. It can be seen that the propagation error adapts well to the 
stretched characteristic of the image based error. The slight misalignment of the bounding box is 
due to the wrong assumption that the propagated error is still Gaussian and thus symmetric around 
P. However, the difference is small and the propagated error is only used as a rough estimation. 
Image Based Error 
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The largest error is in the direction of sight, i. e. in the distance between the camera and P. 
Generally, the P. is not equivalent to the distance. Therefore, the distance error is not APz and has 
to be calculated separately. 
4.5.2 The Error in the Distance from the Camera 
The error in the distance between P and the camera can be calculated from the error in the image 
plane using the same procedure as in Section 4.5.1. The distance 1, is calculated with equation 
(4.22). 
lc= Px-I-Py-I-PZ (4.22) 
The coordinates Px, Py and Pz are substituted by the reconstruction equations (4.2) to express 1, 
in terms of image based coordinates. The distance error Al, is calculated by differentiating lc with 
respect to all image coordinates, multiplying them by Ep and summing the squares. Table 4.1 can 
assist in this process. This results after a few simplifications in equation (4.23). 
plc - Ap 
l ft (Pxt - lß )2 + lý + (Pyt )2 (4.23) 
c 
This result might be too complicated for applications that need to calculate Olc very fast. The 
term under the square root is completely dominated by 1c4, which means that the square root can be 
replaced by 1c2vý-2. This leads to the approximation (4.24). 
Pi 
Olc --Aft` 2 (4.24) 
The equations (4.23) and (4.24) are equivalent if Px =0 and Py = 0. The differences increase 
with decreasing PX and increasing Py. However, the minimum Px and maximum Py for any given PZ 
are limited by the field of view of the cameras. Figure 4.6 shows the ratio between (4.23) and (4.24) 
for PZ between lm and 20m. Px and Py have always been chosen as the highest for a wide field of 
view of 90°. The graph shows that the propagated distance error (4.23) is at most 1.6% higher then 
the approximation (4.24). Furthermore, the difference decreases with increasing distance, because 
of the dominance of li,. Thus, equation (4.24) is a good approximation. 
The propagation of errors is not only useful for individual reconstructed points, but also for 
distances between reconstructed points. 
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Figure 4.6: The ratio of (4.23) and (4.24) as a function of Pz with smallest Px and highest Py. 
4.5.3 The Error in the Distance Between Two Reconstructed Points 
59 
The distance 1, between two points P and Q, which were reconstructed from images of the same 
camera can be calculated according to equation (4.25). 
1r = (Qx-Px)2-I-(Qy-Py)2+(Qz-Pz)2 (4.25) 
The procedure in Section 4.5.1 is used to calculate the propagated error Al,. First, (4.25) is 
expressed in terms of the projections of Q and P using the projection equations (4.2). Next, the 
partial derivatives with respect to all 8 image coordinates have to be calculated (i. e. using Table 
4.1). The image based error Ep is then multiplied by all derivatives and the results finally summed 










D= ((Qx - Px) (t - Px) - (Qy. - Py)Py - (Qz - Pz)Pz)2 (4.26e) 
E_ ((Qx-PX)PX-i-(Qy-Py)PP+(Qz-Pz)Pz)Z (4.261) 
F= (t(Qy -P 2 y))2 (4.26g) 
This equation appears complex. However, Al,. depends heavily on the location of P and Q, 
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due to the stretched shape of the error distributions. If P and Q are at a similar distance from the 
camera, then the line between P and Q (i. e. the distance) crosses through the narrow part of the error 
ellipsoids, which are oriented away from the cameras. This means that small image errors cause 
small error in the distance. Similarly, if P and Q have high differences in their distances from the 
camera, then the line between P and Q crosses through the stretched part of the error ellipses. This 
means that small image errors cause high errors in the distance. Thus, Al, cannot be approximated 
with a constant. Instead, it needs to be calculated for all individual positions of P and Q. 
4.6 Conclusion 
It has been shown that the rectified stereo camera model permits fast reconstruction of points, as 
soon as correspondences have been established through the stereo algorithm. Furthermore, the dis- 
tribution of the reconstruction error has been discussed. The error can be calculated by assuming 
Gaussian noise in the location of corresponding points in the image plane. This leads to an ex- 
tremely stretched ellipsoid shape of the reconstruction error. The ellipsoid shape occurs, because 
the error in the distance between the camera and the reconstructed point increases with increas- 
ing distance squared, while the error orthogonal to this distance increases linearly. These special 
characteristics must be addressed by an appropriate error model, if reconstruction is performed. 
The reconstruction error can be calculated using an image based error model, which performs 
a projection to calculate the error directly in the image planes. However, it has been shown that the 
dependency on the projection results in complicated calculations if more than one stereo camera is 
involved in the reconstruction. Therefore, it has only been possible to give a numerical solution, 
which is slower to calculate than an analytical one. This issue has been addressed with three kinds 
of approximations of the image based error model. The spherical error model is simple and fast to 
calculate. However, it does not adapt well to the correct shape of the error distribution and should 
therefore only be used as a rough estimate. The ellipsoid error model is a much better approxi- 
mation. Furthermore, its calculation is fast compared to the image based error model. However, it 
assumes a symmetric error distribution around the reconstructed point, which is not correct and can 
leads to biased results. This problem has been addressed by a novel drift compensation, which is a 
refinement of the ellipsoid error model. 
Finally, the calculation of the reconstruction error in camera coordinates, distance from camera 
and distance between points have been discussed. The last one has been published previously 
[65]. These errors can be estimated directly using error propagation, without using the full error 
distribution. This is useful for applications, which require fast estimates of certain errors. The 
techniques which have been presented in this Chapter are the foundation for applications that work 
with reconstructed points, like camera motion estimation and mapping. 
5 
Camera Motion Estimation 
5.1 Introduction 
Stereo vision allows the reconstruction (Chapter 4) of scene points, by determining correspondences 
between images (Chapter 3) and utilising the camera model (Chapter 2). Thus, stereo images can be 
used to describe the three-dimensional structure of a scene. However, a single stereo image can only 
capture a limited part of the scene, due to a limited field of view, image resolution and viewpoint 
dependent occlusions. The combination of several stereo images, which are taken from different 
viewpoints can create a complete three-dimensional scene description. This can be achieved with 
multiple stationary stereo cameras, which capture images at the same time or by one moving stereo 
camera, which takes images at different times. The latter case implies that the scene is static (i. e. 
does not change). This research concentrates on a moving stereo camera in a static scene. The 
combination of multiple views (i. e. multiple stereo images) requires the relative camera position 
and orientation for each view. This can be achieved by recovering the camera motion directly from 
consecutive views. Application requirements (Section 1.2) for camera motion estimation are that 
it must be performed in real time and possibly with a low frame rate (due to low computational 
power). Additionally an arbitrary camera motion is assumed, i. e. there are no assumptions about 
the three-dimensional movement of the camera. 
A review of literature about camera motion estimation is given in Section 5.2. Based on the 
application requirements and the literature review, the Stereo Constraint Satisfaction (SCS) method 
is proposed in Section 5.3. The main contribution is the robust determination of reliable corre- 
spondences between highly differing consecutive views, without any predictions or assumptions of 
camera motion. The calculation of motion is based on the error characteristics of reconstruction 
from Chapter 4. Major parts of the SCS method have been published previously [65]. However, 
some improvements have been made. The method is evaluated in four different environments in 
Section 5.4. 
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5.2 Related Literature 
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Methods for estimating camera motion from images can be classified as batch methods and incre- 
mental methods. Batch methods use all images together to calculate the corresponding motion of 
the camera, while incremental methods use at any time only the current and past images. There- 
fore, batch methods have the potential to perform better, but they are not suitable for real time 
applications [18]. This research concentrates on incremental methods only. Furthermore, motion 
calculation can be based on optical flow or correspondences of features in consecutive images. 
Optical flow methods are suitable for closely sampled sequences, where differences between con- 
secutive images are low. Feature-based methods can deal with highly differing images, which is 
anticipated for the target application. Therefore, this work concentrates on feature-based methods. 
Applications for feature-based real time methods are typically the determination of the egomotion 
for robot navigation [23,82,89,96,98,107,120,124], the creation of maps [12,96,109] or 
three-dimensional world models [5,123,161]. All of these methods assume a static environment. 
However, small moving objects are usually tolerated. 
Camera motion can be estimated for a single camera or a stereo camera. Single-camera methods 
derive the three-dimensional camera motion exclusively from two-dimensional feature correspon- 
dences [7,18,82,123,153]. Stereo camera methods [23,89,98,107,109,120,124,129,162] can 
additionally use information about three-dimensional positions of features to increase reliability. 
However, many issues of single-camera methods also apply for stereo-camera methods. 
Different kinds of features can be used. Single-camera methods typically use two-dimensional 
points in the images [7,18,82,123,153]. Similarly, many stereo-camera methods [23,89,98,107, 
109,120,124] use three-dimensional point features. They are derived from two-dimensional points 
in the images by calculating their three-dimensional position using the disparity image. The use of 
points is appealing, because they are simple to describe and can be precisely located. However, they 
provide little information for establishing correspondences between images. Typically, the local 
environment around points is correlated for this purpose [89,109,124]. However, high differences 
in images result in perspective distortions and changes in scale or intensities, which are difficult 
to handle by correlation. Therefore, some authors describe points by differential invariants [82] 
or by scale invariant image features [129]. In structured environments that contain straight lines, 
motion estimation can be based on feature-based stereo algorithms [161,162]. In this case, it is 
more natural to use three-dimensional lines or planes as features. These features can be described 
by their length and orientation, which assists in the determination of correspondences. 
The determination of corresponding features has to deal with high ambiguity. Feature tracking 
is often used to predict the position of features from past movements [89,98,120,124,129]. This 
limits the search area for correspondences and increases the chances of correct matches. Similarly, 
robotic systems often make use of other sensors like odometry to predict roughly the movement of 
features [96,120,129,1611. The movement of the camera is in these cases usually limited to typical 
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robotic movements on the two-dimensional ground plane. Some authors [23] used a roll/pitch sen- 
sor additionally to odometry and stereo vision for robot movements in undulated terrains. Few au- 
thors [82,120] discuss more general three-dimensional camera movements, especially the rotation 
of the camera around the optical axis, which is an additional problem for finding correspondences. 
Higher frame rates compensate moderate rotations around the optical axis [120]. Generally, fewer 
constraints during correspondence finding can be used [82], which leads to decreased accuracy. 
Camera motion can be calculated from two-dimensional positions of correspondences in the 
images. This can be achieved by recovering the fundamental matrix [7,39] from at least 7 non- 
coplanar correspondences. However, certain point configurations degrade accuracy or lead to com- 
plete failures [109]. If the three-dimensional feature position is known through stereo vision, then 
3 non-collinear correspondences are sufficient to calculate motion. Motion can be calculated di- 
rectly by minimising the three-dimensional distance between correspondences with a least squares 
approach [2,58,89,98]. This corresponds to the spherical error model. The accuracy can be 
improved by adding an optimisation which minimises the ellipsoid error numerically [107,120]. 
Other methods minimise the image based error [129,153]. Furthermore, the accuracy of motion, 
especially over a longer distance can be increased by incorporating other sensors, like an electronic 
compass [120]. 
Typically, feature matching, supported by predictions of feature positions through tracking or 
other sensors still leaves many outliers in correspondences. These outliers decrease accuracy of mo- 
tion calculation. They can be handled during motion calculation using robust statistical approaches 
[58]. Other methods discard correspondences (which cause the highest errors) iteratively during 
the calculation phase [120,123,129]. Furthermore, a statistically based random sampling approach 
[7,43,109] has been used. Finally, if three-dimensional feature positions are known due to stereo 
vision, then rigidity constraints [17,120,162] can be applied before motion is calculated. These 
constraints express the invariants of distances and angles between features under rigid motion. 
The target application (Section 1.2) requires the determination of camera motion reliably in real 
time, possibly with a low frame rate, which results in highly differing consecutive images. Further- 
more, arbitrary camera movements are anticipated. However, dense disparity images are available 
from the stereo system and the environment is expected to be static. From the literature review, it 
has been decided to work with three-dimensional point features. The Harris corner detector [59] 
is used to select points in the image [82,109,124]. It has been shown that correspondence find- 
ing is usually supported by predicting feature positions from past movements through tracking or 
from rough motion estimates from other sensors. However, the performance of tracking degrades 
with low frame rates. The use of other sensors reduces the portability and flexibility of the method 
(Section 1.2). Therefore, neither technique has been used. The disadvantage is compensated by 
using experiences from stereo correlation (Chapter 3) and adopting certain stereo correlation tech- 
niques. This increases the reliability of correspondence finding. Additionally, rigidity constraints 
[17,120,162] are exploited to their full potential by using accurate error characteristics of feature 
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positions (Section 4.5). The spherical, ellipsoid and image based error model have been discussed 
in Chapter 4. It has been shown that all of these error models have been used in different systems, 
but their advantages are not apparent. Therefore, the performance of camera motion estimation with 
different error models will be compared. 
5.3 The Stereo Constraint Satisfaction Method 
5.3.1 Overview 
An overview over the complete Stereo Constraint Satisfaction (SCS) motion estimation method is 
shown in Figure 5.1. First, the left rectified stereo image is used to select feature points, which can 
be accurately located and reliably redetected in subsequent images. This is achieved by the Harris 
corner detector [59], which is known for its reliability to detect the same features again (i. e. no 
flickering of corners in consecutive images). Sub-pixel accuracy of corner detection is achieved by 
fitting a quadratic surface through the values of the corner function at the location of the corner and 
its 8 neighbours. The sub-pixel corner position is then determined as the location of the maximum 
of this surface. 
Rect. left Set of 2ll het of zuisu Corner detection Calculation of 3D position Initial con image points points 
Set of corresp. 
Dense disparity 
3D points 
Rect. right image 
Stereo correlation Outlier image 
Set of 2D/3D points Subset of consistent, 
from previous image coriesp. 31) poim. 
Calculation of 
* Modified since previous publication Rigid camera motion 
Figure 5.1: The complete SCS camera motion estimation method, with new parts shown in grey. 
The rectified left and right images are used to create a dense disparity image, using the MWMF 
stereo algorithm from Section 3.4. The disparity image commonly contains invalid disparities, 
due to texture-less areas and ambiguities, which can be interpolated as discussed in Section 3.4.5. 
However, invalid disparities are not interpolated for motion estimation, because they are less reliable 
as shown in Section 3.5.4. The three-dimensional position of all feature points with valid disparities 
is reconstructed as described in Section 4.3. All feature points that fall in or are very close (i. e. in 1 
pixel distance) to invalid disparities are discarded. Furthermore, all feature points with a disparity 
of less than 4 are not considered, due to an increased uncertainty in their three-dimensional position. 
A disparity of 4 corresponds to a distance of approximately 10m with the current stereo hardware 
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(Section 2.5.1). 
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The core of the SCS Method reliably determines correspondences between feature points from 
the previous and current stereo images. This is performed on a frame-to-frame basis, without the 
prediction of the position of feature points from previous movements or other sensors. Initial cor- 
respondences are established using correlation as discussed in Section 5.3.2. The result is expected 
to contain a high number of outliers in correspondences. Outliers are detected by comparing the 
three-dimensional distances between all pairs of corresponding feature points as described in Sec- 
tion 5.3.3. The result is a set of consistent corresponding points, whose relative distances between 
each other are all maintained. If there are outliers left, then their influence on motion estimation is 
expected to be low. 
The last step calculates the transformation between the sets of three-dimensional points, which 
is equivalent to the camera motion. Potential remaining outliers are rejected during this calculation 
through a statistical test, which is an amendment to the previous publication of the method [66]. 
Calculation of the transformation is discussed in Section 5.3.4. 
5.3.2 Finding Initial Correspondences 
It is assumed that camera motion between consecutive stereo images is large, irregular and cannot 
be predicted from past movements. Furthermore, no other sensors are used to estimate motion. 
Therefore, there is no information about the possible location of corresponding points. The only 
assumption is that the location of corresponding feature points coincides with the location of feature 
points, which are determined by corner detection. Thus, each feature point of the previous image 
could correspond to each feature point in the current image. It is assumed that there will be a high 
number of points, for which no correspondence exists, because some points are outside the field 
of view of one of the cameras. Furthermore, points can be occluded by objects. Finally, corner 
detection can fail to detect a corner in one image, but will detect it in the other. It is not necessary to 
find all correspondences. Theoretically, three non-collinear three-dimensional points are sufficient 
to calculate motion. However, a higher number is useful to increase accuracy, by reducing the effect 
of noise. 




"_ " window 
" '" 
Figure 5.2: Finding initial corresponding feature points by correlation. 
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The easiest way to determine correspondences is by correlating the image area around a feature 
point with all possible places in the second image and choosing the place that matches best (Figure 
5.2). This is similar to stereo correlation. However, rectified stereo cameras are only separated by 
a small horizontal translation, whereas the motion between consecutive camera images is expected 
to be large and arbitrary. This causes different problems for correlation. The analysis of stereo 
correlation in Section 3.3 showed that most errors appear at object borders. In this situation, highly 
differing pixel values introduce an error in the correlation calculation. It has been shown in Section 
3.5.1 that the non-parametric Rank and Census measure [157] perform better than standard mea- 
sures like SAD, because they tolerate high differences. Furthermore, SAD5 performs even better, 
by assuming that high differences appear clustered together in a part of the correlation window, 
which are then ignored. 
In contrast, the arbitrary motion between consecutive camera images can cause high perspective 
distortions, rotations of image parts and significant variation in illumination. Corner detection often 
locates feature points within texture and not necessarily at object borders. All of this results in 
high differences of pixel values around a feature point. However, these differences are not clustered 
together as in the object border situation of stereo vision. Therefore, it is expected that SAD and 
SAD5 both perform badly. Rank and Census are tolerant of high differences, because they compare 
the local ordering of values instead of the values themselves and they do not assume a clustering of 
high differences. Census is generally expected to perform slightly better than Rank [157], which 
has been confirmed in the evaluation in Section 3.5.1. However, Census is much slower than Rank 
on current processors. It has therefore been decided to use Rank for correlation. 
The size of the correlation window is chosen to be large (e. g. 17x17 pixel), to reduce ambigu- 
ities of feature points. The Left/Right Consistency Check of stereo correlation is also applied, by 
searching correspondences both ways. Only correspondences, which are found in both directions 
are retained. Thus, the determination of initial correspondences involves O(nh) steps, where nh is 
the number of corners. Correspondences are likely to be correct, but it is expected that there is still 
a considerable number of outliers. The influence of outliers on motion calculation will be very high, 
because there has been no restriction imposed on the location of correspondences in the image. 
5.3.3 Outlier Detection 
The initial correspondence step provides a set of corresponding points. The three-dimensional 
position in the camera coordinate system is known for all points, due to stereo vision. The points of 
the previous and current camera position are denoted by Pi and C;, with corresponding points having 
the same index i. The rigid transformation between both camera coordinate systems is described 
by a rotation matrix R and a translation vector T. which are both unknown. This is mathematically 
expressed in equation (5.1). The geometrical error due to noise in point positions is symbolised by 
E8,. 
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Pi=RC; +T+Cg, with 1=1... n (5.1) 
It is expected that many initial correspondences are wrong. The noise term eßt would become 
very large for these outliers, which makes the determination of R and T very difficult. Commonly, 
robust statistics are employed to calculated R and T in the presence of these outliers. However, there 
are strong rigidity constraints, which can be exploited to iteratively create an outlier free set, before 
R and T are calculated. Firstly, the relative distance between two points does not change under 
a rigid transformation. Thus, the distance between any two points l,,, = JP1- Pkt should be the 
same for the corresponding points ll; k = 
jC; -CkI. Section 4.5.3 showed how the image based errors 
propagates into distance errors. The distance errors Alp,, and Alik are calculated with equation 
(4.26). It is important to calculate this error individually for each pair of points, because its value 
depends very much on the position of both points (Section 4.4). The image based error Ap of the 
used stereo hardware has been measured with up to 0.2 pixel in Section 2.5.3. It is not important to 
find all correct correspondences, but it is useful to maintain only correspondences with low image 
based errors. Therefore, Op is set to 0.1 pixel. Two distances are likely to be equal, if their difference 
is less than the combination of three times their distance errors (i. e. analogous to an interval with 
three times the standard deviation of Gaussian errors). Distance errors are combined by assuming 
that they are still independent and Gaussian distributed. Hence, all pairs of correspondences must 
satisfy inequality (5.2). 
l pik - lc kI<3 Al 
Jp + Al with i, k=1... n (5.2) ht Cik 
The second constraint is derived by setting an upper limit 0 on the rotation of the camera be- 
tween consecutive images. A limit of 4 (45°) does not 
impose any realistic constraint on the camera 
movement, since it is very likely that correlation fails completely under larger rotations between 
consecutive images. Mathematically, all rotations in three dimensions can be represented by a ro- 
tation axis and a rotation angle. If the vector P; - Pk is orthogonal to the rotation axis, then the 
angle between Pi - Pk and C; - Ck matches exactly the rotation angle. If P; - Pk is parallel to the 
rotation axis, then the angle between P; - Pk and C; - Ck is always 0. In all other cases, the angle is 
in between 0 and the rotation angle. The rotation axis is unknown, but the angle is limited by 0 as 
described above. Therefore, all pairs of correct correspondences must satisfy inequality (5.3)1. 
(P; - Pk)T (C1- Ck) 
'PIk'Cik 
> cos o with i, k=1... n (5.3) 
'The previous publication [65] wrongly showed (5.3) without the division by lp, klcm. 
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Both constraints can be used to validate the initial correspondence of pairs of points. If a 
pair (i, k) of corresponding pairs of points (Pi, C; and Pk, Ck) satisfies both constraints, then both 
correspondences may be correct. If one of the constraints does not hold then at least one of the 
correspondences in the pair is definitely wrong. Though, it is not known which one. Thus, the 
constraints cannot identify outliers directly. However, they can be used to construct a consistent 
subset of corresponding points in which the constraints are satisfied for all possible pairs of points. 
This does not guarantee the correctness of the correspondences in the subset. There are certain con- 
figurations of points, which are ambiguous, e. g. constraint (5.2) alone is ambiguous if four points 
are arranged in a square. However, it is unlikely that correlation as well as both constraints fail in 
the same way, especially in natural scenes with rather random point configurations. Furthermore, 
the larger the consistent subset, the more likely that it represents only correct correspondences. 
A matrix in of binary states is utilised for the construction of the consistent subset. The matrix 
has size nxn for n initial corresponding points. The elements of m denote if the corresponding 
points Pi, Ci and Pk, Ck satisfy the constraint (5.2) and (5.3) with 1 or not, with 0. The matrix is 
obviously symmetric, i. e. mik = mki. Figure 5.3 visualises the situation. The goal is to find the 
largest number of points, so that mik =1 for all combinations of points i, k in the set. 
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Figure 5.3: Matrix m, which stores the consistencies of all pairs of corresponding points. 
It seems that finding the largest number of points would involve testing all the combinations of 
n points, which requires O(2") steps (i. e. it seems to be a NP problem). However, it is not required 
to find the largest set, but only a large one. This can be done by first selecting the point i with the 
largest number of consistencies (i. e. the column i with the largest number of 1-elements). Further 
points, k, are incrementally added, so that mik =1 for all previous points i and as much as possible 
further consistencies are maintained. This is repeated until there are no further points to add. The 
creation of matrix m requires O(n2) steps. The creation of the consistent subset of corresponding 
points uses O(ncn2) steps, with nc as the number of resulting consistent, corresponding points. n is 
usually a small number (e. g. less than 100). Furthermore, the operations after creating matrix m are 
very simple. Therefore, it is assumed that the presented algorithm can be implemented fast enough 
for real time use. 
It is very unlikely that there are remaining outliers in the set of consistent correspondences. 
However, the constraints (5.2) and (5.3) have to be tolerant of image based noise in feature point 
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positions. This tolerance may permit small errors in the correspondences. The influence of small 
errors on motion calculation is limited. Therefore, these errors can be well handled during the 
calculation of R and T. 
5.3.4 Calculation of Transformation 
The camera motion R, T between consecutive stereo images can be calculated from the set of 
consistent correspondences, so that the error of equation (5.1) is minimised. It would be best to 
minimise the image based error of feature points as explained in Section 4.4.1. However, the image 
based error between all n corresponding points has to be calculated numerically using an iterative 
least squares minimisation (4.8). This makes it necessary to calculate camera motion iteratively as 
well, by using an initial guess for R and T and refining it by minimising all image based errors. 
Both minimisations can be performed with MINPACK. However, there are two problems with this 
approach. Firstly, the initial guess has to be calculated with a different method. Secondly, an 
implementation would be slow, due to the nested minimisation loops. 
The spherical error model can be used as a rough approximation of the image base error model 
according to Section 4.4.2. It calculates the error by weighting the geometrical distance between 
corresponding points according to the inverse, squared standard deviations of both points (4.10). 
The standard deviations can be estimated by propagating the expected standard deviation ap of 
image based errors into the direction of highest three-dimensional errors, i. e. the distance from the 
camera. This can be done with equation (4.24) in Section 4.5.2. It turns out that the value of ßp is 
not important for minimising the spherical error, because constant factors do not change the ratio's 
between the weights. The spherical error model has the advantage that R and T can be calculated in 
a closed form solution. Haralick et al. [58] discussed a direct calculation, which is based on singular 
value decomposition [53]. However, they fail to discuss a special case, in which the solution for R 
becomes a reflection instead of a rotation. Arun et al. [2] showed a treatment of this special case. 
It is assumed that the consistent set of correspondences does not contain outliers, but may 
contain small errors in correspondences. Therefore, the calculation of R and T with the spherical 
error model will be a good approximation of the true camera motion. Chauvenet's criterion [141] 
is used with this approximation to identify and eliminate all correspondences, which are suspected 
to contain correspondence errors. First, the ellipsoid errors eel between all n corresponding points 
are calculated with equation (4.15) in Section 4.4.3. The mean error fe of this set is expected to be 
0. Next, standard deviation Se, is estimated under the assumption that all errors are Gaussian. This 
permits to calculate for each ee; the likelihood to which it belongs to the Gaussian distributed E,, 
S with n elements. All elements with a likelihood of less than 50% (as suggested by Chauvenet's 
criterion [141]) are removed from the set. This is expressed in the constraint (5.4). P() symbolises 
the error function. All correspondences, which fail the inequality are removed from the set. 
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2 
<n(1-P(I£es 
£el )) withi=1... n (5.4a) 
Ee =O (5.4b) 
Sc. 
n-1! 
(£eý - Ee)2 (5.4c) 
The rejection of suspicious correspondences using Chauvenet's criterion is an amendment to 
the original method [65]. It has been shown in Section 4.4.3 that the ellipsoid error is a good 
approximation of the image based error. Furthermore, it can be calculated in closed form as shown 
in equation (4.15) in contrast to the image based error. Matthies and Shafer [107] describe the 
calculation of R and T with the ellipsoid error model using an iterative minimisation. MINPACK 
has been used for this purpose. The approximation with the spherical error model serves as initial 
guess. Motion calculation using the ellipsoid error is expected to be much faster than the calculation 
using the image based error model, since it requires only one iterative minimisation instead of 
nested minimisation loops. Section 4.4.4 showed a refinement of the ellipsoid error, with a drift 
compensation. This is expected to improve approximation of the image based error. 
Thus, the calculation of the camera motion from the set of consistent correspondences involves 
three steps. First, R and T are calculated directly, using the spherical error model. Secondly, 
Chauvenet's criterion is applied to remove correspondences, which are likely to be wrong. Finally, 
R and T are optimised with the initial guess from the spherical error model and the reduced set 
of consistent correspondences. Optimisation can be done using the ellipsoid error model, possibly 
with drift compensation or the image based error model. 
The calculated motion R, T is the relative transformation from the current to the previous camera 
coordinate system. The transformation Rk, Tk of a point Pk in the coordinate system of the kth 
camera position to P in the world coordinate system is defined recursively with the transformation 
Rk, Tk as shown in equation (5.5). 
P=RkPk+Tk (5.5a) 
Rk = Rk-1R (5.5b) 
Tk =Rk-iT+Tk-t (5.5c) 
The relation RI, Tl between the first view and the world coordinate system needs to be defined 
application dependent. 
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5.4 Evaluation of Camera Motion Estimation 
5.4.1 Determination of Consistent Correspondences 
The determination of consistent correspondences was evaluated on a 30s stereo vision sequence in 
a seminar room. The camera was held in hand, moved roughly in a circle with lm radius and com- 
pletely rotated around the optical axis. Thus, the movement is arbitrary, without any constraints. 
The sequence was sampled with only 1.5 frames per second to create high differences in consecu- 
tive stereo views, which is challenging for the determination of correspondences. The mean camera 
rotation and translation between views was approximately 13° and 143mm. The Harris corner de- 
tector (with parameters x=0.04, a=2.0 and corner strength threshold t= 4) was used. Disparities 
of all corners were determined with the MWMF stereo algorithm from Section 3.4. Interpolation 
was not used to avoid possible disparity errors through interpolation. Only corners with a valid dis- 
parity, which is no less than 4 (i. e. closer than 10m) were retained. These corners are called usable 
corners. Initial correspondences were determined with Rank correlation with a window of 17 x 17 
as described in Section 5.3.2. The creation of a consistent set of correspondence was done with 
Op = 0.1 pixel and 0=4 as discussed in Section 5.3.3. Suspicious correspondences were removed 
from the set during calculation as shown in Section 5.3.4. Figure 5.4 shows all left, rectified stereo 
images of the sequence. The movements of consistent correspondences from the previous image 
are marked with black lines. 
The number of comers and correspondences of all stereo images of the sequence can be seen 
in Figure 5.5a. The highest curve is the number of usable corners. The next lower curve shows 
the number of initial correspondences to the previous stereo image using Rank correlation. Outlier 
detection reduces the number further by keeping only consistent correspondences. The number 
of consistent correspondences is shown as the third curve. The lowest curve shows the number 
of consistent correspondences after suspicious correspondences are removed. The last two curves 
almost match each other, because only very few suspicious correspondences were removed. The 
number of correspondences from which motion is calculated has a mean of 38 and a lowest value 
of 8, which seems good under the challenging conditions. 
The effect of using SAD correlation to determine initial correspondences is shown in Figure 
5.5b. The LoG filter was used to compensate large intensity changes in consecutive views, which 
cannot be handled by SAD in contrast to Rank. The number of correspondences is lower than in 
Figure 5.5a with a mean of 30 consistent correspondences. Furthermore, the calculation completely 
fails two times, because no correspondences were determined. This shows, that Rank correlation is 
much more stable to establish correspondences in challenging conditions where high differences in 
images are due to perspective distortions and rotation around optical axis. 
Normally, initial correspondences are determined by correlating features from the first to the 
second view and performing a check, which finds correspondences backwards from the second to 









Figure 5.4: The complete seminar room sequence with arbitrary motion, sampled with I. Sfps. The 
movement of consistent correspondences is marked with black lines. 
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Figure 5.5: The number of corners and correspondences in the seminar room sequence with arbi- 
trary motion using Rank (a), LoG/SAD (b) and a large initial correspondences et (c). 
the first view (Section 5.3.2). Only correspondences, which are found both ways are maintained. 
A large set of initial correspondences can be created by adding correspondences that are found in 
both directions. This set contains much more outliers. Figure 5.5c shows the robustness of creating 
a consistent set of correspondences even in this case. It can be seen that the number of initial corre- 
spondences is now higher than the number of corners in a view, due to the creation of the superset 
of correspondences. Nevertheless, the curve of consistent correspondences looks very similar to the 
one in Figure 5.5a. The mean number of consistent correspondences increased from 38 to 42 and 
the minimum from 8 to 9. This example shows that the creation of the consistent correspondence 
set is very robust, even in the presence of a much higher number of outliers. Furthermore, this 
example seems to show that the correspondence check is obsolete. However, the creation of a set of 
consistent correspondences requires O(nn2) steps (Section 5.3.3), while the correspondence check 
only involves 0(n) steps. Therefore, it is computationally more advantageous to use the correspon- 
dence check to reduce the number of initial correspondences, before the consistent correspondence 
set is created. 
This evaluation has shown that the choice of using Rank correlation with a correspondence 
check performs well to establish initial correspondences. Additionally, the robustness of outlier 
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detection and the creation of a set of consistent correspondences has been demonstrated on a set 
with much more outliers than inliers. The correct determination of consistent correspondences is 
an important prerequisite for calculating camera motion accurately. 
5.4.2 Accuracy of Motion Calculation 
The accuracy of the SCS method was determined on 5 stereo image sequences. Some images of all 
sequences are shown in Figure 5.6. All sequences are closed, which means that the last view over- 
laps with the first one. This permits the determination of the overall error of the sequence elegantly, 
by calculating motion from the last to the first view. The rotation and translation difference between 
the first view and the revisited first view represents the overall error. This error only depends on the 
performance of motion estimation and does not include evaluation errors. The sequences are taken 
in 3 different indoor and 1 outdoor environment. All sequences were sampled with 8fps (frames 
per second), which results in a moderate camera movement between consecutive views. The main 
movement in 4 sequences is in a circle parallel to the ground, with some forward, backward and 
sideward movement. Additionally, the sequence with arbitrary three-dimensional camera move- 
ment in the seminar room (Figure 5.4, but sampled with 8fps) was used. All camera movements 
were performed by hand and include considerable amount of jitter. The challenges from the arbi- 
trary camera movement and the complexity of environments can be best judged from video clips, 
which are attached on CD. Table 5.1 gives more details about the sequences. It lists the number of 
views from which motion was calculated, the mean number of correspondences and the sum of all 
individual camera rotations and translations as determined by the best performing calculation (i. e. 
with lowest error). 












Seminar room 8 160 64 61 2122 381 
Seminar room (arb. ) 8 240 79 76 6453 593 
Living room 8 160 115 111 4428 412 
Bedroom 8 160 54 52 6238 483 
Garden 8 200 189 185 4799 466 
Table 5.1: Description of 5 closed stereo image sequences, which were used in the evaluation. 
The rotation and translation errors of motion estimation of all sequences is shown in Figure 
5.7. Motion was calculated with 4 different error models, with and without rejection of suspicious 
correspondences during calculation as described in Section 5.3.4. First, the performance of dif- 
ferent error models while performing rejection of suspicious correspondences during calculation 
is discussed (i. e. dark bars). Figure 5.7 shows that the spherical error model performs on all se- 
quences worst and the image based model best. The performance of the ellipsoid error model is 
usually almost as good as the performance of the image based error model. It was expected that 







Figure 5.6: Some images of 5 closed stereo image sequences, which were used in the evaluation. 
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Figure 5.7: Motion error of all sequences with different error models, with and without rejection of 
suspicious correspondences during calculation. 
drift compensation improves the ellipsoid error model. However, drift compensation does not cause 
a reduction of ellipsoid errors. It seems that the approximation of the image based error in both 
image planes with equal parts of the ellipsoid error (Section 4.4.4) is either wrong or biased. The 
effect of the error model on the camera path is shown for the seminar room sequence in Figure 5.8. 
The camera position and orientation on the path is marked for every 5th view. Camera motion was 
determined without any restriction on the three-dimensional movement and orientation of the cam- 
era. However, only the two main dimensions of the camera movement are shown for visualisation 
reasons. The spherical error model underestimates rotation completely (Figure 5.8a). The ellipsoid 
error model performs much better, but the first and last camera positions do not match (Figure 5.8b). 
Drift compensation does not seem to have any effect (Figure 5.8c). Finally, the image based error 
model performs nearly perfect (Figure 5.8d). 
Rejection of suspicious correspondences during calculation reduces errors considerably, espe- 
cially with the ellipsoid and image based error model (comparison of neighbouring dark and light 
bars in Figure 5.7). A comparison of column 4 and 5 in Table 5.1 reveals that less than 4% of 
consistent correspondences are rejected. Thus, the rejection phase during calculation identifies and 
removes erroneous correspondences very effectively. 
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Figure 5.8: Camera path with different error models on the seminar room sequence. Every 5th 
camera position and orientation is shown with v-shaped boundaries of the horizontal field of view. 
The number of correspondences from which motion is calculated is important for the accuracy 
of motion calculation. Obviously, the number of correspondences depends on the number of cor- 
ners, which is higher in highly textured environments. The mean number of correspondences from 
which motion is calculated exceeds 100 in the living room and garden sequence. Figure 5.7 shows 
that both sequences have very low motion errors. The bedroom sequence has the lowest mean 
number of correspondences and performs worst, as expected. 
The effect of arbitrary camera movements on motion estimation can be seen in Figure 5.7 as 
well. The motion error of the seminar room sequence with arbitrary motion (Figure 5.4) is only 
slightly higher than in other sequences. It has to be considered, that this sequence is longer and 
camera rotation and translation is larger than that of other sequences as shown in Table 5.1. Thus, a 
slightly higher error is normal and does not depend on the kind of motion. 
The bedroom sequence does not only perform worst due to the relatively low number of cor- 
respondences. It is the only sequence in which a part of the motion error is caused by a failure of 
finding the correct correspondences between two views. Figure 5.9 shows the problematic views. 
Correspondences (i. e. marked with black lines) are found exclusively on a stripe of repetitive tex- 
ture on the wall. Unfortunately, the wrong parts of the texture were matched. Outlier detection 
Camera Path 
(a) Spherical Error Model 
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Figure 5.9: Problematic, consecutive images of the bedroom sequence (a), where repetitive texture 
leads to wrong correspondences, which are marked with black lines (b). 
failed to detect the mismatch, because the spatial relationship between features is maintained. This 
mismatch causes a small jump in camera position, which is the main cause of the high motion error 
in this sequence. This kind of error can only occur under special conditions and is therefore very 
rare. It was only encountered once during all tests, which involved thousands of stereo images. 
Hence, the best performance is with the image based and ellipsoid error model, with rejection 
of suspicious correspondences during calculation. The performance of motion estimation is inde- 
pendent of the kind of camera movement and environment. However, highly textured environments 
perform better, due to a higher number of correspondences. Generally, the motion error increases 
with the amount of absolute rotation and translation and decreases with higher numbers of corre- 
spondences. All evaluations in this Section were performed on sequences, which were sampled 
with 8fps. A change of the frame rate causes higher or lower differences in consecutive views, 
which influences the accuracy of motion. 
5.4.3 Dependency of Accuracy on Frame Rate 
The effect of changing the frame rate of the seminar room sequence with arbitrary camera motion 
(Figure 5.4) is shown in Figure 5.10. Smooth Bezier approximations of the data is overlayed in 
the graph, to show the main tendency in the data. Motion was calculated between 1.5fps and 25fps 
(h) Previous sind Current Image with correspondences marked 
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which corresponds to sampling the 30s sequence using between 45 to 750 views. The difference 
between some consecutive images becomes too high to establish correspondences below 1.5fps. 
The graph confirms that the image based error model always performs better than the ellipsoid 
error model. Again, drift compensation does not show improvements of the ellipsoid error model. 
The performance of the image based error model seems almost independent of the frame rate, with 
slight improvements at higher frame rates. This is surprising as the use of more images should 
introduce more errors. However, a higher frame rate means also that consecutive views are less 
different, which results in a higher number of correspondences and therefore in more accurate 
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Figure 5.10: Motion error of 30s seminar sequence with arbitrary camera motion in dependency of 
the frame rate. Smooth Bezier approximations of the data is overlayed to show main tendency. 
In contrast, the ellipsoid error model performs worse at higher frame rates. This can be ex- 
plained by the slight bias in the ellipsoid error calculation as discussed in Section 4.4.3. This bias 
is stronger with lower changes in position of the camera of consecutive views, which is the case 
with higher frame rates. The bias is minimised with higher changes in position, which corresponds 
to lower frame rates. This constant bias cannot be compensated by higher number of correspon- 
dences. The optimum of the ellipsoid error model in this sequence is between 4fps and 9fps. Olsen 
et al. [120] compensate the constant bias of the ellipsoid error model, by tracking feature positions 
through several images. 
The image based and ellipsoid error model have in common that very low frame rates increases 
errors, because the number of correspondences is reduced due to higher differences in consecutive 
views. Small errors in the position of correspondences have a stronger effect with lower number 
of correspondences. If the frame rate is too low, then establishing correspondences fails, and the 
method breaks down. The lowest possible frame rate depends obviously on the amount of texture 
in the environment and on the speed of camera movements, which are determined by the applica- 
tion. The highest frame rate is limited by the hardware. Typical cameras produce images at 25fps. 
However, the computational effort to calculate the disparity image and perform motion estimation 
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reduces this theoretical limit. 
5.4.4 Speed of Camera Motion Estimation 
The speed of the SCS method is critical for real time applications, especially because other compu- 
tational modules like the stereo algorithm are performed concurrently. The SCS method has been 
implemented in C and optimised. Additionally, time critical parts of corner detection and corre- 
lation have been implemented with SIMD assembler instructions. Figure 5.11 gives an overview 











Speed of Motion Estimation on Seminar Room Seq. with Arbitrary Motion 
Figure 5.11: Speed of individual components of the SCS method on the seminar sequence with ar- 
bitrary camera movements. The mean number of corners and correspondences is given in brackets. 
The speed of corner detection depends exclusively on the image size, which was 320 x 240 
pixel. The determination of initial correspondences involves O(nh) steps, with nh comers according 
to Section 5.3.2. A set of consistent correspondences is established in O(n, n? ) steps as discussed in 
5.3.3. However, the steps are relatively simple and can be performed fast. The calculation of motion 
depends also on n, as well as on the data itself. The spherical error model is very fast, because it 
can be calculated directly. The ellipsoid error model is also fast and therefore suitable for real 
time use. The image based error model is relatively slow, due to the nested numerical calculation, 
as discussed in Section 5.3.4. Generally, processing speed decreases with more correspondences, 
which leads to higher camera motion until the next images can be processed. However, higher 
image differences result in less correspondences, which increases processing speed again. This 
behaviour is advantageous for real time applications. 
The use of rectification, MWMF stereo algorithm (including all methods, but excluding inter- 
polation) and the SCS method with the image based error model results in -- 6.3 frames/s on the 
Athlon and 6.7 frames/s on the Pentium 4 configuration. If the ellipsoid error model is used 
instead of the image based model, then the frame rate increases to 9.4 frames/s on the Athlon and 
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9.9 frames/s on the Pentium 4 configuration. This data suggests that the image based error model 
can be used if high motion accuracy is required and fast computer hardware is available. Otherwise, 
the ellipsoid error model should be used. 
5.5 Conclusion 
The SCS method for the estimation of stereo camera motion has been presented in Section 5.3. The 
robustness and reliability of the technique is due to an accurate determination of consistent corre- 
spondences. This has been achieved by using the experience from stereo correlation and adopting 
certain stereo correlation techniques (Section 5.3.2). Additionally, rigidity constraints are exploited 
to their full potential by using accurate error characteristics of feature positions (Section 5.3.3). This 
results in an almost error free correspondence set, even if consecutive views are highly different, 
due to a low frame rate. It has been identified in Section 5.4 that motion calculation with the image 
based error model performs best, but it requires fast computer hardware for real time performance. 
However, a fast and good approximation can be achieved using the ellipsoid error model. The per- 
formance of motion estimation does not depend on the kind of environment. However, more texture 
increases the number of correspondences, which makes motion estimation more accurate. 
Motion is calculated between consecutive views, without predictions of feature positions or 
other sensors in contrast to most other techniques. The SCS method works with arbitrary camera 
movements, which has been shown in Section 5.4.2. The presented technique even permits to calcu- 
late camera motion reliably between chronologically unrelated views, in contrast to other methods. 
This makes the SCS method suitable for a wide range of applications, including those that involve 
multiple stereo cameras. 
It has been shown that the method works usually very well. However, there are four areas which 
require consideration, depending on the specific application. 
" The method depends on the three-dimensional localisation of features through stereo vision. 
The currently used stereo camera permits accurate localisations of features between lm and 
10m, which is suitable for indoor environments. Features outside this range cannot be used 
for motion estimation. This distance range depends on the stereo camera (i. e. baseline, field 
of view, and resolution) as well as the disparity search range, which have to be adapted, 
depending on the application. 
The approximation of the image based error model with the ellipsoid error model is limited. 
This is a problem for applications that require the accuracy of the image based error model, 
but do not have the computational power to use it. The proposed drift compensation does not 
improve the approximation as expected. Probably because the approximation of the image 
based error in both image planes with equal parts of the ellipsoid error is either wrong or 
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biased. Future research should focus on finding a closed form solution to calculate the image 
based error fast or finding a better approximation of it. 
" The method breaks down, if motion between consecutive views is too fast or if there is not 
enough texture in overlapping parts of the views available to identify correspondences. This 
problem can partly be addressed with higher frame rates. However, breakdowns should be 
anticipated. A possible strategy for recovery could infer the camera motion from past move- 
ments as a rough estimates. 
" Despite all efforts to increase accuracy, there will always be a growing motion error, due to 
accumulation of small errors or breakdowns. This is especially a problem for long sequences, 
which revisit the same environment. The SCS method offers the unique feature to calculate 
motion between any overlapping views despite their chronological order. Thus, motion can 
be calculated to past views as well, if an overlap is likely. If motion calculation to a past view 
is successful, then the camera position and orientation will be derived from this relationship 
and the difference can be propagated backwards in the sequence. In this way, the camera 
position would never get out of synchronisation with past positions and the error growth can 
be stopped. 
The recovery of the three-dimensional structure of a scene part from one stereo image and their 
relation through camera motion estimation allows to describe a complete scene with a collection of 
stereo views. The only requirement is a calibrated stereo camera that moves arbitrarily through a 
scene. The collected stereo views implicitly describe the complete three-dimensional scene struc- 
ture and texture. This implicit model is the bases for methods that create visual representations like 




The three-dimensional structure and texture of a scene can be represented with a collection of stereo 
views. Each individual stereo view describes a part of the scene. The relation between all stereo 
views is recovered by determining the motion of the camera (Chapter 5). The representation with 
stereo views is implicit, as it can not be visualised directly. However, different representations can 
be created from it. 
The aim of this Chapter is the creation of a two-dimensional map of the environment from a 
stereo camera under arbitrary three-dimensional motion. An occupancy grid is used to represent the 
map. Occupancy grids divide the environment into equally sized cells that can either be occupied 
by obstacles or empty. The map is intended as an overview for the operator of a teleoperated mobile 
robot (Section 1.2). It should allow to identify obstacles and free space around the robot, which 
travels through an unknown environment. Section 6.2 discusses literature about map building and 
identifies that almost all published approaches deal only with two-dimensionally moving sensors. 
Section 6.3 presents a new approach for creating two-dimensional maps from stereo images of 
a camera that moves arbitrarily in three-dimensions. Maps are created memory efficiently and 
incrementally with the arrival of new stereo and motion data in real time. An evaluation is made in 
Section 6.4. The presented method has been published previously [64]. 
6.2 Related Literature 
Mapping can be performed using data from different kinds of sensors. Ultrasonic sensors are in- 
accurate, but cheap and therefore often available in robotics applications and used for mapping 
[33,49,50,84,121 ]. Laser scanners are much more accurate and therefore more suitable for exact 
mapping [56,57,145,151]. Stereo vision is less accurate than laser scanners and requires com- 
putational power. However, it provides not only range, but also intensities or colour information. 
Mapping has been performed from three-dimensional lines, which were detected by feature-based 
stereo vision [5,161]. Other approaches use scan-line stereo vision [87,116], which measures 
distances in a plane like two-dimensional laser scanners. Dense stereo vision has also been used 
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[31,111,112,146]. Furthermore, combinations of different sensors like ultrasonic and vision 
[24,86,104] have been utilised to compensate weaknesses of different sensors. DeSouza and Kak 
[26] surveyed 20 years of research in the field of vision based navigation for mobile robots. 
The sensor data can be used to create either topological [24,86] or geometric maps with a 
high precision [56,57,145]. This research concentrates on geometric maps, which can be easily 
communicated to an operator. Two-dimensional maps can be represented with features like lines 
[50], circles [151] or splines [31]. Three-dimensional maps can utilise lines from feature-based 
stereo vision [5,161] or build a triangular mesh from a three-dimensional laser scanners or dense 
stereo vision [67]. Elfer and Moravec [34] introduced occupancy grids, which divide the environ- 
ment into equal cells. The state of each cell (i. e. occupied or empty) is updated from sensor data. 
Two-dimensional occupancy grids have been a popular choice for inaccurate ultrasonic sensors 
[33,49,84,121], but also for scan-line stereo vision [116]. Furthermore, their power to explicitly 
model sensor uncertainties allows the combination of ultrasonic sensors and scan-line stereo vision 
[104], which have very different characteristics. A natural extension of two-dimensional occupancy 
grids are three-dimensional grids with cubic cells. Moravec [111,112] and Tirumalai et al. [146] 
describe three-dimensional occupancy grids, which are updated by dense stereo vision. 
Traditionally, occupancy grids and sensors are modelled statistically [33,34,104,111,112]. 
However, the use of probability theory has been criticised for several reasons. Firstly, a single 
probability does not distinguish between unknown and uncertain occupancy (i. e. it models the 
probability of occupancy and is initialised with 50%, which means unknown, but also uncertain 
occupancy). Thus, it cannot be determined whether an area has not been scanned at all (e. g. due 
to occlusion) or the sensor data was unreliable. The Dempster-Shafer theory [25,131 ] has been 
used to tackle this particular problem [146]. Secondly, the violation of strong assumptions can lead 
to large errors. The assumption of independence of different scans is usually violated for a slowly 
moving robot. Enforcing this independence artificially improves map building [84]. Finally, there 
are other implicit assumption like the even distribution of occupied cells. However, occupied cells 
usually appear clustered in natural scenes [49]. Gambino et al. [49] compared probability theory, 
Dempster-Shafer theory and fuzzy logic for map building from ultrasonic sensors. They show that 
probability theory and Dempster-Shafer theory are sensitive to erroneous measurements, which 
resulted in serious errors in the maps. This was attributed to unrealistic simplifying assumptions 
of these theories in order to obtain a computationally feasible algorithm. It was shown that fuzzy 
logic produced more accurate maps in the presence of conflicting data, which was attributed to less 
constraining hypotheses. There is more freedom in fuzzy logic to chose the right operators to tackle 
specific problems. The fuzzy logic method of Gambino et al. has been improved by Oriolo et al. 
[121] by taking dynamic environments into account. 
Almost all of the discussed methods constrain the sensor movement to two dimensions parallel 
to the ground plane. This is even true for most methods, which produce three-dimensional maps. 
Exceptions are Huber et al. [67] who registered range scans from a sensor (i. e. dense stereo vision 
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or three-dimensional laser scanner) under unknown motion. However, the approach is unsuitable 
for real time purposes, because it is computationally too expensive. Tirumalai et al. [ 1461 update 
a three-dimensional occupancy grid from dense stereo views from possibly arbitrary positions and 
orientations. However, three-dimensional occupancy grids require huge amounts of memory and 
considerable computational power. It is possibly to model occupancy grids with octrees 1156] to 
save memory, but this increases accessing time for individual cells. 
The aim of the target application in this work is to create a two-dimensional map from an 
arbitrary moving stereo camera in real time (Section 1.2). Section 4.4 showed that the reconstruction 
error of stereo vision depends heavily on the distance between the camera and reconstructed point. 
Occupancy grids have been chosen, because they can easily merge data with very different error 
characteristics [ 104]. The argumentation for fuzzy logic [49,1211 is followed and the method from 
Oriolo et al. [121] used as a basis. However, modifications are required as dense stereo vision 
is modelled very differently to ultrasonic sensors. Furthermore, arbitrary camera positions and 
orientations need to be supported. This requires an extension of the method to three dimensions, 
but without using memory and computing intensive full three-dimensional occupancy grids. The 
presented mapping method has been published [64]. 
6.3 A Fuzzy Logic based Layered Occupancy Grid 
6.3.1 Overview 
Mapping is based on the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4) and the SCS motion estimation 
method (Section 5.3). Figure 6.1 gives an overview over the Fuzzy logic based Layered Occupancy 
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Figure 6.1: Overview over the FLOG mapping method. 
The disparity image and corresponding position and orientation of the camera are used to in- 
crementally update a layered three-dimensional occupancy grid. However, only views, which are 
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different enough to the last mapped view are used for mapping. The geometry of the grid is derived 
in Section 6.3.2. Selection of views and updating of the state of grid cells using fuzzy logic is 
discussed in 6.3.3. 
The three-dimensional occupancy grid is used as an internal representation of the environment. 
Section 6.3.4 discusses the transformation of the occupancy grid into a two-dimensional map, for 
visualisation. Appendix A. 5 describes a memory efficient implementation of the occupancy grid, 
which is important for the target application. 
6.3.2 Geometry of the Occupancy Grid 
The easiest way to use stereo vision for map building is by reducing its data immediately from three 
to two dimensions, either by using only one scan-line or by constructing a scan-line by selecting 
the closest point in every column of the disparity image [116]. However, this restricts possible 
movements of the camera to two dimensions as the scan-line is expected to represent measurements 
parallel to the ground. Furthermore, the latter variant only works due to the fact that stereo vision 
cannot detect distances on objects without texture and the ground is usually untextured. Otherwise, 
the closest point on the ground would be constantly picked up as obstacle. This is clearly a problem 
if the ground is textured. 
Modelling stereo vision three-dimensionally, leads to memory consuming three-dimensional 
occupancy grids with cubes as cells [111,112,146]. However, the vertical resolution (i. e. height 
above ground) can often be chosen to be much lower than in the other two dimensions, which saves 
memory. Figure 6.2 depicts this case. Grid cells are modelled as boxes. This will be called a layered 
occupancy grid, to distinguish it from three-dimensional grids with cubic cells. The height of each 
layer is application dependent. Applications that do not require explicit knowledge about the height 
of obstacles may choose only one big layer. 
Measured 
Ellipsoid of image distance 
based error 
Reconstructed ray of light 
Optical centre 
of left camera 
Occupagey. -, 
grid cell ' 
Figure 6.2: The layered occupancy grid. 
The disadvantage of introducing an asymmetry in the size of cells is that the orientation of the 
grid needs to be aligned with the environment. The transformation Rk, Tk of the kth camera position 
to the occupancy grid depends on the transformation RI, Ti between the first camera position and 
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the occupancy grid as shown in equation (5.5) in Section 5.3.4. R1, Tt can be defined by manually 
aligning the first camera position with the occupancy grid (e. g. optical axis of the first camera is 
parallel to the ground and the horizon is horizontal in the image). Alternatively, it could be assumed 
that the ground plane is parallel to the main movement of the camera (i. e. best fitting plane through 
all camera positions) to define R1, T1. Unfortunately, this prevents incremental map creation as the 
ground plane cannot be pre-determined. Therefore, the first possibility (i. e. manually aligning the 
first camera position with the environment) has been used throughout this study. 
The camera position Rk, Tk is used to calculate the position of reconstructed points in the oc- 
cupancy grid as shown in Figure 6.2. Reconstruction is performed from the disparity image as 
discussed in Section 4.3. It has been shown in Section 4.4.1 that the error distribution around a 
reconstructed point has a very long ellipsoid shape whose size depends on the image based error. 
A grid cell is supposed to be partly occupied if the ellipsoid intersects with it. Furthermore, the 
conically shaped space between the ellipsoid and the optical centre is presumed to be unoccupied. 
The cone is labelled as a reconstructed ray of light in Figure 6.2. 
Ultrasonic sensors are commonly used to update occupancy grids. These sensors emit very 
wide beams. Each cell that is inside such a beam can be considered completely empty. In contrast, 
the width of the ellipsoid uncertainty around the reconstructed point and the corresponding conic 
ray are typically much smaller than grid cells (unless cells are very small, which would be very 
memory consuming). This requires different considerations for updating the occupancy grid. 
6.3.3 Updating of the Occupancy Grid 
The ellipsoid error in the position of a reconstructed point P; is far higher in the direction of 
the reconstructed ray of light than in all other directions. Therefore, the error is modelled one- 
dimensionally with the propagated distance error A1,, which is calculated with equation (4.24) in 
Section 4.5.2. For camera motion estimation, the image based error was set to AP = 0.1 (Section 
5.3.3). This same value is used for mapping. The assumed Gaussian distribution around Pi is ap- 
proximated by a triangular function using 3 times i 1, as maximum error. These simplifications of 
the full ellipsoid error distribution are chosen to speed up computations, since the corresponding 
calculations have to be done hundreds of thousands of times per second. Additionally, the resolution 
of the disparity image can be reduced to increase speed if required. For camera motion estimation 
(Section 5.3.1), disparities below 4 pixel (i. e. IOm on the used cameras) have not been used, due to 
increased distance error. For the same reason, reconstructed rays will only be traversed up to this 
distance in the occupancy grid. The membership functions (appendix A. 4) for emptiness and oc- 
cupancy for reconstructed point P; can be formalised with parameter r as distance from the optical 
centre (i. e. positive in the direction of sight) as shown in equation (6.1). 
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I ifr>0andr<lc-301c, 
NE; (r) = 3öl if r> lc - 301c and r< lc, (6.1 a) 
to otherwise. 
1-' ifr>1, -3A1candr<lc, 3Alc 
poi (r) = 1-'ýI if r> lc and r< 1c+301c, (6.1b) 
0 otherwise. 
The membership functions are visualised in Figure 6.3. These functions are mapped into the 
occupancy grid by considering only cells C through which the reconstructed ray to point Pi passes. 
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Figure 6.3: Membership functions for emptiness Ei and occupancy O; for point P;. 
The sensor data is directly fused into the global occupancy grid in contrast to the approach 
of Oriolo et at. [121]. Oriolo et al. demonstrated the advantage of using an averaging calculation 
instead of a union operator so that memberships of cells do not only increase but also decrease. This 
is important to compensate errors with new data and to account for partly dynamic environments. 
Therefore, this choice has been assimilated. The memberships to the empty (NE(C)) and occupied 
fuzzy set (po(C)) of cell C are updated with equation (6.2) if the ray to Pi passes through the cell. 
(N(C) -1)PE(C)'+NE1(C) NE(C) = N(C) (6.2a) 
No (C) _ 
(N(C) -1)uo (C) +No; (C) (6.2b) N(C) 
The number of rays through cell C is counted in N(C). An advantage of this formulation as 
Oriolo et al. [121] point out is that N(C) can be limited using a maximum threshold Nt. This effec- 
tively limits the influence of past measurements and allows updating the map quickly to changes in 
the environment from new data. An extension for stereo vision is the calculation of the membership 
of cell C to the confidence fuzzy set K using the number of measurements in a cell as shown in 
equation (6.3). 
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PKC=NNK) (6.3) 
The parameter NK represents the number of rays that are required to give full confidence in the 
correctness of µE and µo. This formulation of confidence coincides nicely with the error character- 
istics of stereo vision. The number of rays that can pass through a cell increases with the square 
of decreasing distance of the cell from the camera. The same is true for the accuracy, as the recon- 
struction error decreases with the square of decreasing distance according to Section 4.5.2. Thus, 
less accurate data is treated with proportionally less confidence. For this study, NK has been chosen 
as the number of rays that pass through a fully visible cell observed at close distance, i. e. Im. The 
threshold NN has been set to 3NK. 
There are two issues which require consideration. Firstly, the calculations of emptiness, occu- 
pancy and confidence are only correct for fully visible cells. Partly visible cells introduce errors, 
because the measurements of a part of a cell do not necessarily reflect measurements of the whole 
cell. Smaller cells are less likely to be partly visible, but they lead to an increased memory con- 
sumption. The main importance of this issue is to choose the height of layers so that they are not 
too big, i. e. a camera that is close to a cell should still be able to observe the cell completely. Sec- 
ondly, multiple stereo images from the same camera position do not contain additional information, 
but often the same systematic errors, e. g. increased size of objects due to object border problems. 
Therefore, as a heuristic, new views are only added if the translation between the last added view is 
at least 4 grid cells or if the rotation is more than half of the field of view (i. e. 21° for the current 
cameras). 
It is important to note the change in the meaning of cell memberships using different sensors. 
For ultrasonic sensors with a beam that is much larger than cells, the memberships represent the 
belief that a cell is completely empty or partly occupied. In stereo vision the memberships reflect 
the ratio to which a cell is empty or occupied. This has an impact on processing these values for 
the creation of visual maps. 
6.3.4 Creation of Visual Maps 
One strength of the fuzzy logic approach is that maps can be defined for different purposes. Oriolo 
et al. [121] define a map that is safe for motion and one that is safe for planning. The difference 
is the treatment of undetermined areas. The former map treats them as being occupied, while the 
latter one as being empty. For the visualisation of the map to the operator, undetermined areas will 
be treated as if they are empty. Calculation of the visual map is derived from the approach of Oriolo 
et al. Differences are that it does not make sense to calculate a measure of ambiguity for cells, since 
cells that are partly empty and partly occupied are explicitly modelled. Furthermore, the measure 
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of confidence (6.3) is new. Finally, multiple layers of two-dimensional grids are used, that have to 
be fused. 
The map value Mk is calculated for each layer k separately. A measure of indeterminateness I is 
calculated as not empty and not occupied. A cell, which is safe for planning must be empty and not 
occupied or its value must be indetermined, i. e. (E fl Ö) U I. The complement of this value gives 
the degree to which a cell is unsafe (i. e. inhabited by obstacles). The map value Mk is defined by 
the intersection of unsafeness and confidence in the correctness of the measurements. Thus, unsafe 
areas are rated by confidence for visualisation. The translation of this description to fuzzy logic 
results in equation (6.4), which uses standard fuzzy logic operators (appendix A. 4). 
Mk=(EnO)UIfK I=EnO (6.4) 
Layers could be represented using different colours to visualise different heights. However, for 
this study, they are all combined into a two-dimensional map according to equation (6.5). 
M: -- UkMk (6.5) 
The resulting value M, which is between 0 and 1 is mapped to intensities between white and 
black for visualisation. It is important to note that the fusion of several layers is superior to using 
only one layer, because increasing the height of cells introduces errors if cells are often only partly 
observed, as discussed at the end of Section 6.3.3. All calculations are simple, which supports fast 
computations. Another important issue for real time applications is to organise occupancy grids 
internally in a memory efficient way. Appendix A. 5 shows a memory efficient way to implement 
occupancy grids. 
6.4 Evaluation of Map Building 
6.4.1 Mapping of a Simple Scene 
The characteristics of the described mapping method are demonstrated on a simple scene with two 
boxes as shown in Figure 6.4a. The stereo camera was circled in 32 steps around the centre of the 
big box (515 x 540 x 520 mm). The camera position and orientation was determined exclusively 
from consecutive stereo views with the SCS motion estimation method from Section 5.3 using the 
image based error model. Only one map layer, which covers the height of the bigger box was used. 
The size of each grid cell was set to 10 x 10 x 420 mm. Thus, the space over and under the box 
(e. g. the table) is excluded from the map. 
Mapping was performed once from a close distance of 1.1m and once from a moderate distance 
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Figure 6.4: Mapping of two simple objects. 
between 1.6m and 2. Om as shown in Figure 6.4b. The individual camera positions and the camera 
path appears as ring around the boxes. The overall motion error was just 1.3° and 12mm for the 
distance at 1.1 m and 2.6° and 63mm at the distance between 1.6m and 2.0m. It can be seen from 
both maps that two sides of the smaller box (88 x 152 x 265 mm) are very weak, which is due to 
obstruction from the bigger box. It is interesting how the sides of the boxes are represented thicker 
when the distance of the camera increases. This is a direct result of equation (4.24), which is used in 
Section 6.3.3 to create the membership functions (i. e. the uncertainty in distance Al, increases with 
the square of the distance 1, to an obstacle). Thus, grid cells around occupied cells are also declared 
as possibly occupied in absence of more accurate close range data. Clearly, mapping works well in 
the case of a simple scene. 
6.4.2 Mapping of Real Scenes 
Mapping was evaluated on the closed stereo sequences from Section 5.4.2 and two longer se- 
quences, which cover several rooms. One of the closed sequences is shown in Figure 5.4 in Section 
5.4.1. However, the complexity of the camera movements and environments of all sequences can 
be best judged from video clips, which are attached on CD. The MWMF stereo method from Sec- 
tion 3.4 was used to calculate the disparity image. General matching errors would introduce false 
objects in the map. The reduction of these errors with the Correlation Function Error Filter (Sec- 
tion 3.4.3) and the Segment Filter (Section 3.4.5) are important for mapping from disparity images. 
Murray and Little [ 116] made the same observation from their mapping method. Generally, map- 
ping benefits from using only very reliable disparities. Therefore, it is not advantageous to perform 
interpolation between segments with the simple method from Section 3.4.5. However, interpola- 
tion can be performed within segments, which is much more reliable. Camera motion estimation 
was performed purely from consecutive stereo views with the SCS method from Section 5.3. All 
sequences were sampled with 8fps and the effect of the ellipsoid and image based error model of 
motion estimation are compared. The size of occupancy grid cells was set for all sequences to 
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20 x 20 x 700 mm with 3 layers, which covers a height range of 2.1m. The image based error Ap 
was set to 0. lpixel as discussed in Section 6.3.3. Mapping can be performed with all valid disparity 
values of the disparity image, which is a huge amount of data. For this study, the vertical resolu- 
tion of the disparity image was reduced by using every second row of data to increase the speed of 
mapping. 
Figure 6.5 shows fours stages of a map, which was created from the seminar room sequence 
with arbitrary camera motion. The camera is depicted in the middle of the maps with two lines, 
which mark the horizontal boundaries of the field of view of the camera. These lines almost match 
each other in the left map, which means that the camera is on its side. This example shows that the 






Figure 6.5: Four stages of an incrementally created map using the seminar room sequence with 
arbitrary camera motion (Figure 5.4 in Section 5.4.1). 
The results of mapping of the 5 stereo image sequences from Section 5.4.2 are shown in Figure 
6.6. The left column shows manually created simplified outline maps of individual environments 
(Figure 6.6a). Clearly, this level of abstraction cannot be expected from a method that works on the 
pixel level without any reasoning. It is also important to note that the outline maps are simplified as 
they do not show small details like door handles, curtains, etc. However, these details will be picked 
up by stereo vision. Furthermore, some parts of furniture are never seen in any stereo image, due 
to occlusions or because they were permanently outside the field of view due to the general camera 
movement. Furniture, which is completely unseen, is marked with dashed lines in the outline maps. 
All of these issues must be considered by comparing the outline and the automatically created maps. 
The middle column (Figure 6.6b) shows maps that were automatically generated using the el- 
lipsoid error model for motion estimation. The right column (Figure 6.6c) shows the result using 
the image based error model. The camera path and the last position and orientation of the camera 
is marked. Differences between both error models can be best seen on the seminar room map with 
arbitrary camera movement and the bedroom map. In both maps, the upper part is not properly 
aligned when the camera comes back to that position. The performance of the image based error 
model is better. Nevertheless, the differences are minor. The suggestion from Section 5.5 to syn- 
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(a) Simplified Outline Maps (b) Maps (Ellipsoid Error Model) (c) Maps (Image Based Model) 
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Figure 6.6: Mapping of closed sequences (from Section 5.4.2) with different error models for mo- 
tion calculation. Furniture, which is marked with dashed lines is not seen in any camera image. 
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chronise motion to past stereo views would clearly solve this problem of misalignment. The seminar 
room with arbitrary camera movements (second row of Figure 6.6) demonstrates that mapping is 
absolutely independent of the orientation of the camera in respect to the environment. The map is 
correctly updated, even if the camera faces up to the ceiling or down to the floor. All maps can be 
used to identify obstacles and free space. They give an overview over an unknown environment for 
a possible human operator, which are the goals for the target application. 
The advantage of providing an overview over the visited environment becomes even more ap- 
parent in sequences where the camera is moved through several rooms. Figure 6.7 shows two 
examples. The movement was performed by hand and contains a considerable amount of jitter and 
some small rotations around the optical axis. Both sequences are 50s long and were sampled with 
8fps, which results in 400 consecutive stereo views from which camera motion was estimated us- 
ing the ellipsoid error model. The FLOG mapping method selected 112 views for the ground floor 
sequence and 133 views of the first floor sequence to incrementally update the map. The maps in 
Figure 6.7b show a typical characteristic of the proposed mapping method. The left parts of both 
maps were seen from different distances, as the camera moved from right to left. This results in 
the dark fuzzy regions on the left side of the maps. The inner part of this region (i. e. right edge) 
was refined as the camera moved closer. However, the over estimation to the left cannot be refined, 
because this part is behind the wall and cannot be seen when the camera comes closer. Another 
characteristic is that some walls appear very weak or do not exist, because they have an even tex- 
ture, which is not picked up by stereo correlation. Nevertheless, the results clearly demonstrate that 
the system mapped both environments very well. 




(b) Maps (Ellipsoid Error Model) 
t 
6.9m 
Figure 6.7: Mapping of two long sequences. 
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The incremental real time creation of all presented maps is shown in video clips, which are 
attached on CD. The computational effort for mapping from stereo vision is high, because each 
valid disparity value can be used to reconstruct rays. Each ray is traced through the occupancy grid 
for updating the state of grid cells. However, mapping must be performed in real time. 
6.4.3 Speed of Map Building 
It is important for the target application to perform mapping incrementally in real time. Addition- 
ally, stereo correlation and camera motion estimation must be performed as a basis for mapping. 
This reduces the available computation time for mapping. The FLOG mapping method has been 
implemented in C and optimised by using only integer arithmetic for the time critical steps (i. e. 
following of rays in the occupancy grid and updating of fuzzy values). Integer arithmetic is gen- 
erally faster than floating point arithmetics on common processors. The occupancy grid has been 
implemented in a memory efficient way (appendix A. 5). The speed of mapping was measured on 
the seminar room sequence with arbitrary camera motion. The sequence was sampled with 8fps, 
which results in 240 stereo views from which camera motion was estimated. The occupancy grid 
used 3 layers with a cell size of 20 x 20 x 700 mm. Figure 6.8 shows the average speed of mapping. 
The first two bars represents the average speed to update the occupancy grid with a disparity image 
of 320 x 120 pixel (i. e. vertical resolution was reduced by factor 2 as explained in Section 6.4.2). 
However, only 52 of the 240 stereo views were automatically selected for mapping. The second 
two bars show the average updating speed per processed stereo view. The last two bars represent 
the average time to create the visual two-dimensional map, which had a size of 330 x 300 pixel. 











Pentium 4 2GHz  ý 
Adding one view Adding one view Creation of 
(per added (per processed visual map 
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Figure 6.8: Speed of FLOG mapping on the seminar room sequence with arbitrary camera motion. 
The speed of mapping depends linearly on the number of valid disparity values and the num- 
ber of visited grid cells. The latter one depends on the grid cell size and the sizes of disparity 
values, which are determined by the environment. Thus, the speed can be increased by reducing 
the resolution of the disparity image or the occupancy grid. The use of rectification, the MWMF 
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stereo algorithm (including all methods), SCS motion estimation (with the ellipsoid error model) 
and FLOG mapping (on the seminar room sequence with arbitrary motion) results in 7.8 frames/s 
on the Athlon and 8.0 frames/s on the Pentium 4 configuration. 
6.5 Conclusion 
It has been shown that a stereo camera under arbitrary three-dimensional motion can be used suc- 
cessfully to create a two-dimensional map incrementally in real time. The presented FLOG method 
is based on the approach by Oriolo et al. [121]. However, it differs in two aspects. 
" Stereo vision is used instead of ultrasonic sensors. This requires modelling the varying dis- 
tance error of stereo vision and adapting the fuzzy logic calculation to it. 
" Arbitrary three-dimensional camera movements are anticipated. This requires modelling the 
occupancy grid three-dimensionally. A layered three-dimensional occupancy grid model has 
been proposed for memory efficiency. 
The fuzzy logic approach tackles several problems of traditional probabilistic updating ap- 
proaches (Section 6.2). Firstly, the probabilistic approach is unable to distinguish between unknown 
and uncertain areas, while the fuzzy logic solution can make this distinction due to a much richer 
description. Furthermore, the visual map is created according to rules (e. g. treats unknown areas as 
empty or occupied, etc) and not by constraints. Secondly, the independence of scans is accounted 
for by enforcing different camera positions or orientations. Finally, other implicit assumptions like 
the even distribution of occupied cells do not exist and thus cannot be violated. 
The FLOG mapping method has been implemented and optimised. Maps are created incremen- 
tally in real time as new data arrives. Results show that mapping is less accurate at long distances, 
but the accuracy increases as the camera comes closer. The biggest problem of mapping is due to 
camera motion errors, which cause inconsistencies at previously visited positions. The suggested 
improvements of camera motion estimation (Section 5.5) would clearly solve this problem. Nev- 
ertheless, the maps are already suitable to provide a human operator with an overview over an 
unknown environment and permit to identify obstacles and free space. The chosen map visualisa- 
tion of Section 6.3.4 did not show all information, which are internally encoded in the occupancy 
grid. However, it is simple to extend the creation of visual maps to distinguish between unknown 
and empty areas with different colours. Furthermore, individual grid layers can be represented with 
different colours instead of fusing them to visualise height information of obstacles. This could 
be useful for an operator to distinguish between dangerous large obstacles and small obstacles over 
which a teleoperated robot could travel. Similarly, there can also be obstacles under which the robot 
can travel, e. g. tables, etc. The best representation of maps depends heavily on the application and 
the design of the human computer interface, which is beyond the scope of this research. 
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Mapping ignores the texture information of stereo vision (i. e. visual appearance) and reduces 
the structure to two dimensions. This is a useful abstraction for certain applications. However, the 
collection of stereo views can also be used to create a full virtual walkthrough, which maintains the 
texture information and three-dimensional structure. This issue will be explored in the next Chapter. 
7 
Novel View Synthesis 
7.1 Introduction 
The three-dimensional structure and texture of a scene can be represented by a collection of stereo 
views. This implicit scene representation with stereo views has been used in Chapter 6 to create 
a map overview of the environment. However, the collection of stereo views can also be used to 
create novel views, i. e. images from arbitrary viewpoints from which the scene has not been seen 
in any stereo view. 
This Chapter explores the creation of novel views in real time directly from stereo views. Novel 
views support an understanding of the scene for the operator of a teleoperated mobile robot (Sec- 
tion 1.2). One application could make use of the complete collection of stereo views to create 
images of the scene as seen from arbitrary, novel viewpoints. This leads to complete virtual walk- 
throughs. Another application could create novel images from a single, permanently updated stereo 
view, which leads to dynamic novel views. However, real time performance is required in both 
cases. Section 7.2 identifies that reconstruction is commonly used to render novel images. How- 
ever, reconstruction requires time and memory consuming pre-processing. Novel view synthesis 
is proposed as a real time alternative to reconstruction. Section 7.3 presents a new approach that 
creates novel views directly in the disparity space of source views. The new method does not have 
the problems of methods based on bilinear or trilinear constraints. An evaluation in Section 7.4 
shows that the proposed method delivers good results and can be used in real time. Furthermore, 
the speed of the method can easily be adapted to the needs of the target application. 
7.2 Related Literature 
Traditionally, novel views are rendered from reconstructed, textured three-dimensional models. 
Such models can be created by recovering the scene structure from sequences of single images 
[123]. However, reconstruction is generally easier if stereo images are used instead of single im- 
ages. Real time reconstruction and novel view rendering from one permanently updated stereo 
image has been demonstrated in the literature [6,113]. Large, textured world models can be created 
by fusing the information of multiple stereo images. Some techniques [69,149] create simplified 
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models, which assume straight walls of buildings. The source images are projected as texture onto 
the models to render photo-realistic novel views. Many methods create scene models from multiple 
stereo images without any assumption about the environment [46,67,71,73,83,96,97]. Mod- 
els are often represented as textured triangular meshes [67,83,97], points [158] or surface patches 
[46,96]. Explicit reconstruction is tempting, because fast graphics hardware for rendering is widely 
available. Thus, novel views can be rendered in real time as soon as the model is created. How- 
ever, the rendering speed depends on the complexity of the model. Furthermore, the creation of 
the model is challenging, because each stereo image contributes at least several tens of thousands 
of reconstructed points to the model. All of the points contain errors with different characteris- 
tics (Chapter 4). Fusing this data into one consistent model is challenging and extremely time and 
memory consuming, especially for large scenes. 
Voxel or three-dimensional occupancy grid based internal representations [111,112,130] can 
explicitly handle erroneous data. Furthermore, only a constant time is required to add data from 
stereo views. However, these approaches divide the whole scene into small cubic cells. This re- 
quires huge amounts of memory. Memory consumption can be reduced by representing the occu- 
pancy grid with octrees [156], at the expense of an increases processing time. 
An alternative to reconstruction methods are image based rendering (IBR) techniques, which 
create novel views directly from source images [13]. Kang [79] distinguishes between four cate- 
gories in his survey. Firstly, there are non physically based image mapping methods, e. g. morphing 
of images. Secondly, there are mosaicking approaches, which combine individual images into a 
panorama or spherical image [14]. These methods work on a two-dimensional basis, and cannot 
represent the three-dimensional scene structure. The third category describes techniques that in- 
terpolate from dense samples. Light field rendering [94] is an example, which calculates a global 
four-dimensional light field from large numbers of images. Thereafter, novel views can be created 
from the light field. Finally, there are methods that perform a geometrically valid pixel reprojection. 
These methods represent the scene with a small number of images. Methods can be distinguished 
between those that can only interpolate between images and methods that permit arbitrary novel 
view positions. 
This research concentrates on geometrically valid pixel reprojection techniques that allow ar- 
bitrary novel view positions. There are two fundamental methods that are based on stereo images. 
Faugeras and Laveau [38,42] proposed a method that uses bilinear constraints that exist between 
pairs of images. Bilinear constraints are expressed in a fundamental matrix [39], which combines 
the projection matrices (Section 2.3.1) with the rotation and translation between both images. Thus, 
the fundamental matrix describes the relationship between two image planes. The method requires 
two images in dense correspondence (e. g. one stereo image with dense disparity image) as well 
as the three fundamental matrices between the novel image and both source images. With this 
information, forward and backward mapping can be performed. Forward mapping projects corre- 
sponding pixels of the source images into the novel image. However, these projections are generally 
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located between pixel positions, which causes aliasing effects and is dependent on the pixel order, 
due to finite image resolutions [19]. Backward mapping starts with pixels of the novel image and 
determines the corresponding positions in the source images. Therefore, backward mapping can de- 
termine exact pixel values of the novel view. Faugeras and Mourrain [40,41] identified that novel 
view synthesis with bilinear constraints has singularities (i. e. fails with certain camera configura- 
tions). This can be avoided by using trilinear constraints that exist between three images (i. e. the 
two source images in dense correspondence and the novel image). 
Shashua [132] proposed novel view synthesis using trilinear constraints, which are encoded in a 
tensor. The method does not have singularities and is popular [19,70] for geometrically valid novel 
view synthesis from general viewpoints. However, two problems have been identified by Conner 
and Reid [19]. Firstly, only forward mapping can be performed. The drawbacks of forward map- 
ping can be reduced by projecting rectangular image regions into the novel view and interpolating 
backwards as shown by Avidan and Shashua [3,4] and others [70]. The result is only an approxi- 
mation in contrast to backward mapping. The quality depends on the size of the rectangles. Conner 
and Reid [19] demonstrated backward mapping that utilises a time consuming search in the source 
images. The second problem is the cumbersome definition of the tensor for arbitrary novel view 
positions and orientations [19]. Proposed solutions include cascading of tensors [3,4] and explicit 
constructions of tensors [19]. There are other novel view synthesis methods, which are either im- 
plicitly based on bilinear or trilinear constraints [125] or use simplifying assumptions [92], which 
degrade quality. Finally, it is also possible to perform novel view synthesis from uncalibrated stereo 
images [60]. 
It has been decided to use novel view synthesis instead of reconstruction to avoid time and 
memory expensive pre-processing, which would not be possible in the target application (Section 
1.2). However, the proposed method does not follow those that are based on bilinear [38,42] or 
trilinear [132] constraints. Novel views are created in disparity space and not through relationships 
between image planes. This avoids problems with singularities that methods based on bilinear 
constraints [40,41] have. Furthermore, novel view synthesis in disparity space permits backward 
mapping that determines pixel values exactly in contrast to methods that are based on trilinear 
constraints [19]. Finally, the definition of novel view positions and orientations is simple as these 
are explicit parameters of the method in contrast to tensor based approaches [19]. 
7.3 Novel View Synthesis in Disparity Space 
7.3.1 Overview 
The basic concept of the Disparity Space based Novel View (DSNV) method is the backward tracing 
of rays in the disparity images of source views. Figure 7.1 illustrates the situation. A ray is created 
for each pixel of the novel view. The point where the ray intersects with an object of the three- 
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dimensional scene is required. The pixel value of the intersection point can be determined in the 
source view (Figure 7.1a). This pixel value must be the same in the novel image by assuming 
Lambertian surfaces, i. e. the intensity with which a point is observed is assumed to be independent 
of the viewing angle. However, the scene is not reconstructed from the disparity image, because 
this would cost time and memory. Therefore, the intersection point cannot be determined in three- 
dimensional space. Instead, the ray is transformed into the space of the disparity image to find 
the first intersection with a scene object (Figure 7.1b). The pixel value at the intersection point is 
determined immediately, since there is a direct correspondence between the X, Y coordinates in 
disparity space and image plane. 





(b) Same Situation in Disparity Space 
Pixel in Pixel in 
novel image source image 
Source view P. x 
Figure 7.1: Basic concept of novel view synthesis in disparity space. 
_b.. 
Modelling the ray in disparity space as a straight line (Figure 7.1) might appear wrong, because 
of the reciprocal relationship between the Z-coordinate of a point P on the ray and the corresponding 
disparity pd (i. e. pd =f pL as derived from equation (4.1) in Section 4.3). Instead, a curve may 
be expected in disparity space. However, the ray would only be curved in disparity space if the 
disparity image is a parallel projection of the scene, but it is a central projection. This means that 
the division by Pz is also present in the calculation of px and py (i. e. px =f PZ and py =fP). The 
result is that lines in the scene still appear as lines in disparity space. This is a nice feature, since it 
simplifies operations in disparity space. 
One stereo view can only cover a part of the scene, which leaves in general some areas of 
the novel image undetermined. This can be changed by using multiple stereo views to describe 
the scene. The disparity images of the stereo views are created with the MWMF stereo algorithm 
(Section 3.4). The absolute position and orientation of each view is calculated with the SCS motion 
estimation method (Section 5.3). Views are stored if the translation or rotation to the previously 
stored view differs by more than two times the baseline length or half of the field of view (i. e. 
190mm and 21° for the current cameras). This is a simple heuristic that is used to reduce the 
storage of redundant data. 
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Figure 7.2: Overview over the DSNV method. 
Figure 7.2 gives an overview over the DSNV method that creates novel views directly from a 
collection of stored of source views. The absolute position T and orientation R of the novel view 
is defined by user input. This information is used to select source views, which cover the part of the 
scene that is seen by the novel view (Section 7.3.2). An intermediate novel image is created from 
each of the source views. First, rays are created in disparity space of a source view for each pixel 
of the novel image (Section 7.3.3). Next, the first intersection between each ray and the disparity 
surface is calculated and the corresponding pixel value determined (Section 7.3.4). Finally, the 
information from all source views (i. e. all intermediate novel images) is fused into the novel image 
(Section 7.3.5). 
7.3.2 Selection of Source Views 
Novel view synthesis is performed from a possibly large collection of source views, which represent 
the scene. Generally, only a few source views cover the scene part that can be seen from novel 
viewpoints. Therefore, novel view synthesis is limited to those source views that can contribute to 
a novel image to avoid unnecessary computations. This is done by selecting source views whose 
three-dimensional boundary overlaps with the three-dimensional boundary of the novel view. The 
boundary of a source view is defined by the the size of the disparity image and the focal length as 
shown on the left side in Figure 7.3. This defines a pyramid with the optical centre of the camera 
(i. e. the left stereo camera as the left image is the reference of the disparity image) at the top. The 
lowest and highest disparity of the disparity image determine a distance range. The longest distance 
limits the height of the pyramid while the shortest distance cuts its top off. The result is a pyramid 
frustum that encloses all visible scene parts. The boundary of the novel view is defined similarly 
as shown on the right in Figure 7.3. The distance range is unknown for the novel view, since its 
content has yet to be determined. Therefore, only the height of the pyramid will be limited with a 
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large distance that corresponds to a disparity of one pixel. 
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Figure 7.3: Three-dimensional boundaries of source and novel view. 
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The source view may cover the scene part that is seen from the novel viewpoint, if their bound- 
aries intersect or contains each other. The position and orientation of both boundaries are deter- 
mined by the position and orientation of the associated views. The absolute position Ti and orienta- 
tion R; of the source view with index i is given through camera motion estimation, while R,,, T,, of 
the novel view is defined by user input. The boundaries are modelled with triangles, which results 
in 6 triangles for the pyramid and 12 for the pyramid frustum as indicated in Figure 7.3. The in- 
tersection of boundaries is determined by testing if any pair of triangles intersect. The fast triangle 
intersection test from Devillers and Guigue [30] has been used for this purpose. One boundary may 
also be contained completely inside the other, which cannot be determined by the surface intersec- 
tion test. The computer graphics community offers a simple method for testing if a point is inside a 
convex body. The method requires that the corners of all triangles are labelled in a specific way (e. g. 
anti-clockwise as seen from outside the object). If an arbitrary point that is inside one boundary is 
at a location from which all triangles of the other boundary are labelled clockwise, then it is inside. 
Devillers and Guigue [30] describe a test to determine the side of the triangle on which a point is 
located. All of these tests can be performed very fast. 
The selection of source views is the first step for novel view synthesis. The next step processes 
each source view individually to determine the pixel values of the novel view. This is done by 
creating rays in disparity space and searching for intersections with the disparity surface. 
7.3.3 Creation of Rays in Disparity Space 
The position p=, py of a pixel of the novel image defines a ray, through the optical centre and this 
pixel. The reconstruction equations (4.3) in Section 4.3 are used to calculate all points P,, on the 
ray by setting s=p and using s as parameter. f is the focal length of the novel view. The ray is 
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mapped into the coordinate system of the ith source view. The transformation of a point P in the 
coordinate system of the novel view into the world coordinate system is defined as P= RP,, + T. 
Similarly, the transformation of a point Pi of the ith source view into the world coordinate system is 
defined as P=R; P, +7 . This results 
in the transformation from P to Pi as shown in equation (7.1). 
P; =RP+T with R=R; 'RandT=Ri 1(T-Tj) (7.1) 
From these definitions, the equation of the ray in the coordinate space of source view i is derived 
as shown in (7.2). T is the position of the optical centre of the novel view and Q is the direction of 
the ray. The parameter s increases in the direction of sight (i. e. away from the optical centre and 
into the scene). 
Pnz 
Pi (s) = sQ +T with Q=R pny (7.2) 
fn 
The ray (7.2) is mapped into the left and right images by projecting P;, using (4.1) in Section 
4.3. This results immediately in equations (7.3). f is the focal length of the source view and 
t; its baseline. The projections of the ray into the left and right images are the epipolar lines of 
P. The relationship between these epipolar lines in both images is maintained through parameter 
s, from which it is possible to calculate the corresponding disparity values of the ray as p; d(s) = 
prtx(s) - Pirx(s). This effectively maps the ray into disparity space. Methods that are based on 
bilinear constraints calculate the epipolar lines as well. However, the relationship of corresponding 
points on both lines can only be maintained through the relationship between both images. This 
means for rectified images that the Y-coordinates of both epipolar lines are the same. Obviously, 
the relationship cannot be maintained if both epipolar lines are horizontal, which leads to a failure 
of the method. This is the reason why bilinear constraints fail with certain camera configurations. 
In contrast, equations (7.3) are independent of the orientation of the epipolar lines and are generally 
usable. 
Pix (s) = Pllx (s) = . 
fi ssQQz ++ TTxx Piy (s) = Pily (s) = Piºy (s) = . 
t, s 













z sQz z 
It is advantageous to eliminate parameter s and define the ray in dependency of pa or p y, 
because this enables the traversal of the ray pixelwise in the disparity image. The ray is defined 
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in dependents of pa by solving p; x(s) for s and inserting it in p; y(s) and piy(s). This results in 
equations (7.4). For simplicity, all of these equations assume that the origin is at the centre of the 
image as defined in Section 4.3. However, a transformation into common pixel coordinates only 
involves adding 2,2 to p, and p;. 
Piy(P;, ) = myPix+by 






TXQz - TzQQ 
TTQy - TyQ. by _- TxQz - TzQQ 





Obviously, the ray cannot be defined with (7.4) if TxQz - TZQX = 0, which means that the rays 
are vertical. However, a definition with piy as parameter is possible in this case, which results in 
(7.5). 
P (Pry) = mxpiy + bx 
Pid (Piy) = mdPiy + bd 
TxQz - TTQX 
mx - TyQz - TzQy 
t1Qz 
and=7TQz-TQy 
bx = . 
ft 
TYQX - TXQ_ 
TyQZ - TZQY 
bd = fi -t`Qy TyQZ-TTQy 
(7.5a) 
(7.5b) 
If TXQZ - TZQQ =0 and TyQZ - TZQy =0 then the ray goes through the optical centr e of the 
source view. Thus, it is not projected in the image as a line, but as a point. This point is determined 
by setting Piz = f; in equation (7.2) to define first s (i. e. s= 'Q ) and then the corresponding 
coordinates v, vy. This results in equations (7.6). It remains to consider the case Qz = 0, which 
means that the point is at infinity. 
vx = Qxf QZTZ 
+Tx vy = Qyf QzT= +Ty (7.6) 
If the ray can be defined with (7.4) and (7.5), then the slope m is used to decide which definition 
is used. Definition (7.4) is used, if Imy1 < 1. Otherwise, definition (7.5) is used. It is important 
to traverse the ray in the direction of sight, which corresponds to positive increments of s. The 
corresponding increments in parameters p, and p; y are determined by the derivation of (7.3a) in 
respect to s. 
dpa(s) 
_ 
TzQQ - TXQz dp1 (s) = 
TZQy - TyQz 
ds 
f (sQz+Tz)2 ds 
f, (sQz+T z)2 
(7.7) 
This result can be further simplified as shown in (7.8), since only the direction (i. e. sign), 
and not the size of the values matters. If pa is used as a parameter and d äs f>0 then positive 
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increments of parameter pu correspond to the direction of sight. The decision about the direction 
is analogous, if p; y is used as a parameter. 
d ix S) 
°c TzQ. -TQ 
dpiy s) 
« TZQy - TyQz (7.8) 
Thus, the ray of a point p is described by either (7.4) or (7.5) depending on its orientation. The 
direction of sight of the ray is determined with (7.8). The ray can degenerate to a point under some 
circumstances. This point is calculated with equations (7.6). 
7.3.4 Intersection of Rays with the Disparity Surface 
The rays of the novel view are traversed pixelwise in the direction of sight until an intersection with 
the disparity surface (i. e. scene object) is detected. The projection of the optical centre of the novel 
view (i. e. T) into the source view (i. e. epipole) defines the start or end point of the search. If the 
novel camera is in front of the source view (i. e. T. > 0), then the search starts at the epipole. The 
direction of search is determined by equation (7.8). This case is shown in Figure 7.4a. The situation 
is different if the novel view is behind the source view (i. e. TZ < 0). The search goes still in the 
direction that is determined by equation (7.8), but it ends at the epipole. Figure 7.4b shows that 
the part of the ray that could intersect the scene (i. e. the part that is in front of the source view) is 
projected towards the epipole. The search region of the ray is further limited by considering only 
the part of the ray that is inside the space of the disparity image as shown in Figure 7.4c. 
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Figure 7.4: Definition of the search range on the ray. 
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The first intersection with a surface of the scene defines the pixel value of the point in the novel 
view that corresponds to the ray. An intersection is determined by traversing the ray pixelwise and 
comparing the disparities of the ray pid at consecutive pixel positions a and b with the corresponding 
disparities d of the disparity image. The differences are denoted as Ad (a) = pid (a) -d (a) and 
Ad (b) = p; d (b) -d (b). There are four possible cases, which are shown in Figure 7.5a. 
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Figure 7.5: Intersection between a ray and the disparity surface (a) and calculation of the exact 
intersection point (b). The situation corresponds to Figure 7.1. 
1. If Ad (a) and Ad (b) have both the same sign then there is no intersection and the search must 
continue. The same happens if either d (a) or d(b) is invalid (i. e. not determined by the stereo 
algorithm). 
2. If Id(a) > 0, Ad (b) <0 and Id (a) -d (b) <2 then an intersection has been found. Furt her- 
more, the novel view sees the visible side of the surface (i. e. as seen from the source view). 
The small disparity difference (e. g. 2 pixel) indicates that the surface is probably connected 
in contrast to case 3. 
3. If Ad (a) and Ad (b) have different signs and Id (a) -d (b) >2 then the ray crosses the dispar- 
ity surface at a position where the surface is probably not connected (e. g. object boundary). 
The search must continue in this case. 
4. If Ad (a) < 0, Ad (b) >0 and !d (a) -d (b) I<2 then an intersection has been found. However, 
the novel view sees the invisible side of a surface. This means that the pixel value cannot be 
determined by the source view. 
The cases 2 and 4 determine an intersection between the positions a and b. A linear interpolation 
between d (a) and d (b) is performed to calculate the exact intersection point v as depicted in Figure 
7.5b. This immediately leads to a mathematical determination of v, which is shown in equation 
(7.9). 
v= Pi(a) + bd(a) - 
M(b)(pi(b) 
- pi (a)) (7.9) 
The pixel value for point p in the novel view is determined by performing a bilinear interpola- 
tion at vz, vy in the source view. However, this is only meaningful if the novel view sees the surface 
from the visible side (i. e. case 2). Otherwise, a default value is used (e. g. black). The point v in 
disparity space is also used to calculate the corresponding point V in three-dimensional space using 
equation (4.3) in Section 4.3. The point is transformed into the coordinate system of the novel view 
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by V,, = R-1 (V - T). The Z-coordinate Vz expresses the distance of the intersection from the novel 
view. 
The situation is different if the ray is not projected as a line, but as a point as discussed in 7.3.3. 
The intersection point v, vy is easily determined with equations (7.6) and the associated disparity 
vd taken from the disparity image. This allows to calculate the Z-coordinate VZ as explained above. 
However, the pixel value is determined depending on the relative positions and orientations of the 
novel and source view. There are three different cases as shown in Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.6: Three cases, if the ray is projected as a point in the source view. 
1. If V is behind the novel view, then there is no seen intersection and the pixel value is unknown. 
This case is determined by setting Piz = Vz in equation (7.2) and solving for s. The parameter 
s must be positive if the intersection is in front of the novel view, according to the definition 
(7.2). 
2. If s>0 and V. > T. then the surface is seen from the visible side and the pixel value is 
determined by bilinear interpolation at v, vy. 
3. Ifs >0 and Vz < Tz then the surface is seen from the invisible side and a default pixel value 
(e. g. black) is used to mark this case. 
The determination of one pixel of the novel view appears complicated as it involves many 
calculations and checks. However, there are only a few operations for each case and the operations 
are simple. The most time consuming operation is the search in disparity space along the ray. This 
operation can be reduced to additions and comparisons, which can be implemented very efficiently 
using integer arithmetic. 
The outcome of the intersecting phase is a pixel value for point p in the novel view and the 
Z-coordinate Vz of the intersection point in three-dimensional space. Both values are unknown if 
there is no intersection in the scene part that is covered by the source view. 
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All pixels of the novel view are determined from all selected source views as each view only covers 
a part of the scene. However, source views are expected to be partly overlapping. Therefore, some 
pixels p can be defined from more than one source view. If the values belong to different surfaces 
then only the closest surface must be considered as the others are occluded. This can be determined 
with the distances V. All values that belong to the closest surface could be averaged to reduce 
errors. However, stereo and motion errors are expected, which lead to misalignments. Thus, the 
disparity images can be inconsistent, which leads to errors in the novel image [139]. Averaging of 
slightly misaligned values would result in blurred novel images. The advantage of possible error 
reduction by averaging can be destroyed easily by this blurring effect. Therefore, it is best to select 
one value instead of combining them. For the same reason, neighbouring pixel values should be 
selected from the same source view. Furthermore, it is advantageous to select pixel values from 
a source view, which is close to the novel view (i. e. similar viewpoint). The reason is that stereo 
errors (i. e. wrong disparities) have less effect in this case. Furthermore, the resolution of the source 
view is similar to those of the novel view, which avoids loss of information. 
Thus, the main criteria for selecting a pixel value is its corresponding distance Vz. However, the 
decision is biased towards values from stereo views with a similar viewpoint. This also increases 
the chances that neighbouring pixel values are selected from the same source view. The bias is 
implemented by adding the distance between the novel view and source view as a penalty to Vz. 
The calculation is shown in equation (7.10). 
Vz-Vnz+ITI (7.10) 
Hence, the pixel value with the lowest pseudo distance 1' is used as pixel value for p,,. This 
is implemented with a Z-buffer data structure in which the pixel value and the associated distance 
is stored. The result of the fusion step is the final novel image and its corresponding Z-buffer of 
pseudo distances. 
7.4 Evaluation of Novel View Synthesis 
7.4.1 Prediction of Views 
Novel view synthesis was evaluated by predicting new images from stereo views and subjectively 
comparing the prediction with a view of the reality. The box sequence from Section 6.4.1 (where 
the camera was moved at a distance between 1.6-2. Om around the boxes) was used. Disparity 
images were calculated with the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4) using full 
interpolation. 
Camera motion was determined with the SCS method (Section 5.3) using the image 
based error 
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Figure 7.7: Prediction of images from stereo views of the box sequence (Section 6.4.1) using dis- 
parity images from different stereo algorithms. 
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model. Three stereo views of the sequence were considered for the evaluation. The first two views 
(Figure 7.7a-c and d-f) serve as source views, while the third view (Figure 7.7g) was used for visual 
comparison with the prediction. Figure 7.7h shows the recreation of view 3 exclusively from view 
1, using novel view synthesis. Large parts of the image are black, because they are never seen in 
view 1 and cannot be predicted. A comparison of Figure 7.7g and h shows that almost all predicted 
image parts are correct, despite the moderate camera rotation of 34°. However, some errors can be 
seen on the right and left side of the big box. These errors are due to slightly inaccurate disparities. 
Novel view synthesis from single stereo views is always limited and leads to unknown areas 
in the novel view. This problem is solved by creating novel views from multiple stereo views to 
fill the gaps. Figure 7.7i shows the recreation of view 3 (Figure 7.7g) from stereo view 1 and 2. 
A comparison of Figure 7.7g and i shows that the left parts of the boxes and some parts of the 
background were correctly filled in. However, there are still parts missing, which are not seen in 
any source view. More source views are needed to fill the remaining gaps. This demonstrates that 
individual views can only capture small scene parts and only their combination can describe the 
full scene. Another observation is that wrong surfaces, which are introduced by one source view 
cannot be corrected. Inconsistent disparity images are in general a problem for approaches that use 
several disparity images [139]. Figure 7.7h shows that the left upper corner of the big box was 
erroneously extended. This error still appears in 7.7i, even though the new source view 2 sees the 
corner from a better viewpoint. The reason for this problem is that novel view synthesis does not 
use the information about free space that is contained in the stereo views. The FLOG mapping 
method (Section 6.3) used the information that observed points indicate obstacles and the space 
between the optical centre and observed points is empty. Both sources of information inform each 
other. In contrast, novel view synthesis can only add information about observed points. 
Figure 7.7k demonstrates the need for accurate disparity images as a basis for novel view syn- 
thesis. The disparity image was in this case calculated with a standard correlation method (i. e. 
SAD correlation and Left/Right Consistency Check on LoG filtered images) and shown in Figure 
7.71. All other conditions were the same as for Figure 7.7h. The quality of the resulting novel view 
is poor, because correlation mismatches result in many small holes and false surfaces, which are 
floating around in the image. This disturbs novel view synthesis considerably as also reported in 
the literature [125]. The MWMF stereo algorithm uses several filters and adaptive interpolation to 
remove these kinds of mismatches. This results in much better novel views. 
Novel views combine the visual information of several source views. This can be problematic if 
those source views are taken under different light conditions or if the camera changes the brightness 
and contrast of images. Furthermore, the real world does not correspond to the Lambertian model in 
which the intensity of a point is independent of the viewing angle. Instead, different surfaces reflect 
light in different ways, depending on the viewing angle. Figure 7.8 shows an example in which the 
source view a is brighter than b. Novel view synthesis results for certain viewpoints (i. e. in between 
a and b so that equation (7.10) cannot help the selection process) in a mixture of visual information 
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for one surface. Figure 7.8c shows a surface full of darker spots. One solution to this problem 
could try to combine pixel values from several source views instead of selecting one as described in 
Section 7.3.5. However, this only works if all image parts are seen from all views, which is almost 
never the case as discussed above. Additionally, this combination could lead to blurred images due 
to small misalignments as described in Section 7.3.5. Thus, the only solution would be to normalise 
images to compensate for brightness differences, which is a challenging problem. 
(a) Left Imac! c of Sou-cc \'ir\ww 
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Figure 7.8: The combination of source images with different brightness can lead to spots. 
Small inaccuracies in the disparity image become more severe with increasing angle between 
the source view and the novel view. The stereo view of a head is shown in Figure 7.9a-c. Novel 
views were created at three different angles as shown in images 7.9d, e and f. Distortions of the 
images increase with increasing angles. Nevertheless, the quality at a large angle of 75° is still 
good. The profile of the face that was only seen from the front has been recovered. Obviously, 
the accuracy decreases with the squared distance, due to the distance error of stereo vision (Section 
4.5.2). Thus, novel views of objects that are far away would have a decreased quality. However, 
novel view synthesis is always performed from the source views, which are closest to the novel 
view due to equation (7.10). Thus, the best possible data will be used to create novel views. 
Novel view synthesis is computationally expensive as it involves many calculations for each 
pixel of the resulting image. The speed can be increased by decreasing the resolution of the novel 
view. Figure 7.9h shows a novel view from the same position as Figure 7.9g. However, the horizon- 
tal and vertical resolution was decreased by calculating only every second pixel and every second 
line. The gaps are filled by bilinear interpolation. This requires only äth of all calculations. The 
required interpolation is very fast due to the regular structure. Nevertheless, the image appears 
visually almost as good as 7.9g. A further reduction in resolution was done to create Figure 7.9i. 
The horizontal and vertical resolution was reduced in this case by factor 4, which requires only 
16th of the calculations. This clearly has an impact on the quality of image 7.9i. Reducing the im- 
age resolution seems appropriate in cases where the position of the novel view is changed fast, i. e. 
while moving the virtual camera to a different position. In this case, a fast and smooth movement 
of the camera can be supported due to reduced computational requirements. One image with full 
resolution can be calculated at the target position (i. e. when the camera movement stops). 
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Figure 7.9: Novel views of a head with different resolutions and at dilferent angles. 
7.4.2 Speed of Novel View Synthesis 
The speed of novel view synthesis is important, because it must be performed in real time. The 
DSNV method has been implemented in C and optimised by implementing the search for inter- 
sections of rays in disparity space exclusively with integer operations. The speed of novel view 
synthesis depends on the length of rays, which are traversed in disparity space. This length depends 
on the resolution of the source view, the structure of the scene and the range of the ray that falls 
inside the boundaries of the disparity image. The last issue is influenced by the area that the source 
view covers in the novel view and the angle between the source and novel view. Figure 7.10 shows 
the speed of the head stereo view (Figure 7.9) on the used hardware configurations. The source view 
has a size of 320 x 240 pixel and covers the novel view completely. The same size was used for 
the novel view. The times which are shown contain all operations including interpolation for novel 
view synthesis with reduced resolutions. It can be seen that the reduction of resolution increases 
(I) No\ cl \ i, -v' (dii. ll k It, 
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speed considerably. Nevertheless, novel view synthesis can be performed with full resolution with 
.: s 4- 12 fps, depending on the angle and used hardware. Using half the resolution increases this 
speed to ,: 14 - 50 fps, with little effect on the visual appearance as discussed in Section 7.4.1. 
Furthermore, the speed can be increased to more than 55 - 190 fps if the resolution is reduced to 
a quarter. 
It has been reported [70] that novel view synthesis using tensor based forward mapping can be 
performed several times faster than the DSNV method under similar conditions. However, the speed 
is clearly implementation dependent as much slower implementations have been reported [19] as 
well. Generally, backward mapping is slower than forward mapping, because it involves a search in 
the source images. However, the speed of backward mapping can easily be scaled by reducing the 
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Figure 7.10: Speed of DSNV method using stereo view of head (320 x 240 pixel). 
The speed of novel view synthesis from multiple stereo views is difficult to predict as it depends 
on the position and orientation of all involved source views and the novel view. The times for all 
individual source views are summarised. Source views, which are only partly visible in the novel 
view contribute only partly to the overall time. This shows that it is important to represent the scene 
with a minimum number of stereo views and to select only the required ones for each novel view 
as shown in Section 7.3.2. Nevertheless, a speed of several frames per second can be maintained, 
if novel views are created with half of the resolution, even if more than 10 source views from the 
worst possible positions are involved. Thus, the DSNV method is suitable for real time applications. 
7.5 Conclusion 
It has been argued that image based rendering methods generally avoid time and memory con- 
suming reconstruction of three-dimensional scene models. This permits their usage in real time 
applications, where time consuming pre-processing cannot be performed. Section 7.3 presented the 
novel DSNV method, which performs novel view synthesis from multiple stereo views in disparity 
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space. This technique has several advantages over methods that are proposed in recent literature. It 
does not have singularities like other methods, which are based on bilinear constraints. This means 
that the novel camera can be placed at any position and orientation, without constraints. Further- 
more, the method performs a backward mapping to create the novel view, in contrast to methods 
that are based on trilinear constraints. This permits to determine pixel values of the novel view 
exactly and not as an approximation. Finally, the position and orientation of the novel view is an 
explicit parameter of the method in contrast to trilinear based methods that use tensors. This allows 
the position and orientation to be defined directly. 
The evaluation in Section 7.4 has shown that the DSNV method subjectively gives good results, 
even if the rotation between the real camera position and the novel view is large. The quality of 
the novel image is sensitive to errors in the disparity image and errors made by motion estimation, 
if more than one source image is used. It has been shown that disparity images, which are created 
by a standard correlation method result in poor novel images. In contrast, disparity images that 
are created by the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4) are much better suited for novel view 
synthesis. It has been identified that backward mapping as performed by the DSNV method is more 
time consuming than forward mapping. However, the DSNV method can create novel images in 
real time. Furthermore, the resolution of novel images can easily be reduced to maintain real time 
performance even if the number of source views is high or the available computation time limited. 
The visual effect of reduced resolutions is very small. 
Certain problems have been identified as well. Firstly, novel view synthesis methods do gener- 
ally not use the information about free space that is contained in stereo views. Thus, errors that are 
introduced by one stereo view cannot be compensated by other stereo views that see the same part 
of the scene. This is one of the reasons for the required high quality of disparity images. In contrast, 
methods that are based on voxel spaces or three-dimensional occupancy grids can use the informa- 
tion of free space to compensate errors. However, this comes at the price of computation time and 
extreme memory requirements. Secondly, differences in brightness and contrast of source views 
can lead to disturbing spots in the novel view if the visual information is mixed. A compensation 
mechanism would improve the quality in these cases. Finally, scenes should be represented with 
as few stereo views as possible. This reduces memory requirements for their storage and increases 
the speed of novel view synthesis. The mechanism used is very simple (Section 7.3.1) and further 
research would be beneficial. 
The described advantages of the DSNV method permit the immediate creation of novel views 
from stereo views. This could be used to create novel views from large collections of stereo views 
that represent complete environments. It results in virtual walkthroughs, which could be performed 
immediately after or even concurrently to collecting and processing stereo images. Another appli- 
cation could create novel views from one, permanently updated stereo image, which results in a 
dynamic novel view of a certain changing part of the scene. Both ideas are explored in the context 
of the target application in the next Chapter. 
8 
Overall System and Experimentation 
8.1 Introduction 
All the techniques of the previous Chapters were designed to support teleoperated work with mobile 
robots. Anticipated tasks are the navigation and control of the robot in large static environments as 
well as the control of the manipulator at target locations. It has been discussed in Section 1.1 that 
navigation and control of the robot can be supported with map overviews and immediate virtual 
walkthroughs. Control of the manipulator can be supported with dynamic novel views. 
This Chapter focuses on describing a system, which uses the work so far to provide the required 
support for teleoperation as specified in Section 1.2. Map overviews are created incrementally in 
real time from an arbitrarily moving stereo camera as described in Chapter 6. Immediate virtual 
walkthroughs and dynamic novel views are created from the same stereo images using novel view 
synthesis, which has been described in Chapter 7. Maps and immediate virtual walkthroughs are 
designed to complement each other and will be performed concurrently in real time, while scanning 
the environment with the stereo camera. 
Section 8.2 reviews literature about supporting teleoperation with virtual walkthroughs and dy- 
namic novel views. The proposed system is described in Section 8.3. Finally, the usefulness of this 
system for the anticipated tasks is evaluated in Section 8.4. 
8.2 Related Literature 
Virtual representations are used to model environments around mobile robots for virtual walk- 
throughs to support planning and navigation of teleoperated tasks [150,127]. For this purpose, the 
environment is commonly assumed to be mostly static. Some methods for the automatic creation 
of virtual representations from mobile robots use simplifying assumptions about structured envi- 
ronments, like straightness of walls. Uehara and Zen [149] used predetermined two-dimensional 
maps and information from a combination of sensors including stereo vision on a mobile vehicle 
to create textured three-dimensional reconstructions of cities. Schmitt et al. [127] derived walls 
from two-dimensional maps that are created from ultrasonic sensors and project images as textures 
on the three-dimensional reconstruction. Similarly, Iocci et al. [69] determined planes (i. e. walls) 
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from stereo vision to create textured three-dimensional reconstructions as well. There are also many 
methods that do not impose restrictions on the kind of environments. Martin and Thrun [100] cre- 
ated textured three-dimensional reconstructions using two laser scanners and a single camera. Their 
focus was to reduce the memory size of the reconstruction by exploiting straightness of walls, but 
allowing arbitrary shapes as well. Johnson and Kang [73] used omni-directional stereo images to 
create textured reconstructions. Zhang et al. [158] used depth images and a hybrid point and poly- 
gon based representation for creating virtual walkthroughs. Stereo vision was used by Maimone et 
al. [97] to created textured reconstructions. The registration of individual reconstructions and their 
fusion into a consistent model was performed offline. 
All of these methods project images as texture over reconstructions, which are commonly based 
on polygon meshes. This requires a considerable amount of processing time and memory, depend- 
ing on the detailed structure of the environment. Often, simplifications are made that remove small 
details to support fast rendering. Further challenges for stereo vision are the varying depth reso- 
lution and error characteristic (Section 4.4), which have to be integrated. Three-dimensional oc- 
cupancy grids can fuse erroneous data explicitly. Moravec [111,112] successfully demonstrated 
virtual walkthroughs from coloured three-dimensional occupancy grids that were updated from 
stereo vision. However, his approach requires an immense amount of memory, even for small en- 
vironments. An alternative are image based methods. McMillan and Bishop [108] rendered novel 
images directly from several registered panoramic images to permit virtual walkthroughs. Gen- 
erally, virtual representations are very useful for understanding local three-dimensional structures 
and relationships. However, navigation and planning over large distances is better supported with 
overview maps, which are also very useful for supporting navigation in virtual reality [136]. 
One advantage of virtual representations is the possibility to observe the scene from arbitrary 
viewpoints without physical restrictions. This is also useful for teleoperated control of the ma- 
nipulator [144]. Several researchers [35,61,74,72] reconstructed the workspace of teleoperated 
mobile robots at nuclear power plants from single three-dimensional laser scans. The workspace 
consisted mainly of pipes and was reconstructed semi-autonomously to support planning and sim- 
ulating work. However, manipulations of the environment lead to changes, which invalidate any 
previously acquired model. There are techniques [6,113] that create textured reconstructions from 
one permanently updated stereo image to render novel views. Thus, the model is automatically 
created from scratch for each stereo image to render just one novel view. Image based techniques 
avoid the overhead of reconstruction. Martin Rull and Martinez Velasco [101] created interpolated 
dynamic novel views between two cameras to support working with teleoperated manipulators. 
The literature clearly shows the need for creating virtual representations and dynamic novel 
views to support teleoperation. However, many techniques use explicit assumptions about operating 
environments for creating virtual representations [69,127,149], which limits their applicability. 
Furthermore, it is very common [100,127,149] to use combinations of sensors to compensate 
for individual weaknesses (e. g. laser scanner additionally to vision for higher accuracy). This 
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limits portability of these methods to robots that have all of those sensors available. Almost all 
methods are also restricted by the assumption that robots move on flat ground, which simplifies the 
determination of sensor movements significantly. However, this limits applicability to environments 
with flat ground and prohibits sensors on manipulators, walking robots, etc. Methods that allow 
arbitrary sensor movements [97] require time consuming offline registrations of scans. Explicit 
reconstructions are performed by almost all methods, which are time and memory consuming. 
This makes immediate virtual walkthroughs concurrently to collecting data impossible. However, 
immediate virtual walkthroughs are very useful for operating in unknown environments under time- 
pressure. For manipulator control, fast dynamic novel views are important, which excludes semi- 
autonomous approaches [35,61,74,72]. Real time reconstruction methods [6,113] are suitable, 
but less preferable than image based approaches due to their overhead. However, image based 
approaches must permit arbitrary viewpoint selection [101]. All of these issues for immediate 
virtual walkthroughs and dynamic novel views are addressed with the proposed system, which 
integrates the techniques in this thesis. 
8.3 The IRIS Prototype System 
8.3.1 Overview 
The Immediate Reality Scanner (IRIS) uses all the techniques of previous Chapters to scan the en- 
vironment and represent it immediately in favourable ways to support teleoperated mobile robot 
tasks. Immediate representations are possible, because all presented techniques work directly on 
the collected stereo images, without time consuming pre-processing. Anticipated tasks are the navi- 
gation and control of the robot in large static environments as well as the control of the manipulator 
at target locations. Figure 8.1 shows that IRIS passively receives images from the stereo camera 
on-board the robot to create the required visual representations. 
Operator Local computer 
Control system 







Commands, actions Robot control 
Manipulator 
Stream of stereo images Stereo camera 
Figure 8.1: Embedding of IRIS into a teleoperated mobile robot system. 
Navigation and control of the robot are supported by IRIS with map overviews and immediate 
virtual walkthroughs, which are created in real time, exclusively from an arbitrary moving stereo 
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camera that is mounted on the robot. Additionally, there are no assumptions about the environment. 
These aspects of IRIS are discussed in detail in Section 8.3.2. Manipulator control is supported by 
providing permanently updated dynamic novel views from arbitrary viewpoints using stereo vision 
as basis. Section 8.3.3 explains this aspect of IRIS. 
8.3.2 Mapping and Virtual Walkthroughs for Large, Static Environments 
Working with teleoperated mobile robots commonly involves driving the robot to target locations 
through unknown environments that cannot be seen directly by the operator (Section 1.1). The 
environments are assumed to be mainly static, which means that only the robot is moving. However, 
small changes in the environments may be tolerated and treated as noise. The aim is to support 
the navigation and control of the robot with map overviews and immediate virtual representations 
(Section 1.2). 
Figure 8.2 shows an overview of the IRIS system that integrates incremental real time map 
creation and immediate virtual walkthroughs for static environments. The stereo camera will be 
mounted on the robot. Its images are first rectified (Section 2.4) and then processed using the 
MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4). The disparity image is only interpolated within segments 
(Section 3.4.5) to avoid errors during novel view synthesis (Section 7.4.1). Camera motion is deter- 
mined using the SCS motion estimation method (Section 5.3). The resulting information (i. e. left 
rectified image, disparity image and camera position and orientation) forms a stereo view. Views 
which are different enough (Section 7.3.1) from their predecessor in the database are stored. These 
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Figure 8.2: IRIS system architecture for static environments. 
Incremental mapping is performed directly from consecutive stereo views using the FLOG 
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method (Section 6.3). Concurrently, virtual images can be created from user defined virtual camera 
viewpoints using the DSNV method (Section 7.3). This allows immediate virtual walkthroughs, 
concurrently with the collection of further data. Virtual images are generated with a lower resolu- 
tion while the user is moving the virtual camera to speed up novel view synthesis and smoothen the 
movement (Section 7.4.1). All of these techniques work passively in real time, without interrupting 
the operation of the mobile robot. There are no requirements other than a continuous stream of 
calibrated stereo images. Especially, there are no assumptions on the camera motion or kind of 
environment. 
The incrementally created map continuously shows the position and orientation of the mobile 
robot. Additionally, the position and orientation of the virtual viewpoint is depicted. Similarly, the 
real camera or the complete mobile robot is drawn into the virtual images. This is simple as the 
DSNV method calculates the distances V, for each pixel in the novel view (Section 7.3.5). Thus, 
a Z-buffer algorithm can be employed for adding virtual objects. It is important that this Z-buffer 
contains the true distances VZ and not the pseudo distances Vz, which were used in Section 7.3.5. 
The assumption about static environments is often violated at target locations as the working 
pattern changes from passive travel to active manipulations. This requires different considerations. 
8.3.3 Dynamic Novel Views for Local, Changing Environments 
Working with teleoperated mobile robots at target locations usually involves interactions with the 
environment using a remote controlled manipulator (Section 1.1). These interactions change the 
environment and make it dynamic. The aim is to support manipulator control by providing images 
from viewpoints, which are chosen arbitrarily without any physical restrictions (Section 1.2). 
The information of previous stereo views cannot be used in dynamic environments, because 
they do not include possible changes. Thus the creation of maps and virtual representations (Section 
8.3.2) from a moving stereo camera is not possible. However, the working environment at target 
locations is commonly rather small and within reach of the manipulator without moving the robot, 
depending on the concrete application. Thus, it can be captured by either one stereo camera or by 
a small number of stereo cameras, which take images simultaneously. Camera motion estimation 
is not required if spatial relations between cameras are predefined. Furthermore, mapping is not 
needed for such small environments. Figure 8.3 shows an overview of the IRIS system that creates 
Left Left rectified image DSNV image 30 - 
Rectification Dis ari image Novel 
Right MWMF View 
Novel imago 
image Stereo Synthesis 
Processing 
User defined position and 
orientation of virtual camera 
Figure 8.3: IRIS system architecture for dynamic situations. 
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images from arbitrary novel viewpoints from one stereo camera. The images are first rectified 
(Section 2.4) and processed by the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4). Novel view synthesis is 
performed in real time for each new stereo view using the DSNV method (Section 7.3). 
If several stereo cameras are used to capture images simultaneously, then the MWMF method 
would process each stereo image individually. The DSNV method has been designed for creating 
novel views from several stereo views (Section 7.3.5). Thus, IRIS could easily be extended for 
creating dynamic novel views from several stereo cameras as well. 
8.4 Evaluation of IRIS 
8.4.1 Scope of Evaluation 
The aim of the evaluation is to demonstrate the support that IRIS can provide in the anticipated ap- 
plication scenarios (described in Section 8.3). The computational speed will be analysed, because 
it is essential to perform all operations in real time. It is outside the scope of the evaluation to deter- 
mine the operator benefits of IRIS for the work with teleoperated mobile robots. This would require 
the integration of the representations of IRIS into a specific control architecture [54] of a teleoper- 
ated system. This also involves consideration of many human factors, aspects of control and visual 
feedback [144] for optimal operations. These factors will also depend on specific tasks. Finally, 
user trials in carefully prepared experimental settings would be needed to confirm the benefits of 
the system. This is beyond the scope of this work, which focuses on the technical and physical 
problems of recovering and providing presumed useful information. 
8.4.2 Evaluation of Mapping and Virtual Walkthroughs 
Concurrent incremental mapping and immediate virtual walkthroughs were evaluated on the se- 
quences from Section 6.4.2. All source views had a resolution of 320 x 240 pixel. Processing was 
performed as described in Section 8.3.2. The virtual camera was constantly moved while processing 
stereo images and creating the map. The image of the virtual camera was created with half of the 
resolution and scaled up to full resolution by interpolating the gaps to increase speed. Differences 
from using a calculation with full resolution are almost unnoticeable as examined earlier (Section 
7.4.1). The outcome can be best judged from video clips (see appendix on CD). Figure 8.4 shows 
snapshots of different sequences. The current real camera image is seen on the left, while the vir- 
tual camera image is on the right. The current map is presented in the middle and symbolises the 
position and orientation of the real and virtual camera with the V-shaped horizontal boundaries of 
the field of view. The real camera is drawn with black lines and the virtual camera with gray lines. 
Additionally, the real camera is painted into the virtual images as a pyramid, which symbolises the 
three-dimensional boundaries of the field of view. The optical centre is at the top of the pyramid. 
All three images are permanently updated as new stereo images are captured or the virtual camera 
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Figure 8.4: Concurrent mapping and virtual walkthroughs on different sequences. The snapshots 
show the real camera image (left), map (middle) and virtual camera image (right). 
I 
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is moved. Scene parts, which are not captured by any stereo image are shown in black in the virtual 
images (e. g. floor in Figure 8.4b). Similarly, untextured objects that are not recovered by stereo 
vision cannot be represented in the virtual images (e. g. wall in Figure 8.4c). However, these parts 
could be interpolated. Nevertheless, the examples demonstrate impressively that the position and 
orientation of the real camera can be observed in relation to the environment in a map overview and 
in virtual reality. 
Processing time was monitored on the seminar sequence with arbitrary camera motion (Figure 
8.4a and b). Figure 8.5 shows the distribution of processing time in the 30s sequence, which is 
almost identical on both used hardware configurations (Section 2.5.1). Rectification, stereo pro- 
cessing and camera motion estimation are performed for every processed stereo image. The stereo 
phase requires most of the time as expected. Mapping is computationally expensive, but it is not 
performed for every stereo view (Section 6.4.3). This results in an acceptable processing time. In 
contrast to others, the time for virtual view creation is variable and unpredictable as it depends not 
only on the resolution of the novel view, but also on the number and angles of source views (Section 
7.4.2). In the considered sequence, virtual views are created with half of the resolution from ap- 
proximately 4 source views, which already results in considerable computation time. Visualisation 
of the permanently changing images (e. g. Figure 8.4a) requires additional time, which could be re- 
duced by further optimisation. Finally, there is some overhead due to the Java user interface, which 
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Figure 8.5: Processing time distribution of concurrent mapping and virtual walkthroughs on seminar 
sequence with arbitrary camera motion, using half resolution for virtual images. 
The resulting frame rates on the same sequence are shown in Table 8.1. The first two rows 
report the frame rates that are achieved when mapping and virtual walkthroughs are performed 
consecutively instead of concurrently. Incremental mapping with all necessary steps (e. g. recti- 
fication, stereo processing and camera motion estimation) including permanent visualisation and 
storing of stereo views for later virtual walkthroughs can be performed with 7- 8fps. This frame 
rate is almost constant during experiments with all sequences, which is consistent with the findings 
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of Section 6.4.3. The frame rate was also high for separately performed virtual walkthroughs (i. e. 
after collecting all stereo views). The last row of Table 8.1 shows the frame rate of concurrent, 
incremental mapping and immediate virtual walkthroughs. This frame rate is relatively low, but 
still sufficient for stable operations (such as camera motion estimation as shown in Section 5.4.3). 
Tasks 
Stereo Views [fps] 
Athlon Pentium 4 
Novel Views [fps] 
Athlon Pentium 4 
Incremental mapping 7.1 8.0 - - 
Virtual walkthroughs (half res. ) - - 9.2 12.9 
Both concurrently 4.3 5.1 3.7 4.8 
Table 8.1: Frame rates of mapping and virtual walkthroughs on seminar sequence with arbitrary 
camera motion. 
The unpredictable processing time of virtual walkthroughs can cause problems for real time 
applications. Virtual images from the seminar room sequence were typically created from 4 source 
views, which lead to acceptable frame rates. However, virtual images involved 14 or more source 
views from certain viewpoints in other sequences, which decreased the frame rate of virtual walk- 
throughs sporadically to just lfps. The increased time consumption can delay processing of stereo 
images and lead to breakdowns of camera motion estimation if the real camera moves at the same 
time (Section 5.4.3). There are two possible remedies, if virtual walkthroughs are performed con- 
currently to mapping. Firstly, virtual walkthroughs could be performed on a separate processor (i. e. 
using different threads) or computer. This ensures that all vital operations (i. e. stereo processing, 
camera motion estimation and mapping) have enough processing time for stable operations. This 
is the best solution if the required hardware is available. Secondly, the implementation could be 
changed by restricting processing time for novel view synthesis. This could be achieved by spo- 
radically reducing the frame rate of novel view synthesis. However, there is a minimum acceptable 
frame rate, which has been specified as 5 fps (Section 1.2). An alternative to reducing the frame 
rate is to reduce the image resolution. This could be achieved by monitoring processing time while 
creating novel images with a very low resolution. The resolution could then be successively in- 
creased (by filling the gaps) until the maximum time is reached. Remaining gaps in the novel image 
would be interpolated, which is very fast. The backward mapping procedure of the DSNV method 
allows an easy implementation of this solution. Thus, stable frame rates would be guaranteed by 
reducing the quality of virtual images sporadically, if too many source views are involved. This 
avoids breakdowns of camera motion estimation. 
8.4.3 Evaluation of Dynamic Novel Views 
The creation of dynamic novel views has been discussed in Section 8.3.3 to support manipulating 
the local working environment of a teleoperated mobile robot. Figure 8.6 shows three stages of a 
grasping sequence. The hand is used as a substitute for a teleoperated manipulator. The disparity 
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(b) Grasping the Box 
(c) Lifting the Boy 
Figure 8.6: Three stages of dynamic novel views on grasping sequence. The snapshots show the 
real view (left) and the corresponding novel view (right). 
(a) Before Grasping the Box 
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range was doubled to 64 pixel for supporting short distances down to 0.65m with the current hard- 
ware (Section 2.5.1). The images of the real camera are shown on the left in Figure 8.6. It can be 
seen that the viewpoint is very unfavourable to judge the distance between the hand and box (Figure 
8.6a) or the box and ground (Figure 8.6c). However, this situation typically occurs on teleoperated 
mobile robots, since the manipulator and camera are located on the same robot. The corresponding 
dynamic novel view is shown on the right and was created with full resolution. The images appear 
slightly distorted, due to the large rotation of 60°, which makes novel view synthesis very sensitive 
to small inaccuracies of the disparity images. Nevertheless, the expected error is just 3mm at a dis- 
tance of 0.75m (i. e. distance of box), by assuming an error of 0.2 pixel in the image plane according 
to Section 2.5.3. It can be seen that the distance between the hand and box (Figure 8.6a) or the box 
and ground (Figure 8.6c) can be judged much better in the novel images. This demonstrates the 
advantages of dynamic novel views from arbitrary viewpoints without physical restrictions. 
The time distribution of all the involved operations are shown in Figure 8.7. Stereo processing 
is very time consuming, because it was performed with 64 pixel disparity range instead of the 
commonly used 32 pixel to support shorter distances. However, novel view synthesis takes even 
more time, despite the fact that it uses only one source view. The reasons are that it was performed 
in full resolution with a very large angle between the source and novel view. This time can be 
reduced to one quarter, if novel view synthesis is performed with half of the resolution, which has 
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Figure 8.7: Processing time distribution of dynamic novel views on grasp sequence using full reso- 
lution of novel views. 
The corresponding frame rates are shown in Table 8.2. They are rather low, but still accept- 
able for teleoperated work. Furthermore, these frame rates are the worst case and will increase 
considerably with a lower angle between the source and novel view. 
Dynamic novel views from permanently updated stereo images of one source camera are al- 
ways limited. It can easily happen that the manipulator occludes parts of the objects that are to be 
manipulated. However, IRIS allows dynamic novel views to be created from several stereo images 
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Stereo Views and Novel Views [fps] 
Resolution of novel view Athlon, 1.2GHz Pentium 4,2GHz 
Full resolution 2.8 4.0 
Half resolution 4.8 6.4 
Table 8.2: Frame rates of dynamic novel views on grasping sequence. 
that are taken synchronously from different viewpoints as discussed in Section 8.3.3. Thus, two 
or more stereo cameras can be mounted at opposite sides of the mobile robot, which decreases the 
chances of occlusion in novel views. 
8.5 Conclusion 
The IRIS system has been presented, which performs incremental mapping, immediate virtual walk- 
throughs and creates dynamic novel views exclusively from one calibrated stereo camera. Mapping 
and virtual walkthroughs were designed to complement each other and can be used concurrently 
in real time while scanning the environment. No other sensor information is used and there are no 
assumptions about the three-dimensional camera motion or the structure of the environment. This 
makes IRIS easily applicable to many robotics applications as there are no special requirements on 
the capabilities of the robot, its movements and the environment. The system is intended to support 
the navigation and control of teleoperated mobile robots and their manipulators. The evaluation 
considered typical operations in large, static environments as well as operations in local, dynamic 
environments. It has been shown that IRIS works in real time on current standard computer hard- 
ware. 
Two issues have been identified that require considerations for the integration of the system into 
teleoperated mobile robot systems. Firstly, it is risky to perform virtual walkthroughs concurrently 
with all other operations on the same processor as it can lead to breakdowns of camera motion 
estimation. However, this can easily be avoided by performing virtual walkthroughs on a separate 
processor or by changing the implementation to restrict processing time for virtual walkthroughs 
as suggested in Section 8.4.2. Secondly, it has been discussed in Section 8.4.3 that dynamic novel 
views can benefit from multiple synchronised stereo cameras to avoid occlusions in novel images 
by the manipulator. 
Thus, IRIS is a system that can easily be added to teleoperated mobile robot systems. Its flexi- 
bility to create incremental maps, immediate virtual walkthroughs and dynamic novel views in real 
time from an arbitrarily moving stereo camera is likely to bring significant benefits to teleoperation 
tasks. 
9 
Discussion and Conclusion 
9.1 Discussion 
This thesis has described research in the areas of stereo vision, camera motion estimation, map- 
ping and novel view synthesis. An integration and evaluation of all proposed techniques has been 
performed. During this research, various options have been considered. Sections 9.1.1 and 9.1.2 re- 
view two major controversial decisions taken and discuss the basis of them. The issue of increasing 
the accuracy of the system is examined in Section 9.1.3. 
9.1.1 Fuzzy Logic versus Probability Theory 
The FLOG mapping method (Section 6.3) uses fuzzy logic to update cell states of the layered 
occupancy grid. Probability theory was an alternative. The decision has been based on literature 
[49,121 ], which compared fuzzy logic and probability theory on two-dimensional occupancy grids 
that are updated from ultrasonic sensors. Among other advantages, fuzzy logic has been found to 
produce more accurate maps in the presence of conflicting data, which has been attributed to less 
constraining hypotheses. This feature is also important for using stereo vision as sensor due to the 
special error characteristics of stereo. Another comparison of fuzzy logic with probability theory 
could have strengthened the decision. However, it has been shown (Section 6.4) that the FLOG 
method performs very well for the anticipated tasks and possible benefits of probability theory are 
not clear. 
9.1.2 Backward versus Forward Mapping 
The DSNV method (Section 7.3) performs backward mapping to create novel views. It has been 
argued (Section 7.4.2) that forward mapping is generally faster, because it does not involve a search. 
However, backward mapping can determine pixel values more accurately and the speed can easily 
be scaled by using lower resolutions and interpolating gaps. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated 
(Section 8.4.2 and 8.4.3) that the speed is sufficient for the anticipated applications. 
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The issue of increasing accuracy of reconstruction may arise, which would effect camera motion 
estimation, mapping and novel view synthesis. Higher accuracies can be achieved by increasing the 
baseline of the stereo system or the image resolution. However, processing time would increase too, 
as the same distance would be represented with a higher disparity. Accuracy could also be increased 
with a more sophisticated camera model or rectification method. The error after rectification was 
measured between 0.10 and 0.16 pixel (Section 2.5.3). The lens distortion model, which is part of 
the camera model has the main influence on the accuracy. The choice of the rectification method is 
only relevant for stereo cameras, which are not in the standard configuration [122]. The accuracy 
of stereo correlation with parabolic sub-pixel interpolation is i 0.1 pixel [126]. Thus, even perfect 
calibration and rectification could just halve the current error. Therefore, the chosen camera model, 
calibration and rectification techniques are sufficient, despite the use of cost efficient cameras and 
frame grabbers. This results in the conclusion that significantly higher accuracies can only be 
reached by increasing the baseline or image resolution. 
9.2 Conclusion 
The aim of this research has been to create map overviews and images from arbitrary viewpoints in 
real time exclusively from stereo images, which has been met. For all developed techniques, only 
sequences of calibrated stereo images from a camera under arbitrary three-dimensional motion have 
been anticipated. The proposed methods are performed in real time, on cost efficient hardware, 
concurrently to scanning the environment. The environment has been assumed to be mostly static 
while the robot travels to target locations and dynamic at target locations. However, no further 
assumptions about the environment have been made. In particular, it can be structured, unstructured 
or a mixture of both. 
The research has led to the development of IRIS, which meets the described aim and all of 
the constraints. IRIS is intended to support the navigation and control of a teleoperated mobile 
robot and its manipulator. The evaluations of IRIS have demonstrated its performance in typical 
telerobotic situations and confirm its real time applicability. The situations included navigation 
in large static environments in which IRIS performs incremental mapping and immediate virtual 
walkthroughs concurrently in real time while scanning the environment. Human control of the 
manipulator is supported with real time dynamic novel views. The results have indicated that IRIS 
fulfils all task requirements and offers a rich support forteleoperated situations. 
The development of IRIS has led to research in the areas of stereo vision, camera motion esti- 
mation, mapping and novel view synthesis. The work on stereo vision focused on three different 
aspects. Firstly, camera calibration and rectification was considered as a base for metrically precise 
measurements. The camera model and calibration techniques used have been discussed in detail. 
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Experiments have shown that the error after rectification and stereo correlation is less than 0.2 pixel 
on the hardware used. Secondly, the problem of finding corresponding pixels and creating a dis- 
parity image has been considered. A correlation-based stereo algorithm has been used as a basis, 
because it fulfils the requirements of producing a dense disparity image in real time. A detailed anal- 
ysis of the behaviour of stereo correlation identified general matching problems as well as matching 
problems at object borders. This has lead to the proposal of a new multiple window configuration 
and several filters for tackling the different problems individually. The resulting MWMF method 
creates disparity images with fewer errors than standard correlation algorithms. An independent 
comparison [ 126] of 20 stereo algorithms confirmed that the MWMF method performs better than 
many non-real time methods and is a very good choice if processing time is an issue. Thirdly, re- 
construction of three-dimensional points from disparity images and modelling of errors has been 
discussed. The spherical, ellipsoid and image based error models have been reviewed. Furthermore, 
equations for the propagation of errors for certain applications have been derived. This allows the 
three-dimensional reconstruction of a scene part that is captured by one stereo image. 
Research in the area of camera motion estimation has been performed to register all stereo im- 
ages of a sequence. The requirements have been to calculate the large, arbitrary, three-dimensional 
camera motion between consecutive stereo images incrementally in real time. No other sensors are 
assumed. The only assumption about the environment is that it is static and contains some kind 
of features or texture. These requirements have lead to the proposal of the SCS motion estimation 
method. The SCS method uses stereo correlation techniques for establishing initial correspondences 
between consecutive images. The core of the method is a sophisticated outlier detection algorithm, 
which exploits rigidity constraints to their full potential by using accurate error characteristics of 
feature positions. This results in an almost error free correspondence set, even if consecutive im- 
ages are highly different due to low frame rates. The SCS technique even permits the calculation 
of motion between chronologically unrelated stereo images, in contrast to other methods. This 
makes the method suitable for a wide range of applications, including those that involve multiple 
stereo cameras. The stereo and camera motion estimation methods allow the recovery of the com- 
plete three-dimensional scene structure. These methods are the basis for mapping and novel view 
synthesis. 
The third research area has been mapping. The challenge has been to create two-dimensional 
map overviews of the environment incrementally from stereo images of a camera that moves arbi- 
trarily in three dimensions. This has lead to the proposal of the FLOG mapping method, which is 
based on a three-dimensional layered occupancy grid. The state of individual cells of the occupancy 
grid has been updated with fuzzy logic by modelling the varying distance error of stereo vision. It 
has been argued that the use of fuzzy logic has advantages over the traditionally used probability 
theory. It has been shown that the FLOG method works well, is fast and also memory efficient. 
The resulting maps are suitable for identifying obstacles and free space, which is important for the 
anticipated application. Internally available information about the height range of obstacles has not 
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been visualised, but could be used in future applications. 
The final research area has been novel view synthesis. The requirements have been to create 
novel views of the scene in real time, concurrently to the collection of stereo views. It has been 
argued against the use of model based approaches due to the necessary pre-processing time for 
model creation. Instead, the DSNV method has been proposed, which performs image based ren- 
dering directly from stereo views without pre-processing. This technique has several advantages 
over methods that are discussed in recent literature. It does not have singularities like other meth- 
ods, which are based on bilinear constraints. This means that the novel camera can be placed at 
any position and orientation. Furthermore, the method performs a backward mapping to create the 
novel view, in contrast to methods that are based on trilinear constraints. This permits determina- 
tion of pixel values of the novel view exactly and not as an approximation. Finally, the position 
and orientation of the novel view is an explicit parameter in contrast to tensor based methods. This 
allows the position and orientation to be defined directly. It has been shown that the DSNV method 
is fast and its speed is scalable by reducing resolution. This allows its use for immediate virtual 
walkthroughs as well as for dynamic novel views, concurrently to the collection of stereo views. 
The FLOG and DSNV methods should be suitable for many applications. Generally, maps 
are very important for long distance navigation while virtual walkthroughs present the full three- 
dimensional and visual information without constraining viewpoints. The combination of mapping 
and virtual walkthroughs increases their individual benefits. 
It is believed that IRIS is the first system that allows incremental mapping and immediate virtual 
walkthroughs in real time concurrently to scanning an unconstrained environment with an arbitrarily 
moving stereo camera. 
10 
Recommendations 
The performance of IRIS meets the requirements of teleoperated mobile robots. However, there 
are a number of areas, where further research would be beneficial. 
" Interpolation of invalid values in disparity images (Section 3.4.5) benefits greatly from iden- 
tifying segments (i. e. individual surfaces) and is performed very well within segments. How- 
ever, interpolation of invalid areas between two segments at different distances is risky. It 
has been identified that it is usually correct to extrapolate the segment that is further away, 
but the extrapolation is performed very simply by propagating values parallel to the image 
plane. This can result in high errors, especially if the areas of invalid values are large (e. g. 
untextured wall). Thus, a more sophisticated extrapolation method should be sought, which 
would be especially beneficial for novel view synthesis. A starting point for further research 
could be the global interpolation method from Terzopoulos [ 142]. However, speed is a major 
issue. 
" It has been identified that SCS motion estimation performs best with the image based er- 
ror model (Section 5.4). However, the image based error has been calculated numerically, 
which is slow since it has to be performed very often. The ellipsoid error model is a good 
approximation and it is much faster to calculate. However, further research could uncover a 
fast, analytical solution for the calculation of the image based error, which would make any 
approximations obsolete. 
It has been discussed that camera motion estimation suffers from a growing error (Section 
5.4), regardless of the accuracy. This error can lead to inconsistencies of mapping and virtual 
walkthroughs if previously visited scene parts are visited again. A solution has been outlined 
as well (Section 5.5). The solution is based on the unique feature of SCS to calculate mo- 
tion between any overlapping stereo views without any other information and despite their 
chronological order. Thus, new stereo views can be registered to arbitrary past stereo views 
and the error distributed equally. This would ensure global consistency of camera motion. 
Further research is needed to find the best ways of distributing errors equally and keeping the 
real time capability of the method. 
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It has been shown that the DSNV method for novel view synthesis is not capable of compen- 
sating for wrong surfaces, which are introduced by individual stereo views (Section 7.4). It 
has been identified that this happens, because the available information about free space is 
not used during novel view synthesis (Section 7.5). A possible solution would be to refine the 
disparity images using the free space information from other stereo views, before performing 
novel view synthesis. However, processing time is again a major issue. Further research is 
required for solving this problem as it would greatly enhance virtual walkthroughs, which are 
based on novel view synthesis. A minor issue is to find a better selection criteria for choosing 
the minimum number of stereo views that represent a scene (Section 7.3.1 and 7.3.2). This 
would save memory and processing time for novel view synthesis. 
" The evaluation of immediate virtual walkthroughs has shown that processing time is un- 
predictable (Section 8.4.2). This can lead to a breakdown of camera motion estimation if 
creation of virtual images requires too much processing time while the camera is moved 
fast. However, the problem can easily be avoided by performing virtual walkthroughs on a 
separate processor or by changing the implementation to restrict processing time for virtual 
walkthroughs as suggested in Section 8.4.2. This only requires a change of implementation, 
depending on the chosen solution. 
" This work focuses on the physical and technical problems of recovering and providing pre- 
sumably useful information. Further research is required to integrate IRIS into the control 
system of a teleoperated mobile robot and testing it. Research issues include matching the 
control of the robot to the visual feedback and finding the best combinations of visual repre- 
sentations to support specific tasks. Possibilities are changing of robot or manipulator control 
depending on virtual viewpoints, automatic virtual camera movements (i. e. following), visu- 
alising depth information that is contained in maps with different colours, etc. 
. IRIS is aimed to support teleoperated mobile robot applications with visual real time repre- 
sentations. However, IRIS only requires one calibrated stereo camera, non-specialised hard- 
ware and does not impose restrictions on the camera motion or environment. This portability 
and flexibility permits a much wider range of applications. The collected stereo views, which 
are internally used as a basis for mapping and virtual walkthroughs describe the environment 
visually and in its three-dimensional structure. This information can not only be represented 
visually, but could also be extracted for autonomous and semi-autonomous control of robots, 
manipulators, etc. Furthermore, the stereo camera could be mounted on the manipulator, 
on walking or flying robots for different purposes. Finally, IRIS could also be used in non- 
robotics applications (e. g. aids for disabled people) as it has been continuously demonstrated 
that the stereo camera can even be moved arbitrarily by hand without any further assumptions 
or support. 
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Appendix 
A. 1 Abbreviations 
DLT Direct Linear Transformation 
DSNV Disparity Space based Novel View (method) 
FLOG Fuzzy logic based Layered Occupancy Grid (mapping method) 
FOV Field Of View 
fps Frames Per Second 
IBR Image Based Rendering 
IRIS Immediate RealIty Scanner 
LoG Laplacian of Gaussian 
MWMF Multiple Window, Multiple Filter (stereo algorithm) 
NCC Normalised Cross Correlation 
NP Non-Polynomial 
SAD Sum of Absolute Differences 
SCS Stereo Constraint Satisfaction (motion estimation method) 
SIMD Single Instruction, Multiple Data 
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 
SSD Sum of Squared Differences 
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A. 2 Hardware Specification 
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The stereo camera used was built with two analog board cameras. The right camera is synchronised 
with the video signal of the left camera. The specifications of the cameras are given in Table A. 1. 
Manufacturer Pacific 
Model VPC-465 C (CCIR) 
Type Black & White CCD Board Camera 
Size 42mm (W) x 42mm (L) x 21.5mm (H) 
Image sensor 1/3" Inter-line type CCD solid state image sensor 
Effective pixels 500 (H) x 582 (V) - 291000 pixels 
Video output CCIR; VBS 1.0 Vpp sync. negative 75 Ohms unbalanced 
Scanning system 2: 1 interlace 
Synchronisation Internal (Quartz) / External (VBS or sync. pulse) 
Horizontal resolution more than 380 TV lines 
Min. illumination 0.5 Lux or less (Output Level 50% / AGC ON / F2.0) 
S/N ratio Better than 45dB 
AGC ON / OFF selectable 
BLC Full screen 
Electronic iris 1/50s to 1/100000s 
Gamma 0.45 
Power supply DC 12V ±10% 
Current consumption 130mA 
Built-in lens f=3.6mm F5.0 Miniature lens 
Weight 25g 
Table A. 1: Specifications of cameras. 
Two analog frame grabbers (Table A. 2) were used and accessed under Linux through the 
video4linux device driver, which is included in Linux from Kernel Version 2.4. 
Manufacturer Haupauge 
Model WinTV Go 
TV format PAL 
Video chip BT878 
Resolution Scalable with interpolation filter, max. 768 x 576 pixel 
Image format Multiple colour formats (YUV, RGB, Grey, etc. ) 
Interface PCI spec. 2.1 (one interrupt required) 
DMA DMA capable 
Connections TV, audio and composite video 
Table A. 2: Specifications of frame grabbers. 
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A. 3 Selecting the m Lowest out of n 
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Section 3.4.2 describes correlation using Multiple Supporting Correlation Windows. The problem 
is to select the m lowest values out of n values. The m lowest values do not need to be ordered in any 
way. They just need to be lower than any of the remaining n-m values. Thus, to select one value 
requires only to find n-m values which are higher. Consequently, it is not needed to go through all 
n values. The number of required comparisons nc can be calculated by equation (A. 1). 
nc = m(n - m) (A. 1) 
The configuration using 5 windows needs to select two out of four, which requires four com- 
parisons. A fragment of an algorithm in pseudo code that selects one of the two lowest values out 
of four (i. e. CIO, C11, C12 and C13) would look like this: 
if C10 < C11 then 
if C10 < C12 then 
C10 is one of the two lowest values 
else 
C12 is one of the two lowest values 
end 
else 
if C11 < C12 then 
C» is one of the two lowest values 
else 
C12 is one of the two lowest values 
end 
end 
The second one of the two lowest values can be selected in the same way. 
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A. 4 A Brief Introduction into Fuzzy Logic 
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The FLOG method in Chapter 6 uses fuzzy logic for mapping. This Section reviews the basic 
concept of fuzzy logic, which enables an understanding of Chapter 6. More information can be 
found in many textbooks [81]. 
Classical logic permits exactly two states, which are usually referred to as true and false or I and 
0. These states determine whether or not an element x belongs to a certain set A. The discriminative 
function (A. 2) describes this situation. The set A is called crisp as x can either be an element of A or 
not, but nothing in between. Many operations can be defined on crisp sets like complement, union 
and intersection. These operations and further operations, their associated properties and laws are 
the basis of classical logic [128]. 
PA (x) _1 
ifxEA, 
(A. 2) 10 if xeA. 
Fuzzy logic can be seen as a generalisation of classical logic as it additionally permits states 
between 1 and 0. The degree with which a value y is a member of the fuzzy set A is defined by a 
membership function f, which maps y into the real value interval [0,1]. Higher values represent a 
higher degree of membership. The definition of a membership function is problem dependent. 
PA (Y) _ .f 
(Y) with 0<f (y) < 1. (A. 3) 
Fuzzy values are useful for all cases where a clear association to a certain set is not possible. 
They can express the lack of evidence or vagueness in data, which is common for measured values. 
Operations with fuzzy sets are defined as a generalisation of operations on crisp sets. Thus, all op- 
erations have to satisfy certain axioms [81] like the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions 
guarantee that fuzzy logic operations behave like classical logic operations if values are exactly 0 or 
1. However, the axioms do not exactly define fuzzy logic operations. There are several possibilities 
to define the same operation. This thesis uses the standard definitions of complement, union and 
intersection, which are shown in (A. 4). 
PA(Y) = 1-PAY) (A. 4a) 
PAUB(Y) =max(PA(Y), NB(Y)) (A. 4b) 
PAna(Y) = min(µa(Y), Nß(Y)) (A. 4c) 
The axioms with which fuzzy logic operations are defined guarantee that rules and laws of 
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classical logic can be applied to transform equations (e. g. De Morgan's law). The degree of freedom 
that exists for defining operations contributes to the flexibility of fuzzy logic and can be used to 
handle specific characteristics of a problem. However, it also means that care has to be taken to 
select appropriate operators. 
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A. 5 Memory Efficient Implementations of Occupancy Grids 
The FLOG method in Chapter 6 uses an occupancy grid for creating a map of an unknown environ- 
ment from an arbitrarily moving stereo camera. A strength of occupancy grids is that their memory 
consumption can be easily predicted as it depends only on the size of grid cells and the size of the 
environment. Thus, memory can be pre-allocated and kept constant. However, this is controver- 
sial as the size of the visited environment must be known in advance. Otherwise, time expensive 
reallocation and memory copy operations are required for extending the size of the grid. Further- 
more, non-rectangular environments are either difficult to model or memory is wasted by using the 
bounding rectangular size. A good compromise for all of these problems is to model the grid using 
tiles. Each tile has a fixed size and holds all cells of a squared part of the grid, for all layers. Figure 
A. 1 visualises the situation. A table of pointers is used as an index structure. Tiles are allocated as 
soon as cells inside the area that they cover are accessed. This data structure allows overestimat- 
ing of the size of the visited environment without wasting memory, since only the small table of 
pointers is pre-allocated. Similarly, if the size of the environment has been underestimated, then the 
table of pointers can be increased efficiently, since it is small and reorganisation (i. e. memory copy 




": Tile with 
cells for 
all layers 
Figure A. 1: Memory efficient data structure for occupancy grids. 
The speed to access individual grid cells can be greatly increased by choosing the size of tiles 
to be a power of 2. Thus, only shift or mask operations are required to address tiles and cells 
inside tiles. Otherwise, multiplications and divisions would be needed, which are much more time 
consuming on most processors. The size of each tile has been set to 64 x 64 cells. Each cell requires 
4 values, i. e. µE, No, N and Mk as an intermediate result. This organisation combines the strength 
of a static data structure (i. e. fast access of individual cells) with a dynamic one (i. e. using only as 
much memory as required for an unknown environment). 
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A. 6 Implementation of IRIS 
A. 6.1 General Remarks 
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This Section provides an overview over the structures of all programs and libraries of the IRIS 
system. It also serves as a link between method descriptions in the thesis and the implemented 
software. The description is intentionally kept concise to avoid distractions, due to details, which 
can easily be acquired from the commented source code. 
IRIS has been implemented using Java, C and Assembler to minimise development efforts by 
choosing the right language for individual problems. Java supports fast developments of complex 
and portable solutions. It has been used for graphical user interfaces and all functions, which are not 
processing time critical. All core algorithms have been implemented in C for performance reasons. 
The most critical loops have been heavily optimised and contain optional Assembler sections with 
SIMD instructions to perform certain calculations in parallel. 
All implementations follow the object oriented paradigm. This is reached under C by treating 
each module as a class and defining private data structures with methods for their creation, destruc- 
tion and manipulation. This supports modularity and flexibility. The system has been implemented 
under Linux, but is expected to be easily portable to all platforms that support Java and C (e. g. 
Java version 1.4 and GNU C version 2.95). However, there are some dependencies. Firstly, the 
OpenCVI library is required for camera calibration. Secondly, MINPACK2, is used for non-linear 
least squares optimisations. Thirdly, frame grabbers are accessed through the video4linux de- 
vice. Finally, there are some XI I dependent functions for painting results directly from C into Java 
panels. 
The main structures of all programs of IRIS are presented in Section A. 6.2. The stereo vision 
library, which contains the implementations of all proposed methods is described in detail in Section 
A. 6.3. 
A. 6.2 Structure of Programs 
Calibration and Viewer Program 
There are two programs with graphical user interfaces that provide access to all implemented meth- 
ods. The calib program (left window in Figure A. 2) is not only used for calibrating stereo cameras, 
but also for capturing sequences of unrectified stereo images and storing them in a video clip. This 
is useful for comparing the effects of different methods on exactly the same source data. The basic 
structure of the calibration program is shown in Figure A. 3a. Major parts are implemented in Java, 
e. g. graphical user interface, calibration grid recognition, calibration point determination (Section 
2.3.2) and optimisation of stereo calibration (Section 2.3.4). There are three C libraries, which are 
I http: //www. intel. com/research/mrl/research/opencv/ 
2http: //www. netlib. org/minpack/index. html 
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Figure A. 2: User interface of calibration (left) and viewer program (right). 
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used from Java as shown in Figure A. 3a. Firstly, the stereo vision library is required to capture 
images from the stereo cameras for locating calibration points. Secondly, the OpenCV implemen- 
tation of Zhangs [160] algorithm is used for single-camera calibration (Section 2.3.3). Thirdly, 
MINPACK is required for the optimisation of stereo calibration. The calib program produces a 
parameter file that describes the camera model. This file is required by all tools that process stereo 
images. 







stereo. app. real ti nie 
Viewer. java 
stereo. math. minpack stereo. camera 
Minpack. java Java/C transition Na tiveStereo. java 
minpack. c ii nativestereo. c i 
F MINPACK "' 
libminpack. so libstereo. so 
stereo. app. calib 
Calibration. java 
stereo. app. calib 
NativeCalib. java 
ii nativecalib. c 
OpenCV 
Iibcalib. so 
Figure A. 3: Structure of calibration and viewer program. 
The viewer program (right windows in Figure A. 2) allows real time control of all functions 
of IRIS using images from a stereo camera or stored video clips. All parameters can directly be 
manipulated, which is required for evaluation purposes. An integration into a teleoperated mobile 
robot system would require a complete redesign of the graphical user interface to fulfil all usability 
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issues. In particular, most parameters can be predetermined, which simplifies the user interface 
significantly. The structure of the viewer program is divided into a Java and C part as shown in 
Figure A. 3b. The Java part implements the graphical user interface and controls the main loop 
that is responsible for initiating processing and painting of results. All processing functions are 
implemented in the stereo vision library, which will be discussed in detail in Section A. 6.3. 
Command Line Tools 
There are several tools that provide access to individual functions of IRIS from the command line. 
These tools have been designed for automating evaluations in batch processes. Figure A. 4 shows 
an overview of the structure. 
Command Line Tools 
avitool stereo motion map nv 
avitoolcmd. c stereocmd. c motioncmd. c mapcmd. c nvcmd. c 
------------------- libster---------------------- 
--------------------------------------------- 
Figure A. 4: Structure of command line tools. 
" The avitool tool is required for splitting video clips (recorded by the calib program) into 
a sequence of single stereo images, which can be processed by all other command line tools. 
The frame rate can be chosen as required. 
" The stereo tool performs rectification of stereo images and stereo processing according to 
the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4). The results are stereo views (i. e. rectified stereo 
images with corresponding disparity images). 
" The motion tool reads a sequence of stereo views, calculates the camera motion according to 
the SCS method (Section 5.3) and stores the absolute camera position for each stereo view. 
" The map tool reads a sequence of stereo views with calculated camera motion and creates 
maps according to the FLOG mapping method (Section 6.3). 
" The nv tool reads a sequence of stereo views with calculated camera motion and creates novel 
views from specified viewpoints with the DSNV method (Section 7.3). 
All of the tools use the stereo vision library to fulfil their individual function. 
A. 6.3 Structure of the Stereo Vision Library 
Overview 
The stereo vision library implements all methods that have been proposed in this thesis. Figure 
A. 5 shows the structure and relationships between all modules of the library. Modules are grouped 
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according to their purpose and linked in a using relationship. At the top are modules that define an 
interface through which the library can be controlled from Java. The groups at the bottom contain 
the actual implementations of all proposed algorithms. 
Stereo Vision Library (libstereo. so) 
nativecapture. c Modules of Java Interface nativestereo. c 
ma ex l l. c 
.r..................... ....................... ....... 
... ... ..... 
ý M 7 F SCS 
.... ..... .. 
±ý DSNV 
stereoproc. c cammotion. c maps stereoview. c novel i;;.; 
rectifications comer. c eometry. c
captures convolutions rigidtrans. c nvdraw. c 




corrrank. c Used by many other modules 
corrcensus. c images vecmath. c util. c 





A usin B 
<module B> 
Figure A. 5: Relationships between all modules of the stereo vision library. 
Java Interface Modules 
The library contains two modules for controlling all of its functions from Java as shown on the 
top in Figure A. 5. These modules are required for converting data between Java and C. They also 
encapsulate some of the lower level functions. 
" The nativecapture module allows capturing of stereo images from Java. It also contains 
functions for painting captured stereo images directly into a Java preview panel or storing 
them into a video clip. 
" The nativestereo module provides access to all functions of the library. In particular, it 
controls initialising of all structures and the interaction between all methods. The logical 
interaction between these methods was depicted in Figures 8.2 and 8.3 in Section 8.3. The 
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module also allows painting of resulting images directly into a Java panel and adding anno- 
tations (e. g. showing corner correspondences, etc). 
" The image_xl1 module contains utility functions for converting images from the internal 
format into X11 format. These functions are used for painting images directly into Java 
panels and adding annotations. 
Capturing or Reading Stereo Images 
Methods for capturing images from the stereo camera or reading them from a video clip are imple- 
mented in two different modules. 
" The capture module provides functions for initialising frame grabbers and capturing stereo 
images synchronously. The internal implementation is based on the video4linux device 
and supports continuous grabbing (i. e. capturing of next images is performed, while current 
images are processed). 
" The stereoavi module allows reading and writing of uncompressed video clips. Each frame 
is interpreted as a horizontal concatenation of the left and right stereo image. The frame rate 
can be chosen as required. 
Rectification and Stereo Processing 
Stereo images, which are captured from a stereo camera or read from a video clip are rectified 
(Section 2.4.2) and processed with the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4). This is controlled 
through a single access point (i. e. stereoproc module) as shown in Figure A. 5. After initialisation, 
each call returns a stereo view that corresponds to the next captured or read stereo image. The 
implementation is distributed over several modules. 
" The stereoproc module provides an interface for capturing or reading stereo images, recti- 
fication and the MWMF stereo algorithm (Section 3.4). 
" The rectification module is responsible for rectifying stereo images (Section 2.4.2). The 
method supports fast processing using transformation maps, which define for each rectified 
pixel its position in the unrectified images. The maps are created at initialisation from cali- 
bration parameters. 
" The LoG filter (Section 3.4.1) is implemented in the module convolution. It is used on 
rectified images, before stereo processing is performed. 
" The correlation module uses the rectified and pre-filtered stereo images and calculates 
the corresponding disparity image. The initialisation parameters define which underlying 
functions are called. 
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" The module corrsad5 implements the, SAD5 multiple window method (Section 3.4.2) with 
correlation function filter (Section 3.4.3), left/right consistency check and sub-pixel interpo- 
lation. The modules corrsad, corrrank and corrcensus are implementations of the SAD, 
Rank and Census correlation method, which can be used alternatively. 
" The border correction filter (Section 3.4.4) is implemented in module dispborder. The 
method is optionally used to correct disparity values at object borders. 
" The modules dispseg and dispinter implement the segmentation filter and segment based 
interpolation (Section 3.4.5). Both methods are optionally used for filtering out areas of 
wrong disparities and interpolating invalid disparities. 
Camera Motion Estimation 
The SCS method (Section 5.3) uses a stereo view and calculates the camera motion in relation to 
the previously processed stereo view. This is used for deriving the absolute camera position and 
orientation in relation to the first stereo view. The method is implemented in three modules. 
" The cammotion module serves as access point and implements the determination of initial 
correspondences (Section 5.3.2) and outlier detection (Section 5.3.3). 
" The corner module implements the Harris comer detector [59], which is used to find re- 
detectable features. 
" The module rigidtrans implements the calculation of camera motion according to all dis- 
cussed error models (Section 5.3.4). It uses MINPACK to perform least-squares optimisation. 
Map Building 
Consecutive stereo views with calculated camera position and orientation are used to update an 
overview map using the FLOG mapping method (Section 6.3). This is implemented in just one 
module. 
" The module map decides if provided stereo views are different enough from the previous 
stereo view and updates the map with these views (Section 6.3.3). It also offers functions for 
creating the visual map for the user (Section 6.3.4). 
Novel View Synthesis 
The DSNV novel view synthesis method (Section 7.3) uses one or several stereo views and creates 
novel views from user specified viewpoints. The module nativestereo controls if novel views are 
created from all stereo views that have been collected to perform immediate virtual walkthroughs 
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(Section 8.3.2) or only from the current stereo view for dynamic novel views (Section 8.3.3). This 
is implemented in four modules. 
" The module stereoview manages a list of stereo views to represent a scene. New stereo 
views are added if they are different enough from previously added views (Section 7.3.1). 
" The novelview module provides all functions for novel view synthesis. The implementation 
includes backward mapping with rays in disparity space (Section 7.3.3), determination of 
intersections with the disparity surface (Section 7.3.4) and the combination of novel views 
from different stereo views (Section 7.3.5). 
" The geometry module provides functions for testing intersections between view boundary 
pyramids, which are used for selecting source views for novel view synthesis (Section 7.3.2). 
" The nvdraw module provides methods that draw a virtual camera, consisting out of triangles 
into a novel view, using a Z-buffer algorithm (Section 8.3.2). 
Utility Modules 
There are a number of utility modules, which are used throughout the library. They are shown in 
Figure A. 5, but their relationship is mostly omitted to keep the overview simple. 
9 The module param contains functions for reading the parameter file that contains calibration 
parameters and settings of the viewer application. 
" The module image contains the definition of the image structure and functions that operate 
on this structure for loading and saving images, etc. 
" The module vecmath defines data structures to represent three-dimensional vectors and ma- 
trices as well as functions, which operate on these data types. 
" The module util encapsulates functions for measuring processing time and switching op- 
tional assembler sections on and off. 
